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Dear Admiral Hedding,

It is a distinct pleasure for me, in my
capacity as President of the Board of Control
of the U. S. Naval Institute, to thank you
for the time and effort you expended in the
development of your oral biography. We are
happy indeed to present you with a bound copy
of that biography.

I know that this record of your distin
guished naval career will prove of much value
to naval historians of the future. It is
indeed worthy of the best in naval tradition.

Well done!

Warm regards,

E. R. ZUNWALT, JR.
Admiral, U. S. Navy
President

Vice Admiral Truman J. Hedding, USN (Ret.)
725 Guadalupe Avenue
Coronado, California 92118



Preface

This manuscript is the result of a series of tape—
recorded interviews with Vice Admiral Truman J. Hedding,
U. S. Navy (Retired). The interviews were conducted at
his home in Coronado, California, during the period from
February to May, 1971. They were conducted by Commander
Etta Belle Kitchen, USN (Ret.), for the Oral History Office
in the U. S. Naval Institute, Annapolis, Maryland.

Only minor emendations and corrections have been made
to the transcript by Admiral Hedding and where necessary,
oages have been re-typed. The reader is asked to bear in
mind that he is reading a transcript of the spoken word
rather than the written word.

An index has been added for the convenience of the
reader.
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the undersigned and the Oral History Department of the United
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a. If classified OPEN, the transcript(s) may be read
or th ecording(s) audited by the qualified personnel upon
presentation of proper credentials, as determined by the
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VICE ADMIRAL TRUNAN J. HEDDING
U’TITED STATES NAVY, RETDED

Truman Johnson Hedding was born on July 14, 1902, n Morris
Pennsylvania, son of Mrs. Katherine C. Hodding and the late

Benjamin E. Heddtng. He attended East Denver High School and
Dr.ver (Colorado) University for one year before hTh appointment to
thc U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, by the Honorable B. C.
1izrnandeZ of New Mexico in 1920. Graduated and commissioned Ensign
on Juno,4, l921I, he advanced to the rank of Captain, his date of
rank June 1, 1943. Hi nomination to the rank of Rear Admiral was
confirr0d by the Senate to data from July 1, 1951.

Following graduation from the Naval Academy in 1924, he served
board the USS MARYLAND until January 192k, when he was ordered to
the Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida, for flight training He

designated Naval Aviator on November 24, 1926, and remained at
tire Atr Station until January 27, 1927, when he was assigned to
Fighting Squadron ONE, of AIrcraft Squadrons, Battle Fleet, From
June 1929 to May 1930 he had instruction in aeronautical engineering
t the Postgraduate School, Annapolis, and continued instruction at
tN Iiassachusetts Itjtut of. Technology at Cambridge, from which
iC received the Master of Sciene degree in 1931.

Ø•
Between July 1931 and June 932 he was on duty at the Naval

:r Station, Anacostia, D, C., after which he had a year’s service
1n Uhe USS SARATOGA, Assigned to Fighting Squadron 6-B until June
jQ35, he was nxt ordered to Washington, D, C., to serve in the
Lurau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, with additional duty during
9-1937 as a Naval AIde to the White House, In June 1937 he
joined Fighting Squadron 2-B, based on the USS LEXINGTON, and in
Dcccmher 1939 assumed command of Fighting Squadron 2 aboard that
arr.er, FollowIng duty from June 1940 until June 1942 at the Naval
r Station, Pensacola, he assIsted in fItting out the USS ESSEX,

from her commissioning, December 31, 1942, until July 1943, had
c’’nsecutive duty as Air Officer and Executive Officer.

In August 1943 he beáame Chief of Staff to the Commander, Car—r’er Division TIfflEE, and for outstandIng service in that capacityv awarded the Legion of Merit and a Letter of CommendatIon, eachth Combat “V.” The citations follow in part:

Legion of MerIt: “For exceptona11y meritorious conduct...dur
1.fl successful attacks on enemy Japanese-held territory of Tarawa,

uama, Makin, Jaluit, Wotje, Kwajalein, Truk the Marianas, Palau,fld Hollandla, from November 1943 to April l9, and in the Naval-tt1e for the Marianas in Jun& 1944.,.Captain Hedding ably assistedthe Task Force Cornjandep in planning operations and in coordinatIngfld drecting attacks against hostile aircraft, shipping and shoreflStallat ions, .He was greatly Instrumental in forming plans which,flU placed in effect by the units of the Task Force, caused great‘st.ruction on the enemy wIti-i litt’le damage to our forces...”
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Letter of Commendation (by Commander in Chief, Pacific

FleCt) “For merjtorous conduct...as Chief of Staff to the

Task Force Commander during successful attacks on the Japanese—

hcld jslands of Tarawa, Apamarna, Makin, Mule, Jaluit, Wotje and

.ijalein. His initIative and. ability were outstanding in the

execution of atacks against Tarawa, Makjn and Apainama on 18
september 1943. During the period. 10 to 25 November 1943, his

exceptional performance of duty throughout offensive operations

against the enemy contributed immeasurably to the destruction of

enemy aircraft, shipping and. installations at Mille, Makin and
jaluit...”

From June 1944 to March 1946, he served on the staff of the

Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet, and for meritorious service in

the Future Plans Section, concerned with Naval and Naval Air
operations, he was awarded the Bronze Star Medal. The citation
states in part: “...Captain Hedding ably discharged his responsi

bility for the planning of Carrier Task Force Operations against

the Japanese Home Islands and the enemy-he1d positions...”

He is also entitled to the Ribbon and Stars for, and facs

riiies of the Presidential Unit Citations awarded the USS YORK

TOWN, USS LEXINGTON and USS ESSEX.

Completing a tour of duty in March 1947 at the Naval Air
Base, Fourteenth Naval District, Pearl Harbor, T. H., he re
turnedto the United States, and was assigned to the General
Board, Navy Department, Washington, D. C. In August 1947 ho
reported for Instruction at the National War College, also in
Washington, and upon graduation assumed command of the USS VALLEY
FORGE, in July 1948. Detached from that command in August 1949,
h ias ordered to the Joint Staff, Office of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, Washington. In April 1951 he joined the staff of the Corn

rnonder in Chief, Pacific Fleet, assuming the duties of Chief of
Staff, Joint Staff, in August of that year.

In July 1953 he became Commander Formosa Patrol Force,
Pacific Fleet, with additIonal duty as Commander Fleet Air Wing
ONE. On August 17, 1954 he reported as Deputy Dlrectcr, Joint
Strategic Plans Group, the Joint Staff Office, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, Washington, D. C., and. on June 28, 1955 assumed the duty
of Special Assistant to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Washington. He was Commander Carrier Division TIEE from Septem
ber 1956 until September 1957, and on October 14, 1957 reported
as Bureau of Aeronautics General Representative, Western District
with headquarters In Los Angeles, California. He remained there

until relieved of all active duty pending his retirement, effec

tive January 1, 1959. Upon being transferred to the Retired List
he wa advanced to the rank of Vice Admiral on the basis of com
bat awards.
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In addition to the Legion of Merit with Combat “V,,” the
ronze Star Medal, Commendation Ribbon with Combat 11v and the
presidential Unit Citation Ribbon with three stars, Vice Admiral
[-Iedding has the American Defense Service Medal; the American
campaign Medal; the AsIatic-Pacific Campaign Medal; World War II
victory Medal; and National Defense Service Medal.

Vice Admir H dding’ us 1 ad es is 1726 c te Boul
evard, Santa Mon C , Califo . He arried to e former
jss Ysabel W. We se of Sant Monica.

NAVY - Office of Information
Biographies Branch
19 Jnnur 1959
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Vice Athuiral Truman J. 1-ledding

1519 Second Street, Apt. ‘D309 by Etta 3elle Citchen

Coronado, California February 27, 1971

Iiss Kitchen: I appreciate being able to talk with you.

Your career is distinguished and has had many highlights.

I know that the Institute will benefit by having your recollec

tions and appreciate your being able to do the interview.

I think we might begin with a thumbnail sketch of your

early days, Admiral. If you would. give me some of the vital

statistics, we could begin with that.

Admiral Hedding: I was born on 3asti]Le Day, the 14th day of

July 1902 in Liorrisdale, Pennsylvania. My father was a doctor,

Dr. 3enjamin Hedding, and my mother was from Delaware.

I grew up in Pennsylvania. I was about ten or eleven years

old when we moved out to New Mexico. Actually we moved out there

for my health. We lived in the little town of Liountainair, I

guess fifty or sixty miles from Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Liountainair was just a little tiny place and. I imagine

it l1 is. My father practiced there. As I said. the reason

we came out there was for my health.
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Schooling there was rather primitive, in that they only

had three months o± school. Then we’d go into Albuquerque and

try to get some more schooling. So I really didn’t get any

formal schooling until much later on when we moved to Santa

Fe, New Mexico.

To backtrack a little bit — when I was still in school

in Albuquerque and. Santa Fe there was a teacher who intrigued

me and got me very interested in mathematics. I just kind of

became a bug on it and just loved it.

So I was then able to have two years of high school in

Santa Fe, New Lexico. Then we moved to Denver and I graduated

from East Denver High School in 1919.

At that time I became interested in the Naval Academy.

:iy father, through local friends, arranged for me to taace the

competitive exam for the Naval Academy by our one Congressman

at large in New Mexico, the Honorable Benigno C. Hernandez.

I took the competitive exam and came out second. Immedi

ately after that I took the entrance exam to the Naval Academy,

which I passed with very modest ades while I was still in

East Denver High School.

The principal got into the Naval Academy. He had prepared

back in Washington, and was much better prepared than I. He

won out and got the principal appointment, although he only

lasted one year at the Naval Academy.
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So having passed the entrance exam I had no problems

getting an appointment for the class of 1924. I was supposed

to report in June, but I had an appendecton..y and didn’t get

in until September.

The year I was waiting to get into the Naval Academy

I took a year at Denver University. I just picked the things

I liked, mostly they were mathematics — calculus and integral

equations and things that I was interested in, and a course in

the slide rule.

So by the time I got to the Naval Academy, and with so

much of the courses based on mathematics, it was relatively

easy. And having ‘own up in New :iexico I spoke Spanish rea

sonably well, so I was smart and chose Spanish as my language

So I had no problems academically, and graduated six in my

class.

1Jon graduation I went to the battleship, IAEYLAND, and

reported aboard in Puget Sound.

Ziiss Kitchen: Are there any highlights of your four years at

the Academy?

Admiral Hedding: I think it was a very normll idshipman

tour. I was on the soccer squad and the track team.
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Of course today the youngsters have so many things

they can do. There are so many elective courses that they

can take.

We had no real electives at all. Ve only had one elec

tive course — you took Spanish or French. Other than that

we all got the same thing.

We were given more of a technical education to teach

us to be naval officers, rather than a liberal arts course.

Zi.ss fltchen: The degree you had is 3achelor of Science?

Admiral !iedd.ing: rLat I what you get from the I’Iaval Academy.

You’re given a 3achelor of Science Degree. Of course later

on I got my Liasters at .I.T., which I’ll cover later. So

it was a very normal tour at the Naval Academy.

ULon graduation I reported to the battleship, IiAEYLAND.

At that time they were sending all of the graduates to battle

ships or cruisers. The idea being that you really didn’t start

learning to be a naval officer until you actually report ad

aboard a ship, and of course the life aboard battleships was

typical Navy at that time. You had a junior office’s mess

and a wardroom mess.
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The life at that time in the junior mess was a lot

of fun. And we E..ad a magnificent salary of $143 a month.
jb’

So what “c’ d. do — we ‘d pa- our mess so we could eat. Then
‘I

we’d go ashore and. spend it. If we ran out of money we’d.

go aboard ship until next payday.

I reported aboard at Puget Sound. :Moat of the time

we were in the San Pedro area.

Then in ‘25 the Fleet left for a cruise to Australia.

Jirst we spent some time in Hawaii, and that was a lot of

fun. That was back in 1925, and Hawaii was quite different.

At that time there was only one hotel, the oana on \vaikiki

3each. To get there you’d have to take an open air trolley

across the marsh where Kapiolani Park is now, on out to the

Loana. They still have uhe big banyh tree in the court.

Running out from the banyi tree, way out on the reef, was

a bandLtand. --the reef. We’d go out there at night in the

oandstand, with the great big moon, and the beach boys sing

ing — it was really something. The bandstand was washed away

in one of the Kona storms later on and they never rebuilt it.

We went to Australia. That was a most interesting trip

for me because I was assistant navigator. A new navigator

reported aboard, Commander Van Volkenburg, who was the Cornmanci—

ing Officer of the ARIZONA on 7 December 1941, was lost in

the ARIZONA, and. his body is still there.
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He had been n engineering duty and. he said he was not

very familiar with navigation, and that I would be the navi—

ator and he would be the assistant navigator. So that’s

the way we worked it from Samoa to Sydney. I ..brought the

ship in and anchored it as navigator.

We spent two weeks in Sydney and we just really had a

oall there. Australia just went all out, they did everything

for us. Vie even had tickets for any trolley or any railroad

train or anything — we went all over that part of Australia.

Then we had five days at sea. Then we had two weeks at

Auicland, New Zealand. And then we came home.

hen we ot home, back to San Pedro, I had become in

terested in naval aviation, particularly at that time I thought

I wanted to be an aircraft designer.

,e had three naval aviators on the MAEYIMm. The senior

aviator was Art Davis, another was W. W. Smith, and Apollo

aucek, who you may have heard about. W. W. Smith and Apollo

were assigned as assistants to the assistant navigator for the

cruise to Australia. So I got to be very interested in avia

tion, and talked to them about it.

I said, “I want to design airplanes.” They said, “\here

do you stand in your class?” and I told them. They said,

“You can get in the construction corps easy if you want to,

and then you can shift over to aircraft design. Then if you

really want to be an aviator you can maybe get down to Pensa

cola and get your wings.”
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I said, “What’s the other out?” ‘The other out is to

o to Pensacola first and get your wings, and then some time

subsequent to that to put in for a postgraduate course in

aeronautical engineering.” I paid, “That soimds good to me.

I don’t want to be just a construction corps type.” So I

put in for Pensacola.

When we got back from Australia I went aboard the hos

pital ship, MERCY, and took my flight physical along with

my roommate on the LIARYLM4D. I passed but he didn’t, so he

didn’t get to go at that time.

I was then ordered, in December of 1925, to report to

Pensacola for temporary duty for instruction in aviation.

I stayed there a year and got my wings, and was ordered to

ihting Squadron One, the old High Hat Squadron.

- The Commander of the squadron was Lieutenant i3ogan.

That’s where I first met Jerry. He was a bachelor and he was

something. The whole grup of us were young and full of oeans

and we just had a grand time. Everything we did wa2 just fun.

.iiss Kitchen: I gather that each step that you went along

YOU liked.

Admiral Hedding: I loved everything that I did in the Navy.
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hiss Kitchen: Did you like flying?

Adz:iiral Hedding: I was crazy about it, I really was. I

was always so glad I was s a fighter pilot. I’ve

always looked upon the fighter pilots as being the cream

of the crop in most ways.

They selected ten of us out of the whole group of stu

dents to et fighter training. Now they give all the same

training. 3ut we were a select group. Prom there we went

directly to fighter squadrons, as I said I came to VF—±.

_iss kitchen: Do you think you have to like it to do it well?

A&riral iledding: Certainly, anything you do well you have

to like. And you have to be highly motivated to do things

well. You must not shy away from difficult jobs.

A lot of naval officers have failed to go as far as they

should because they are always looking for easy jobs.

I was in VF Siu:adron One for two years. I made J.&. i

while I was in V.P—i. I was ordered to Annapolis, iaryland for

a postgraudate course in aeronautical engineering.

iss Kitchen: Did you ask for it?

Admiral Hedding: Oh yes, you had to put in for it, you had

to be selected.
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The three ofus — Cato Glover, Swede Eksro!n, and I —

Il’
were the fjrt naval aviators to be ordered to take the

4

course ii’ structures and design which previously only the

naval constructors had taken. We were the first aviators

to get that.

We were ordered to the Postgraduate School in Annapolis,

::aryland for a refresher course and to get us back into a

student regine.

fi.I.T. was tough, and when got up there we found out

how tough it was, because we were in competition in this

aeronatical engineering course with kids that had just corn—

letel four years at .I.T. and were embarked upon their

postgraduate courses to get their degrees. So they were in

t business of studyin- and it was difficult for us to get

back into the habit of study.

.iss itchen: When you went to the Postgraduate School did

you know you were going on to I.I.T.?

Admiral Heciding: Yes, that was a part of it. You were sent

to the Postgraduate School in Annapolis to refresh you. It

was preparatory.

3efore the normal course up there the three of us took

summer school at id.I.T. Then we went on to those courses to

get our degree, and write our thesis for our :Jasters Degree.
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iss Kitchen: Do you recall what your thesis was?

Admiral Hedding: Yes. It was theoretical, to determine

from wind tunnel tests the stability features of a real

airplane. We had a lot of wind tunnel data on a type of

trainer that was out at the air station at Squantum. Swede

Esktrom and I collaborated on our thesis. We did the fly

ing and by shifting the center of gravity and other things

to determine whether or not our mathematical analysis of

wind tunnel data could be confirmed by our actual testing

of the airplane. So that was our thesis.

jul55 Kitchen: Do you want to amplify on the courses that

you took at ri.I.T.?

Admiral Hedding: The courses we took — we were more or less

the guinea pigs as far as the Navy was concerned, to utilize

naval aviators rather than constructors and.let us get an

aeronautical degree in structure and design. iiiaybe they had

the idea in back of their heads that we would perhaps, being

aviators, be better designers of airplanes than those who

were not aviators and didn’t really understand or have the

feel for flying that we did. I think that was probably why

we were selected.

Later on what they’ve done I don’t. know. It’s become

very1very technical now.
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We were just kind of the guinea pigs. Actually I

think the Navy to a deee wasted money on us, because

only at one time subsequent to my getting my Deee and

going to Li.I.T. did I have any duty where I could use the

knowledge acquired up there. I did at one time later on

have the propeller desk in the Bureau of Aeronautics, so

what I had done at JI.I.T. helped.

Upon getting my deee I was assigned to the Flight

Test Section, which was then at Anacostia. That was quite

a feather. Everybody wanted to be a test pilot. And I

thought it was great.

i1SS Kitchen: Did it senm romantic at the time?

Admiral £-ledding: Sure, flying is romantic, it always will be.

That was the first time I got to Imow Ralph Oftsie,

he was in charge of the F ght Test Section at Anacostia.

There were three or four people on there. Ralrh was

in charge of the Test Section. There was Joe

3olger — who is of course retired, ther was Trapnell —

you may have heard of, and Bob Pine and I. That was the

Plight Test Section.

That was about the last ye’ or so that they had

Plight Test Section at Anacostia. Later they moved it down

to Patuent because of the dangers of testing planes. We

had some planes crack up, so tb&y thought it best to get it

away from tiat populated area.
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.jss kitchen: Did you have any close calls during your

testing?

ciiiral deddin: You always do. A lot of times ynu get

scared. Things happen and ‘,-ou get scared. Anybody that

didn’t get scared just doesn’t know what he was talking about.

I went to the ?light Test Section, and while I was there

I aade Lieutenant. From there I was ordeed to the USS

SAiATOCA. I reported aboard and I had many different duties —

I was the harigex deck officer, the gasoline officer, the

assembly and repair officer. Then they moved me up to the

light deck, and I had the flight deck for awhile. Then the

landing signal officer ws suddenly detached.

The then executive officer, Commander Kelly Turner, cal

led rae in and said, “Truman you are now going to be the land—

ing signal officer. You’re going toing the planes aboard —

lag waving.” ,jth Dutch Duerfeldt, who was then the landing

sijial officer, I spent about two weeks in the San iego area

earning to be a landing signal officer.

izs litchen: I would think that would be a terribly diffi

cult and almost fri’htening and responsible position.

idmiral !iedding: It was in a way, but having been a naval

aviator and having been a carrier pilot it was a very normal

thing, and I knew pretty much w}:at it was all about. I did

neec. some training.
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I went to see Commander Turner and said, “L’s don’t

ever have this thing happen again, where suddenly you detach

the landing signal officer and you bring somebody new in here

and it rzay not work out. I think I should have a couple of

assistants.” He said, “I think so too. Who do you want?”

So I picked out a couple of classmates, Al Handly and

Bill Davis — the one who flew with Goble on the first flight

to Hawaii as navigator. Also Bill was a member of the first

Navy Stunt Team. The three Sea Hawks, with Putt Storrs and

Tomlinson — they were the original three Sa Hawks, the ori

ginal Navy stunt team.

I was the landing signal officer and that was most in

teresting, but I wane to get in a squadron. So I asked

to be ordered from the SARATOGA to a SARATOGA squadron, and

I was. Normally when ordered to a squadron you qualify by

landing. I had always made it a piint to land the type of

plane that every squadron ever had aboard myself, to make me

a better landing signal officer.

I was ordered to report to Fighter Squadron Six, with

none other than my old friend Ralph Oftsie, the Squadron Com

mander. I spent a year in Fighter Squadron Six.

The SARATOGA was operating in the Pacific off of Pearl

Harbor. During that time, reminscing a bit, in one of our

opperations we attacked Pearl Harbor in almost the identical

way the Japs did on the 7th of December of 1941. We caine
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in from the north and made our attacks. I don’t know whether

they read our reports on it, but they did practically the same

thing in 1941.

Ziiss Kitchen: Do you know your game was the first one of

that type to use that strater?

Admiral Iledding: I’m not sure whether it was or not, but I

knew we did that, and we did the same thing again.

Again reminiscing, at that time we had a remarkable of

ficer in command of the Air Force 3attle Fleet, Admiral Joseph

Reeves, known as July Goat Reeves. He was a very brilliant

man. He was not a professional naval aviator, he was one of

those who came in aviation late and got observers wings. He

was a very keen strategist and tactician. He made us do a

lot of things off the LANGLEY, and the SARATOGA, and the

LDJNGTON that we really didn’t know if we could do them or

not. This was while I was on the SARATOGA in the Fighter

Squadron.

I remember while I was on the SARATOGA in the VF—6, also

that year we made an attack on the Panama Canal. Admiral Reeves

detached the SARATOGA and we went away down past the Galapogas

Islands and came in and made an attack on the Panama Canal.

That was quite a business. We flew over water about 150 miles

and then back to the carrier, and we didn’t have all the aids

that they have today. That was a long flight.
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We were doing things then that we really didn’t know

we could do. Naval Aviation at that time was a small group.

e were learning an awful lot.

We were just getting real carriers. The LANGLEY, as you

know, was a converted collier, and we learned in that. Then

we got the SARATOGA and the LEXINGTON, originally designed

to be battle cruisers and were made into carriers.

Then from there on we started to grow, we started to do

things, and to learn thicgs — like that attack on Honolulu

when I was in VP—l. Ve had no running lights oi the planes,

we had no radio. Ve decided that we would make a dawn attack

on Pearl harbor. So we took off. We all had flashlights, and

we would flash these flashlights over our right shoulder so

we cbuld better rendevouz in the dark. But we never did, and

we didn’t reridevouz until practically over Diamond Head at

dawn. Arryway we all got together for the attack on Pearl Harbor

and we all got back safely. We were doing things.

Admiral Reeves has never been given the credit that he

should have been given in the development of naval aviation.

He was a great man.

I first was with him when he was Captain Reeves on the

old NORTH DAKOTA, on one of my Midshipmen’s cruises.

He wa quite a student of naval strater. He used to

lecture on the Battle o± Jutland.
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I just don’t think that he has been given tI’ credit

by naval historians for getting us in our formative years,

iE when we were learning and making us do things, and learn

ing to do things with carriers that we didn’t think we could

do. I think someone should really write something about

Admiral Reeves, because he was a great man.

Then I reported to the Bureau of Aeronautics for duty.

At that particular time the Chief of the 3urcu of Aeronau

tics was quite a character himself, Ernest J. King. We all

called him “Uncle Ernie.” Uncle Ernie worked hard and he

played hard, he really did, he played hard.

Ie would go to the cocktail parties in Washington. ie

and irs. ing would arrive and they would spend about an hour

or so, a respectable time, and then he’d take rs. King home

and he’d come back.

Je was really quite something — Admiral King. I knew

hi.La when he commanded the LEXINGTON, and of course I got to

know him quite well in the Bureau of Aeronautics.

i-fe got somewhat in disfavor later on in his career, and

he was ordered to the Navy Genera]. Board, whh at that time

was kind of a receiving barracks for the senior Admirals. Just

prior to their retirement they were ordered to the General Board

and supposedly they were to advise the Secretary of the Navy on

various suujects using their tremendous background and e:per—

• ience. Admiral King wanted none of it.
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I al;ays admired him and I always talked back to him.

s a matter of fact when he was Commander Air Force Pacific

I was just about to be oraered to command FiGhter Squadron two.

I would oe the first man in my class to get command of a squadron.

At that time I was called up to the office. Captain

ii d Kelly Turner was the Chief of Staff. said,”What

does the Admiral want to see me about Captain?” He said, “Viell

Iruraan, he wants you. to be his flag Lieutenant.” I said, “He

does?” He said, “Yes.” I said, “Well Gee, can I be frank?”

1e said, “Sure.” I said, “I don’t want the job. I iiow it’s

an honor, but I’m just about to Get command of this squadron,

and that’s the greatest thing that could happen to me.” He

said, “ell, go in and tell the Admi’aJ. how you feel.”

So I went in and he said, “Did Captain Ttrncr tell you .vhy

I asked to see you?” And I said, “Yes sir, he did.” lie said,

“hat do you thinJ of it?”

I said, “Admiral, that ‘gould be quite an honor, but can

I be frank?” He said, “Sure.” I said, “I’ve just gotten a

letter from Yashjngton that I’m about to be ordered to command

righter Squadron two. I thini that would be the jreatcst thing

hat ever haspened to me.” He said, “Veil, I Guess it would

ue, okay.” o I got out of that job, with Admiral rnest J. iin.

So again I 1ew him in Washington. I went to call o: him

when he was on the Navy General Board. I said, “Admiral what
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in the world are you doing here?” He said, “Well I don’t

like it a bit. One of these days they’re going to need a

son oi’ a bitch and they’re going to ask for me.”

iTom there he was ordered to command something in the

Atlantic Fleet. Then when the war came along President

Roosevelt brought him in to take over the Navy during World

War II as Cominch. He was really something.

iiss Kitchen: Your duties when you were on the propeller

desk — did you use the knowledge you had gained?

Admiral 1{edding: Yes, and. that ‘s about the only time I ever

used it.

Actually I think to a degree it’s wrong to take profes—

sional naval aviators, the people that like to fly, and make

them technicians. I think they should be technicians, period,

like they do now. I think that ‘s one of the reasons why they

set up the Aeronautical Engineerng Duty Only branch of the

Navy. They n-ver commanded anything, they never commanded

squadrons. They would go to sea in more of less of a techni

cal position on somebody’s staff. But I didn’t want that.

When I went to the Bureau they asked me — did I want to

o AEDO, and I said, “No, I don’t want any part of it.”

iiss Kitchen: You also had some additional duties while you

were in JuAir.
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Admiral Hedding: Yes. I was then a bachelor. Lieutent

Commander J. E. Ostrander was the senior Naval Aide at the

White house. Ozzie, as we knew him out here on the west

coast, was a naval aviator. He was on duty in Washington,

and he asked me would I like to be an aide at the White House.

I said, “Well, I don’t know, what is it?” He explained it

and said, “You’ll have a lot of fun.”

hiss Kitchen: I understood there were three requirements —

that you were single, tall, and good looking.

Admiral Hedding: I don’t know about that. I was tall and

single. I enjoyed it, it really was fun. There were a lot

of interes-ing things you got to do and see, and a lot of

people you never would see otherwise.

Lass Kitchen: Can you give me a picture of the White House

in those days?

Admiral Hedding: The White House in those days was quite social.

The President enjoyed these parties I think much more than

Lrs. Roosevelt did. We had the normal cngressional receptions,

for the Armed Forces and for the Diplomatic Corps.
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The Naval White ilouse Aides — we were just more or less

glorified ushers. ie handled the people when they came in.

The protocol was quite elaborate and things had to be handled

very carefully or feelings would be hurt among the foreign

service people there.

At that time Admiral Wilson Brown was the Naval Aide to

the President. General P. A. Watson was the Army Aide.

These receptions were quite elaborate. You’d come there

to — say a diplomatic reception where there would be a whole

bunch of Ambassadors and iinisters and. their wives. They all

1ad to be presented to the P:-esident and irs. Roosevelt in

order of their seniority. The seniority was determined by

the date they presented their credentials to the President.

There might be some little country that would have the senior

diplomat.

e had a room down in the basement. We’d get our orders

of the day, and each one of us would be given a little card.

Tile group coming in would be divided into a out four groups.
I

On your card would be the naineSof the -*pe, when they were

announced by an Aide at the entrance to the’ East Room you woul&

take them to your part of the East Rooll and keep them together.

You’d say, “Now you stand there, don’t go moving around,” be

cause you had to bring them to be presented in the right order.

On your card would be the Ambassador and IJadam so and so of

whatever country it was, and then opposite that would be his

dinner partner who he would escort into the dining room.
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lie was given a card when he came in with the nmne of

his dinner partner. Then you’d ask him — did he know so and

so? If he didn’t, then while you were doing all of this you

would grab him and take him over and introduce him to his

dinner partner. When it was all over, an1 the President and

LIrs. Roosevelt would start the grand entrance to the dining

room, everybody would be lined up and. they would get their

partners and away they’d go.

hiss Kitchen: That was quite a logistic problem, wasn’t it?

Admiral Redding: It was fun.

Then we would o down in to the room that we Lad. They

would have sandwiches and coffee down there for us while they

were all eating.

Then after their dinner was through, they’d usually colLie

into the East Room and have some kind of entertainment, not

as elaborate as brought in by the Kennedys. Then it would be

over about eleven o’clock.

You .ever knew When you’d be caild by one of the secre

taries of irs. Roosevelt that she’d b. aaving a tea, and they’d

need a couple of Aides to stand in line and introduce people.

So we always had to keep a uniform ready if they called, and

run to the White House.
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iiss Kitchen: You never did in the day?

Admiral 1-ledding: In the daytime too, for receptions or teas.

LIiSS Kitchen: It surprised me that you’d be taken away from

your job to do that.

Admiral fledding: Oh yes.

irs. fooseve1t was a very lovely person. She did an

awfully nice thing for me, which I’ll never forget.

Any time one of the Aide’s mothers would cone to ash—

ington rs. Roosevelt would always ask her to attend one of

her teas. You would go down there with your mother, not as

an Aide, ji1 o to a tea.

fly mother came to Washington and we we..e invited bo go

to a tea. Just about that time Colonel Howe died. So her

secretary called me up and said, “Lieutenant, I’m sorry. You

know that Colonel dowe died. The Roosevelts have cancelled

all their scial schedule, everything.” So I said to mother,

“It’s tc.) i.d that --ou didn’t get to the White House.”

A couple of days went by and I got another call from the

secretary. She said,”Irs. Roosevelt asks that you and your

mother come to tea, if you can, tomorrow afternoon at five

oclock.tt It was to be in the Red Room or the Green Room,

one of the small sitting rooms there.
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We went there, just mother and me and an Episcopal

minister, and we were the only people there. Mrs. Roosevelt

had done that just for me. She’d found out about it — that

my mother was there and the reception was called off. She

had that just for us. I’ll never forget it.

So tha’s some of the highlights.

iss fltchen: Did you have any ersona1 contact with the

President?

Aw’iiral Liedding: Very little.

He was a most unusual person. At these big receptions

tney would always line up in the East Room and would come

through the Red Room into the 3lue Room, which :j the big

oval room. He had a specially built chair that he would

sit on.

He would take two hundred at a time. Gus Ginrich, who

was the bodyguard, had a clicker. tand(in front

of the President, we called the four ursemen, the Navy

Army Navy Army, and we would stand there all braced up. This

was the atmosphere as the people went by. Gus Ginrich would

always make some crack about, “Look at this babe coming.”
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Then at two hundred he’d say, “Two hundred Mr. President.

stop the line.” And we’d stop the line, he’d relax and have

a cigarette, and then say, “Let’s go some more.”

iiss Citchen: You are tall and strong, and I have heard on

occasion he would have a Naval Aide by him so that he could

stand.

Admiral Hedding: Yes, he would. It was usually that, or one

oi his sons. his Sons — James was about my age I guess, and

John, and i.]D.R., Jr. — they would help him. 0±’ course Gus

Jinrich would do it all the time.

The President, you know, was completely paralized from

the waist down. To sit down he would stand up Then he would

say, “Okay,” and he’d break the braces and own he’d go. Then

when he’d get up, he’d hit them, make a whack, and then he’..

,:et up and he uld Walk.

Then I reported to VP Squadron Two, the enlisted men’s

squadron. I first reported as executive officer, then I fleet—

ed up about a year J..ter as commanding officer. In the mean—

tine I made Lieutenant Commander.

The enlisted pilots in the Navy seldom became more than

second pilots in a big boat squadron4inthe utility squadrons.

So somebody got the idea — let’s get the cream of the crop and

set up a fighter squadron and order these enlisted pilots as

the wingmen. All the section leaders were officeis. There were

seven of us, including the liaison plane. Our wingmen were all

enlisted pilots.
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One who flew in my section — Sam Lofton — is now one

of the Councilmen over n San Diego.

Lass Kitchen: How did they get to be pilots?

Admiral Hedding: Just 1ke we did, vent to-Pensacola. They

had gone through the school.

So I enjoyed it very much. They were all hot shot pilots,

excellent pilots. They certainly kept the officers on their

toes — to be able to lead them wLs something.

Vhile I was there I made Lieutenant Coimander.

Kitchen: Did you enjoy that?

Adn!iral Hedding: Very much. That’ s when we were getting

along to just before t:e war.

Lass Kitchen: This was the first time you’d been a command—

,.in ocrr.

Admiral liedding: Yes, and you worked a long time to get it.

0±’ course, now the squadron commanders aa-e much more

senior than we were then, because there are a lot more squadrons.
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In 1940 we went to Hawaii on our fleet problem. W1e

we were there all transfers were frozen, because there was

a war alert. I had an awful time getting relieved so I

could report to Pensacola for duty. I finally got orders

to go, and I had to go up to the Conmiander—in—Chief to get

authority to go back on a destroyer because they just weren’t

letting anrbody go.

Jiss iteien: Vr1hj did you want to go back to Pensacola?

Admiral Hedding: Vihy stay on? The officer to relieve me

in command was aboard ready to take over the squadron. I

alreac,r ad orders to Pensacola. I wanted to o to Pensaco a.
%

it was a tcir that I hadn’t h.ad and I thought it would be

and I’d enjoy it.

To get back to the West Coast I had to he dered to

a destroyer. They wer€ sending some destroyers back, that

was in Iay 1940. I ot orders to report aboard the USS JcE0ii0E.

The cornmandin- officer was Commander Ray Tarbuck.

So I tot back and went to Pensacola. They put me in

charge of Corey and Sauffley Fields. Of course, I was there

when Pearl harbor was hit • As a matter cf fact I had the com

mand duty the day that Pearl Harbor was attacked.
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I was in my quarters and my mother was listening

the iational Srinphony, and they broke in and said, “There’s

been an attack on Pearl Harbor.”
‘fl’ 6.0 e)’3,0

I headed J because we had some VIPs aboard — Artemus

Gates, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Air was down,

with a couple of his assistants, Obie Hardison, Art Radford,

the skiper of the station, Putty Reed of NC—4 fame, Bill

Sanpie, and Windy Switzer — they were all out playing golf.

Sc I se3lt the duty officer tt them, and got their

crew together, and h’ - Washington.

kiss fltchcn: What was your reaction? Do you remember?

dmirs1 eking: I just coul’t believe it.

We had so many rumors of what the damage was, we didn’t

know, they weren’t puttin, any information out. All these

battleships were suni: and the carriers were sunk. We didn’t

:nov:. Everybody was taking all kinds of crazy precautions —

trying to spr2acl the planes out on the training field so that

the Japanese wouldn’t destroy our training planes, silly thIngs

like that. Or putting a watch over the water main from the

Pensacola into the Air Station.

Of course, we didn’t go nearly as crazy as they did out

on the est Coast or in Hawaii.
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The Japense, even when things were going real we. with

t1en, never did intend t invade Hawaii. We didn’t know it

then. Vhen I interrogated them later, on the 3ornbing Survey,

I asked, “Did you ever have any ideas about invading Hawaii?”

They said, “No. We wanted to sink the fleet. We thought if

vie sank the fleet and maCe the war difficult- enough the Amer—

ican people 7vould say, “Let’s gt out of it,” and we would

acilieve our airas down in Southeast Asia.”

They meant to attack Pearl Harbor, and might have come

back again, but they had no intention of uffecting a landing

there.

::iss itchen: Their pur1nse was to do just what they did do.

duiral Hedding: That’s right.

hiss h_tc1en: Did they express disappointment of not having

iomid the aircraft carriers there?

Adira1 ILdding: Th y thought they’d sunk one aircraft car

rier. ic aad the old OKJdiOhA as a target. It had an armorec

deck, and we would bob it. e had remoe control from another

ship, and that wa one of our targets that we ilsed to bomb

here off San Diego. They sank that, and I think reported one

carrier sunk. 3ut the rest of the carriers were out fortunately

e got smart on that.
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* :Iss itchen: Do jou have any ideas on that?

clrai iicddinjt: I think it’s probably in that book. I

haven’t otten to the point yet whe’e I’ve dug into that —

why Halsey and the carriers were out at that particular time.

Actually Halsey was on his way back to Pearl. A class—

Liate of min- was on his staff, and he was to come in early

to carry some message from Halsey to Admiral Kimxnel. He was

n the baci seat of this scouting plane and they vvere flying

over Jwa when the Japanese attacked, and their plane was shot

at by the Japanese. They finally struggled in over Ewa plan—

ation and landed on Ford Island, just as the whole thing was

oin up in f1ams. This was 3rom Nichol, who is dead now.

They could-’t believe it. At first they thought these crazy

ir Corps boys from hee1er Field were coming down and diving

at them. Then they saw the red ball on the side of the plane,

arid it became a different gane. Then they could see afl the

:iarzez and smoke and everything else.

hen ea’i Harbor came along we immediately started to

expand Pensacola as fast as we could. We’d a1redy started

before that, but that really built a fire under it.

Captain Reed put me in charge of t1 expansions of all

the new fieid in Pensacola — to select the sites and all

that business. So that’s what I was doing. So I said,

“This is no place to be with a war going on.”
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So I asked to be sent to sea in a carrier. You alay

have friends somewhere that you can ask for things. I’ve

always been a firm believer in asking for what I want, and

then working like hell to get it. Friends always help you

out. If you want something bad enough, why shouldn’t you

try to get it? So that’s what I would do.

I got rders t-, report in 942 to the Newport News Ship—

buiidin and Erydock, in connection with fitting oux the

USS ESSE, the first 0f our new carriers. I was ordered there

orinally as Air Officer. Then when I rn.de Commander I was

ordered as Executive Officer. It was one of the hardest jobs

ever had I think in ray whole career.

Acirairal ing had promised the President that the first

of the nev arriers would be commissioned in 1942 — or else.

So we were commissioned on New Year’s Eve 1942, and the

ship was not completely ready. It was towed down to the Ports—

:nouth iavy Yard and te ship was completed there.

eing the first of a class, it’s always difficult when

there are so :Iany things to be done with a new type.

I ror4;cd fir as Air Officer. There were two members

of the class of ‘22, and. two in the class of ‘23, who of course

were senior to me. I was the only one sDlected on the first

o round as Commaidcr. Then my orders were changed to order

me as Executive Officec, putting me cbove these other people,

which was a rather trying experience, but it worked out all right.
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A couple of them didn’t turn out too well. I knew who

the prospective commanding officer was going to be — Captain

Lonald Duncan. I’d fly up to Washington giving progress re

ports. He was then on Admiral King’s staff in Washington.

I told him we had a couple of officers I didn’t think measured

up. He said, “Who are they?” and I told him. They were de

tached and we got two more. You had to do things like that

in war time. You have to be somewhat hard, because the chips

are down and you can’t afford to have someone who is doubtful.

So we put the ESSEX in commission —

miss (itchen: I’d like to have you. amplify the experience

before the commissioning. I’m sure you went through much

travail.

Admiral Hedding: One of the things you have to write up is

the ship’s organization bill, and the Watch uarter and Station

oill. A bi carrier is a big city, and it has to be organized

properly. Everybody has to know what he does, what he has to

do when, when this happens and that happens. The only ship’s

organization bills that were available were from the carriers

in peace time.

So I wrote to three of my friends who had been out there

in Air Pacific as executive officers of the YORKTOVvN, the

ENTERPhISE, and the iOhNET to give me the dope. I got back,

“\e don’t pay anr attertion to it anyway. We’re too busy.

Do the best you can.”
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So I sat down with the other officers and we wrote

up those bills. They turned out to be pretty good.

Being the first of a class there are a lot of things

that have to be done and are difficult to get done. Fortun

ately the prospective commanding officer was in a position

of power in Washington, so I could go up and tell him things,

and he could get things done.

‘or instance — they had a little tiny emergency cabin

up on the nagation bridge for the Captain. There were no

toilet facilities there at all and the bunk was terrible.

I tried to get to the superintendent of shipbuilding.

said, “Look, you’ve got to put a shower and head up there,

ecause the Captain in war time doesn’t leave the bridge.

‘.hen he has to go he can’t go running down to the cabin.

I.verything has to be there, because he’ll live there. He’ll

never leave the bridge.” It was most difficult, and I went

up to see Captain Duncan and told him. He said, “Okay.”

.-retty soon they called me and said, “How do you want it?”

i155 ritchen: I was going to ask if you had airthing to do

with the actual construction.

Amiral iledding: No, just things like that or recoimending

vie have more forty milimeter mounts and things like that.
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Of course at that time we had these five—inch turrets

which worked out pretty good. We also had arresting gear

fore and aft. There never was a need for arresting gear

forw&rd, in tther words to and over the bow.

Although I’d done that — I was the first one to land.

on the LEXINGTON over the bow. That was out on one of our

trips.in the iiolokai Channel off of Hawaii. I was up with

part of the squadron, the web.ther got bad, and they wanted

to bring us back aboad. VF—2 was always up the forward end

of the flight deck. They didn’t know what to do with all

the planes so they said, “How about landing over the bow?”

“Siii,” so we came in aiid landed over the bow. They never

did it again, it just wasn’t a good thing to do.

V,e tried to train our air group, and train our ships

personnel — how to anchor the ship and. how to do this and

do that up in the chesapeake Bay. You didn’0 have much water

up there, it’s rather shallow. So with a big ship when you

try to head into the wind to land we’d run out of sea room

right off the reel.

There was a bunch of LSTs training up there • The LST

skippers were probably brokerage clerks, et cetera, but they

did a marvelous job.
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Captain Duncan, up in Washington, got the idea of going

down into the Gulf of P ia down near Venezuela for training.
WI

It’s a big open gulf,4but two entrances. Both en

trances to the Gulf of Paria were closed by mine fields. So

we cine chargin down, and. it was an ideal place for training.

y/e were the first carrier down there, and we couit fly all

day long, and didn’t have to worry about submarines or any

thing. It was great.

Then we came back and did our final f.tting out and

headed for the Canal, went through the Canal and on to Pearl

Jarbor.

I got out there to Pearl as exec of the ESSEM, and had

hardly been there, we had just gotten there, when I made

Captain, and I was relieved as Executive Officer.

I ifirst reported to Commander Carrier Division Eleven,

who at that tine was a brand new Admiral by the name of Radford.

I had just reported in to him on his flag sh..p, the INDEPLiJDE1iC,

when I got a change of orders • I was told later that Admiral

lowers changed them.

They had me report to Admiral Pownall, who then was the

senir carrier Admiral in Air Pacific. Our first operation,

as I remember, was a raid on Marcus Island.

Miss itchen: Before you go on to that would you tell me of

the organization at that time? Vas it then a fast carrier

task force?
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Admiral Hedding: No, at that time we had very few carriers.

Actually when the ESSEX reported out there, the SARATOGA

I think had been hit again or torpedoed. 0±’ course, the

YOKTOWN had been lost, and the WASP had been lost. The old

3ig E, the EiTERPRISE, was still in there. The LEX.L1’TGTON had

been lost. So there weren’t too many carriers.

While we were there and getting ready, things were build

ing up and Admiral Nimitz realized that we would probably have

to revise the Tactical Instructions for carriers. So he created

a ooard. with Admiral Pownall as the senior member of it. How

ever he very seldom ever showed up, so I more or less ran the

board.

We set up a lot 0± models in our headquarters basement

I remember some of the people there — a classmate of

mine by the na.rae of 3eakely, and a battleship Admiral by the

name of 3111 Fechteler.

e started learning to do things with carriers as we got

more o’ them. e knew a lot about flying, and we’ learned

a lot about tactics, but we had to learn to handle more car

riers. We realized that never again would the carrier operate

in support f the battle line. The fleet would be organized

around the carriers, and the battleships and cruisers would

ce primarily for the ca riers protection.
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So we developed a circular formation. It was just

kicked around, and we used it later on, and found it to

ie very effective — with one or two carriers in the center

and then another concentric ring of alternating battleships

and 3ruisers tht provided tremendous anti—aircraft fire.

Then outside of that would, be a circular screen destroyers,

usually a squadron of destroyers if you could et that many.

They provided not only anti—aircraft protection, but they

r’ovied primarily the submarine protectioL. So we developed
4-b.tile concept there in the basement, and it worked out

well.

Then we came to not only handling just one task group

1uilt around two or three carriers, then we had two, three,

and four task groups. That became quite a potent organiza—

tion, and became the fast carrier force.

o had to draw up the necissary tactical instructions

so the carrier task groups in operating woulLin’t be running

into each other. The basic thing that determined the fora—

tion was where the wind was, because the carriers have to turn

into the wind to lanch.

During that time we also developed the tactic of launch

ing and recovering the fighter patrols and the ASVd patrols by

a carrier positioning .tse1f within the task group, and being

able to turn into the wind and get their planes off and on

before they got to far outside of the protective screen.
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There were two methods — We called them Able axid 3alcer —

at that tiae. We launched the aircraft by getting The car

riers either to do it separately or we’d have to turn the

whole formation into the winu. Vihen we made carrier strikes

we’d turn the w..ole task group into the wind.

We continued to develop and refine the tacts as we

ot more and more carriers, battleships, cruisers, and de—

stroycrz. he Last carrier task force became bigger and big—

,;r th more task groups. It was quite . jo tactically hand—

lin the aany task groups.

Then we learned something else iat I don’t think has

over been written up, and which :ould be. That is — we always

d troubles fueling. There were elaborate instructions on

fueling. You had to have t.ie wind just so much on one ow or

the othor, and you rigged all kinds of spring lines and breast

lines to position the ships alongside each other. The poor

tanker always had to make the approach on the big ships. It

was a silly thig.

I remember we were off Tarawa one time and I said to

Acmral Pownali, “Look, isn’t this he silliest thing you ever

saw’?’ ie’c came a tanker, with a cruiser alongside, making

an approach on a carrier. “We all know how to fly formation.

Let’s set the tanker up there, and let everybody cme up and

make an approach on the tanker and just run the fuel lines

across.” He said, “haybe that will work. Let’s try it.”
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V;’e tried it and vie found that we didn’t have to have

the wiid ,juzt right. Ve could even fuel down wind uiless

the ses got very bad. All we would do was run messenger

lines across, a distance line, and fuel lines. It was verr

simple, you ju; flew formation, and it worked finc If we

hadn’t done that I don’t know what would have h.j.ened.

One of our big 2roblems operating in the Pacific was

hat the wina was practically always on our stern, from the

rta act. :- always go west. S evry time we’d

et goig we’d have to turn around and go east to get the

ianes aboard mr to take them off

e learned a lot of tactics not just the tactics Di

anc2ling tack groups and the task force. was a very ..n—

teresting business.

Of course one of the real good things about it — we

eve1oped real ship handlers. 1 guess we’re all chip hand—

eri; i± you scratch arij naval officer under the skin lie’s a

oat steerer wh:ther he’s n aviator or not. And we got

eoiJle like Arleigh 3urke to help further revise and refine

these tactical instruct.ons.

c had criticuec aster every operatin. Everybody would

get uj and sa’- what we did wrong, and we should do to correct
4

our mistakes.
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jiss Xitchen: You were in the initial planning?

;&rniral Hedding: Yes, vthen we first started building the

‘aFt Carrier Task iorce.

iiss Kitchen: What was Rear Admiral Pownall’s title?

:drnira1 Hedding: At that time he was Commander Carrier ]Div—

ision Three. T1ze,r aintaind an administrative organization,

as well as a task ori.nization.

I’m sure when I reported to AdmZral Pownall I reported

to commander Carrier ivision Three. It was an administrative

orianization. It &idn’’; have any bearing on what would ie in

a task group. It was just stricily an administrative organ

ization. He was the senior carrier Admiral.

His first operation was a raid on Marcus and Viake. We

aad another task group commanded by Admiral Montgomery.

Then in ou operations in Taravva, in the Gilberts, we

ad two or three task groups by that time. Ve had Liontgornery

anc. Ted Sherrnan.

is Mitchen: I just wondered how large a force Admiral Pownali

aad when you first went out there.
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!cdding: It varied. The administrative organization was

nin1es, because the administrative title vas Commander

rier _ivizinhrer and assiied by Commander Air Force

acific would be one or two or three carriers in that.

Iike the battleship division had when I was first aboard

t.e ,1RYLAtD. I don’t remember the battleship division, but

in that division there was the COL0.ADO, the VEST VI..GIiIA,

‘ni the MARYLAITD — sister ships.

3o it was an aUjinistrative organization. :ihat would be

in a tas1 roup would depend upon how many ships Admiral Iinitz,

s ormsnder—in—CiJef, would make available and assign to us.

iz itchen: he was in charge of all the carriers tht

iro there at that time, is that correct?

Jzir1 lledding: lie was the senior carrier commander. Then

ic’d embarl: on those operations he would be the officer

in ;acticai command, even though Admiral Spruance would be in

ne ii JY, his flag in the task group on a battlesuip.

izs Citchen: Admiral Jprusnce wasn’t there yet whoz Joa :L’st

:ent out?

-lairal iiociciing: Ho.
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,iss Kitchen: I was trying to get the picture of what it

looked like to you in the early spring of ‘42.

Admiral Hedding: We were just stigg1ing to get enough ships

together. We were making small raids, like those on Liarcus

and Wake. Our first real operation was the Gilberts.

iiss Kitchen: In what ship did. Admiral Pownall fly his flag?

Admiral Hedding: I’m trying to remember. We moved the staff

around for each operation, and. we probably had a different

flag ship. I think in that particular operation it was the

new YORKTO\N, “The ighting Lady”, with that ‘and character

Jocko Clark as the skipper.

Then we had the HORL’ET as flag ship, and the i3UNKER HILL,

and the new LEXIITGTON. We would just select one ship as our

flag ship and move aboard, varying from operation to operation.

Zo as I said our first real operation was the Gilberts,

from which we learned a lot. It was at the Gilberts that

Admiral Radford had a task oup.

hiss Kitchen: I’d like to have you give me as much detail

as you can on the preparation for this, and what actually

took place.
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bJ.I
Amiral dedding: The way it worked for an operation like

A
tiiis — a decision would be made by the Joint Chiefs in Wash—

jn-bnn that we would do certain things in the Pacific.

ihat would happen really was that Admiral Hurnitz, as

area commander, and his planners would say, “We should go

into the Gilberts.” So he would write up a plan, and Bend

it back to Cominch ±‘o approval. If necessary it would be
‘

j.scussed the Joint Chiefs.
A

Then Admiral Nimitz would be given authority to carry

out this operation, this objective, this time. That in turn

v;ould determine how many ships you’d have — how many carriers

and how many battleships and cruisers, et cetera.

Then he would draw up a plan. In general he would. state

the objective of the plan. what he would like to have accom—

2lished, and give certain timing, and. a certain broad idea of

v:hat the ooeration would consist of. But he would never say

iow to rio something. He would tell you what he wanted to be

done, to the fleet commanders or operations commanders at sea,

and he would tell you what forces you would have to do the jou.

Then you would take that and sit down and broaden your

lan based on that. So then the task force would have a plan.

First there would be Admiral Nimitz’s plan, that viould

o to the fleet commander, who was usually at that time Spruance

and later on it was Admiral Halsey.
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The planning had to be coordinated with the iiarines,

the Array, and the Amphibious Command. All that thing had

to be done all under Commander Fifth Fleet, who would draw

up his plan. Of course he would. have an annex in there of

what the carrier task force should do, and what the amphi

bious should do, etcetera.

Then we each in turn would write up our own operation

orders. At that time in our operations orders we would des—

i.nate the task group commanders and what ships they would

avc. Vie would outline the basic plan — what would be done

and the timing. -

The task group commanders would then take the task force

operations orders and draw up their own ope:-itions orders,

in which they would get into the details of the actual mis

sions to be flown from what carrier — how many planes, how

anr fihtrrs, how many dive bombers, how many torpedo bombers,

and what their particular targets would be.

Then you were getting down to the meat of the thing.

Once we would issue our order, we would more or less ride

alon, just like Acb!iiral Spruance w.s riding along, or Admiral

Lee who had the battleships — they’d just ride along.
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Each carrier task group of couse had an officer in

tactical command, an aviation Admiral, and he would command

that task group, even though. there might be a battleship

Admiral or a cruiser Admiral senicr to him in the task group.

That was one of the things that Admiral Nimitz got jAdmiral

King to appriove.

You have to have the tactical commander of a carrier

task group be an aviator. You couldn’t have someone who

didn’t understand carrier operations. It needed that know

ledge that an aviator had.

Once we were embarked in an operation Admiral Nimitz

and his staff would just sit back and. watch this.

The Gilberts operations was one of our first operations

where we started to bring our aviation power to bear. were

getting enough carriers and air groups so that we ccld start

doing the things that we wanted to do. We were organizing our

task group aDound the carriers, with the defense of battle

ships and cruisers and destroyers. After Guadalcanal that was

the first time we started landi and taking over these islands.

Jiss itchen: It w actually the :irst step towards driving

across the Pacific.

Admiral Hedding: It was the first initial step, you might say,

in our leap frogging across the Pacific. It’s been well written

up.
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It was a real tough show for the Marines moving into

Tarawa. Ve learned from that. ‘Ne thought we had eally

softened up the islands and that there was nothing left,

but we found out that the Japs had just ug in and when the

units came in they just let them have it. So that was one

of the things we learned.

Jiss iitchen: Do you rraember what ship you were on at that

time?

Admiral i-Iedding: Yes, we were on the YORKTOWN as our flag

ship, and Captain Clark was the skipper.

We had several interesting incidents there. the LISCOL3

3ay, one of the small carriers, a CVE, had been sunk by Jap

anese submarines. Two pilots had no place to land so they

caine in just at .ark to land on the YORKTOWN. One of them

aissed everyhing and piled up into our planes toward the bar

rier and created a tremendous fire. I remember Captain Clark

leaning over the navigation bridge directing the fire fighters

and doing a remarkable job to save the ship. What I was lead

ing up to was how 3utch O’Hare was lost.

At that time we didn’t have night fighters. The Japanese

i3ettys would come in just at evening dusk, or just as it was

getting dark, and we couldn’t do anything about it. The would

fly around and drop torpedoes at us, and. they were hitting us

too, now and then.
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It was on Admiral Radford’s flag ship that Butch O’Hare

was, I believe. They set up the first real night fih-er

attempt to get these 3ettys. They had very simple radar on

the Ti3Fs. The idea was — TBF would go out with two fighters

flying wing on hini and he would pick up a Betty on his radar

and bring them up so that the fighters could visually see the

Betty, and then they would go in and shoot it down.

They took off — Butch O’Hare and his wingmen following

the TBI1. We don’t know what happened, because he never came

back. Vve just don’t know what happened, we have no idea.

On the way out of the Gilberts, while we were heading

back for Pearl, we got a dispatch from Admiral Nimitz —

his intelligence indicated there were a lot of Japanese ships

in the (wajalein atoll in the 1arshalls.

Two of the task groups, one with Montgomery and one with

Pownall, were ordered to make a raid on iCwajalein.

On the way back we made an end around and caine up in on

waja1ein from the northeast. \Ve were very fortunate getting

in there undetected. A controversy developed, which was prob—

ably one of the reasons why Admiral Pownall was eventually

relieved of his command.

One of the air group commandj and I recommended that we

Laake a fighter strike the afternoon before to knock out all

the Japanese planes, and then come in the next day ,with our

complete deck loads and really “cleaxi up the place.”
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Before we went in we had a conference on our fLag ship

with Aniral Llontgoraery. He flew over and landed, and we

had this conference. He recommended that we don’t do it,

and Admiral Pownali went along with him — that we not have

the late afternoon fighter raid.

Jiss Kitchen: Why didn’t Montgomery want to do that?

Admiral Heciding: At that time we were still not sure o±

ourselves. I think there was a tendency to be perhaps too

conservative.

Ve now know that we could have gotten in there. Tiffor—

tunately there weren’t ton many Jap ships there. The strikes

ot in and they were looking for ships, the planes were load

ed to sink ships. They went in and made one strike. I wanted

to o in and stay all day, but we made only one strike, and

then ot out. There were a lot of 3ettys on the field there

that weren’t even touched, so that night they worked us over

good.

Kitchen: Viho v:anted to stay a’l day?

Admiral Hedding: The operations officer, the ship’s captain,

and I.
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We had already decided the afternoon before wt’-i Admiral

Liontgorrr,r there — we’d only make the one strike, and after

that one strike we’d recover and beat it. On the way out
rl0

we’d send some diversionary striks against Wotje and talc1ap

a couple of islands in the chain, because they had some Jap

fields there.

So we only made the one strike, instead of staying in

there all day like we did later on when we’d just stad and

work them ever all day long. Later on we got night fighters

and we’d work them over at night.

I think there was a tendency to be rather conservative

and a little careful what might happen. We didn’t want to

have our ships damaged.

That was the night of December the 5th,_as I remember,

that the 3ettys worked us over. We avoided them for a long

time. They would come down the moon path, they “Jould try to

silhouette ua in the moon path.

Captain Sol Phillips had co.jmand of the SANTE FE, an

anti—aircraft cruiser. I told Admiral Pownall, “I want to send

the SAIITE E five thousand yards down the moon path, so when

planes come by they can work them over.” They caine y,

they’d shoot bu they didn’t hit anything.

midnight the LEXINGTON got a torpedo aft on

the starboard side, so she limped back to Pearl Harbor.
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As a result of that there wa- a lot of discuss.on

about tiis operation. I think that’s thc reason they do—

d they needed someone a little more aggressive than

Admiral Pownall. Pownall knew hii business, but he just

wasn’t aggressive enough. At that stage of the game we

tended to be a little too conservative.

Xiss Kitchen: ut Admiral Hontgomery had also made the

airie recoumendation.

Admiral Hedding: He had a strong voice that convinced

Admiral Pownall to not make the preliminary fighter strike

the afternoon before, and only make one strike the next

morning.

Kitchen: Ihat happened to him?

Admiral Hed ding: He stayed. arou.id there for awhile.

..:is ::ichen: Vas he relieved?

Admiral Hedding: No. He wasn’t relieved, because he wasn’t

in overall command of carriers. So we learned soinethini from

t:at one.

Jiss Kitchen: Can you amplify on the incident of Admiral

Powriall’s relief?
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Admiral Hedding: When we got back we would always iLve a

period f rest and during that time we would plan the next

oi ation. We would get orders from the Commander Fifth

Fleet. The next operation then of coi.rse ‘bas the occupa

tion of the Marshalls, Kwajalein, and in the northern part

of the atoll then a subsidiary operation at Einwetok.

So while we were in there we always were plamiing the

next operation.

As I mentioned before, every morning Admiral Pownall

would o over to the Commander—in—Chief’s cr.nference. This

iarticu1ar morning after the conference they called him in

and said that he was to be relieved and sent back to Zan Diefo

as Commander Air Force Pacific.

Admiral Mit4ciier had been dovn in Guadalcanal in command

of all air forces down there, and had picked up malaria and

a few other thin3. de was a little bitty shrimp, as you Imow.

de was just i3al tired, so they sezit him back to rest up.

Wey called him back and he came back in December and

took over. lie aine there as Commander Carrier Division Three —

the adm.Lj’iistrative title, and took over the carriers. That

was December ‘43.

I think it was in January of ‘4we went to the Marshalls

campaign. We learned a lot about softening up these islands

before we sent the Marines in. We really worked that place

over.
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They developed a tactic called “the Spruance haircut,”

where we just knocked everything down, there wasn’t even a

palm tree left. The aviators would work it over, then the

battleships and the cruisers and the destroyers would come

in and we ‘d just pour all kinds of stuff in—there. Then when

the troops went in they had a relatively easy time compared

to what they ran into in Tarawa.

Miss Kitchen: Your job now is Chief of Staff to Admiral

Mitcher? -

Admiral Hedding: Yes.

I’m trying to correlate things, and I’m not sure when

we made the first raid on the Marignnas, I’m sure it was

right after Kwaa1ein. On our way out instead of coming homn,

Admiral Nimitz told us to make a raid on the Mariannas and

to get as much reconnaissance information as we could on the

beaches, so that we could do more detailed planningX the

f.ütol invasion of Saipan, Tinian, and Guam. So that was the

first Mariannas strike. I don’t remember if—that was before

or after our first raid on Truk, I think it was before. In

stead of going back to Pearl, we had to hurry out and make

this first raid on the Mariminas.

Admiral Mitecher always had. quite a sense of humor. He

wrote up the orders and he said, “I cannot tell a lie, D— day

is Washington’s birthday, the twenty—second of February.”
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We were picked up that night on our run in. That was

the first of our raids while I was out the”e when we were

discovered before we got in. So that night the Japanese

came out with the Bettys froni Saipan, Tinian, and Guam fields.

Admiral Mitecher said that we’d been discovered, and
10

we’d fight our way in if we hadbecause we were going in,

and we did.

We were very successful that night in knocking down

the Japanese planes. This was the first time our five—inch

influence shells really worked, and we were burning them good.

They were all around the task force. It was just wonderful

to see them burning.

We got in and worked them over for several days, got

a lot of photo’aphs of what we needed, and came back.

iss Kitchen: I know that you had known Admiral Mitjcher

before. It might be an appropriate time to describe him as

you knew him.

Admiral Hedding: I first got to know him when he vas Assistant

Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics under Admiral King. I was

in the Bureau of Aeronautics so I got to knmw him fairly well.

Then when I reported to the SARATOGA for duty Admiral

Turner, then Commander Turner, was executive officer. He ran

quite an unusual ship, he did everything himself. It got so

that the officers of the deck couldn’t send a whaleboat in for

anything without getting the executive officer’s permission.
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I,”

_

4S ‘c)141l.

When Admiral r.Ijtscher came to this ahipA he hadn’t been

there very long, he’d give the officer of the deck permission

to send number three motor launch in or something like that.

Having known me he called me in and said, “What’s going

on? What’s the matter with my officeFf th deck?” I said,

“Do you know who you relieved?” He said, “Oh.

So he got the senior watch officei’ to pass the word that

lie wanted his oi’ficer of the deck to run the deck, and. that it

vias his business and to not bother him with all these silly re

quests as to whether to send number three motor launch in.

I got to know him real well there, which you do aboard

shi. Then the war ca’ along and I didn’t see him until he

came out there to take over the fast carriers.

He was a great msai. Looking back on my naval career and

the many people I worked for — I worked for practically all the

top aviators, Admiral King, Admiral Towers, Admiral SherrnLri,

Admiral Mitscher, Admiral Radford.

Only two of all the people I worked for do I put in the

category of aeroes to me. They just epitomized everything that

tle naval officer should be. Those two were Admiral flimitz and

dmiral Mitecher. They were great people.

I worked for Admiral Radford a lot more than anyone else.

I practically spent a career working for Admiral Radford when

became an Admiral.
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But there was something about these two men — they had a

kindness. Now that soimds funny to say that Admiral Nimitz and

Admiral Mjtzcher were kind people, but they were.

Ijss Kitchen: It doesn’t sound strange to hear it about Admiral

Nimitz, but it does sound strange to hear it about Admiral Mitecher.

Admiral Hedding: But it’s true.

I’ve never seen AdLliral Mitacher get mad except once the

:thole time I was with him. He really was boiling that time.

;:iss Kitchen: What was that about?

Admiral Heddin: We had a communication officer that pulled

a pretty bad booboo.

‘EVe had been making a raid on Palau and we’d sent Adm4ral

Clark out down south of Trulc to work somewhere down near Hoilan—

ia. They were coming back and we got orders from Admiral Nimitz

c make ano ther raid on Truk.

Je set up the plans rca]. c1uickly in dispatch form. I sent

ke dispatch in to the communicator and said, “Send this to

Aiüral Clark right away, because we want to rendevouz tomorrow

morning at a certain place.” V
era,4

It went out. I thought he put

but he didn’t, he had it routine.
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So we arrived at the rendevouz the next morning and

no Admiral Clark. Admiral Miticher said, ‘Well, where is he?”

I said, “I don’t know. I’ll look at the dispatch board.”

I got hold of the communicator and said, “Where is the

dispatch we sent to Admiral Clark?” He said, “It hasn’t

been sent.” I said, “What’s the matter?” He said, “I put

it routine.”

I put some fighters in the air and Bent them down in

the general vicinity where I knew Jock Clark was. They found

him and told him what the rendevouz was by voice radio.

Meantime I told the Admiral what had happened. He said,

“Well, I want a pound of flesh.” That’s all he said. That

was the end of that cormmmicator; when we ge-t back in we had

him detached and got another one.

When the tme came he could make decisions that were hard

to make, that would hurt people. Anyone in command has to do

that.

Admiral Nimitz did it all the time. If you read this book

about how he had to relieve this one and that one and do this

and that.

Admiral Mitscher had to make the decision that this of

ficer wasn’t working out, so we had to get nother one.

Ifl±S8 Kitchen: You found him kind?

Admiral Hedding: Oh, very, a very kind man, a very thoughtful

man, and a very quiet man.
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He was a very knowledgable man, because he’d been a

naval aviator for a long long time. He was’ one of the old

timers.

I just thought they were great people.

Miss Kitchen: That’s an exclusive class — to have those

two men — Admiral ritacher and Admiral Nimitz.

Admiral Hedding: In the early phases of our island hoping

and raids in the Pacific we used Pearl Harbor as our base to

which we returned and refitted. As we were getting further

and further west we were losing too much time going back and

forth from Pearl Harbor. After we had occupied the :Marshalls

and the Gilberts, we set up shop in Mauro atoll, a beautiful

atoll with a narrow entrance.

I think you’ve seen some pictures of the fleet in Majuro

harbor, just carrier after carrier almost as far as you can

see. It was a most impressive sight.

While we were there we had a lot of fun, the Admiral and

I. All this time we had to get flight time in to draw our

flight pay, which became quite a logistic problem. We were

in Majuro and the Admiral said, “Let’s go fljing.” He had to

fly too to get his 1ight time, we all did. That was the rule —

to draw your flight pay you had to get so many hours of flying.

You could let j1 run a certain length of time, but then if you

lost too much you’d just lose flight pay.
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There was a cruiser astern of us. I got hold. of the

senior aviator on the cruiser. We went over and got one of

the seaplanes. I put the Admiral in the rear scat. I hadn’t

;iown a seaplane in a long time. So I said, “Here we go Admiral,”

and off we went..

We had a lot of fun. We flew all around the atoll there

and looked at the fleet. I guess we stayed up a couple of hours.

hen we came down and, landed and taxied up. It was a lot of fun.

I just hadn’t thought about that problem we used to have

of getting flight time in, particularly when we moved well for—

,ard. When we were coming back to Pearl we could fly out of

Ford Island, down to fib and have lunch,it was great.

iss Kitchen; That’s the first time I’ve thouglof people,

no matter what their rank, of having to keep flight time.

dmiral Hedding: I can remember this down at Majuro, and I can

remember flying all around there. It was a beautiful atoll.

Ve set up a recreation island as we did later on down in

Ulithi, when we had a fleet anchorage down there. On this rec

reation island on one end of it would be the officrs and the

other end the enlisted men. On the officers side we’d have liquor

and on the enlisted side we’d have just acres of beer. We’d. go

ashore and play ball, ed have a ‘‘ j-’41:IIiiIIiim_i.
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It was good relaxation. It allowed us to get off the

ship and relax,

Of course that was quite a problem during the war — to

1ave periods of relaxation where you could just kind of forget

about things. Going back to Pearl that was fine, but when we
S.-.— _L .

got further out you just had no places to go.

jss Kitchen: There was no problem of Janapanse attacking?

Airal Iledding: No.

I’ t TJlithi they had an occasion where they did a kamikazi

deal. I think they hit the TICOrDEiYJA when everbody was watch—

in the. riovies in Ulithi lagoon.

hoc”i.’oation was a problem. Of course the air groups would

get pretty well boat, end. they would be sent back to the

Ztatcc Thr leave and recreation, and refit an’l reforrL so they

CCU1L cone bac:, Those pilots took a beating. more than anyone

else,

i1S5 Kitchen; Did they fly every day?

Id;:iral Hedding: Just about.

Kitchen: In an area whore there was action, would they

fly every day?
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dmira1 1-ledding: Oh yes. Some times two or three missions

every day.

Once we would get control of the air over these islands

then we would get in real close, and fly two or three missions

a clay. When we were on our way for a raid or an operation on

one of these islands, every day we ran combat air patrol and

anti—submarine patrol.

;!iss Kitchen: So they had to fly whether there was a fighting

situation or not.

A.imiral iledding: Yes.

That would come around to a squadron about every third

day — t.’eyuld get a couple hours of patrol or something like

that, so it didn’ t amount to much.

Once we got in anti started laying the bombs in and every—

thing else it was different.

Lliss Kitchen: We’re continuing now with your duty out in the

Pacific, and I think we’re in the early part of 1944.

A&miraj. Hedding: In February after we had made our initial

strike on the Marienes and occupied the Marahalla Admiral Nimitz

irected a carrier strike on the Japanese held island of’ Truk.
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We didn’t know too much about Truk. Everything that we

thourht about was that it was supposed to be an impregnable

fortress in the South Pacific, heavi1- defended, but it was

one of those places that had to be knocked out if we were

going to continue our island hopping campaign through the

western Pacific.

We also had hopes, L’rom our intelligence and the objec

tives given us in our orders from Commander—in-Chief Pacific

and Commander Fifth Fleet, that we might find, some Japanese

ships in the atolls which. we would knock off.

So we made our raid on Truk, and again we got in unc p—

posed, and initiated the fighter sweep which we always used

when we went in to make sure we’d get ozmtrol of the eir over

the objective area. ThL first strikes were always more or less

massive fighter strikes to clean out the air, which we were

able to do at Truk very quickly. We found that Truk was not

as impregnable as we ned thought, and. there weren’t too many

ships in there.

- remember there were some ships that tried to escape

to the west, towards Palau. Admiral Spruarme in the NEW JERSEY

tried, with some cruisers and dstroyers, to run them c”own and

have a battle line engagement, I guess. Which strangely enough,

until the end, of the war, I think he was still in hope there

would be a battle between the battleships. That was one of the

things he wanted to do when the YAMATO made her bojizai charge

down, off Okina.wa — that maybe the battleships could do some

thing other than lodge shells into some shore establishment.
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It was a very successful operation. We stayed in

there a couple of days and cleaned out the place with very

minor loses. Then we headed back for Majuro.

On the way back Admiral Miticher received a message

from Admiral Nimitz outlining a new policy regarding Task

Force Commanders and their Chiefs of Staff. The policy was

that the Task Force Commander, if he were an aviator, would

have a non—aviator Chief of :Staff. This pol-icy was approved

by Admiral King. As I remember the real objective was to in

sure that the Fifth Fleet Staff had better aviation experience.

The Chief of Staff to Admiral Spruance was an old friend

of his, Carl Moore, who was not an aviator. The only aviator

on the staff was a Captain, and. I don’t think he had too much

influence on the staff, to insure proper aviation thi2king was

used in their estimates of situations or drawing up of plans.

So this dispatch came in saçyin.g that in,accordance with

this policy -that I would be detached, and he would have a non—

aviator Chief of Staff. Admiral Nimitz submitted four names

for his consideration.

When I showed it to him I said, “Admiral, it ]ioks like

you’re going to get a new Chief of Staff-” He said, “What do

y”u mean?” I said, “Well, here.” He read it over and said,

“Pm not going to do it.” I said, “Admiral, I don’t think

you have much choice.” He said, MWe11, I guess maybe I don’t.”
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He said, “Do you know any of these people?” I said,

“Yes, I know all of them.” He Bald, “Okay. They’re going

to relieve you, you pick one. I don’t care who he is. You

pick him.” I said, “Okay. Pick Arleigh Burke.”

Miss itchen: Do you remember who the other three were?

Admiral Hedding: No, I don’t. I think one of them was Roland

Smoot. I just don’t remember who the other two were.

I had known Arleigh Burke. We bad been at the P.G.School

in Annapolis at the same time. He was taking an ordnance P.C.

and I was taking aeronautical engineering. So I had known

Arleigh. He’d made a fabulous name for himself down in the

South Pacific where he’d been with Halsey.

I told all this to the Admiral and he said, “All right.

If that’s the one you think it should be then answer the dis—

patch--and send it in.” So I did.

Not to jump ahead, but as I remehber we got back to iIajuro

to refit and plan for the next operation which was to be .trike

on the Palau Islands, which was still further west.

I’m not sure at that time that any decision had been reach

ed as just where the next island hopping landing would be. I

know there was some consiciertion for Yap, Ulithi, but we knew

that Palau ws a strong point in the Western Pacific.
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We went in to carry out carrier strikes on this island.

I think this was the first time that the carriers used mines.

We mined the channels into the harbor. We’d n,,ver used them

before. Normally we didn’t think much of mining, because we

would rather go in with carriers and knock out everything

with our bombs, which we thought was a better way of doing it.

In any case we departed from Majuro foiPalau. En rout’

we rendevouzed with some other task group. Along the starboard

quarter comes a destroyer and a message saying that Captain

i3urke was arriving.

I said, “Admiral, your new Chief of Staff is :about to

come aboard.” He said, “Well, that ‘a fine.” So I went back

meet hint. I went back in the fantail of the flag ship, I

don’t remember which one it was.

Across the high line comes Arleigh Burke. He was one

of the maddest individuals I’d ever seen. He said, “Viho is

Commander Carrier Division Tbre anyway? Who is he?” I said,

“Vell, it’s Admiral Mitacher.”

Jiss Kitchen: Where did he come from” What had he been doing?

Admiral Heading: As I remember he was going to be relieved

of his job commanding a DeaRon, known as the Little Beavers.
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He was to be ordered back to the States for leave and

then put a new squadron of brand new destroyers in commis

sion, which he thought would be the greatest thing that ever

happened to him. He was a wonderful destroyer sailor. To

be ordered to a carrier division

I said, “Just relax, Arleigh. You’re getting the finest

job you could ever get.” “Well, we’ll see.”

We stopped Ey my cabin down below and left his things

in there, because he would stay in my cabin below. I would

still be in the emergency cabin up on the bridge. I said,

“Let’s go up and meet the Admiral,” so away we went.

The Admiral was sitting there on the bridge like he al

ways did, facing aft, with a little baseball cap on. I said,

“Admiral, I’d like to have you reet Arleigh Burke, your new

Chief of Staff.” “Welcome aboard Burke,” “Glad to be aboard,

Admiral,” and that was it.

We went down below and I st.rted talking to him. lie was

still mad, he didn’t want any part of it. He said, “I don’t

know anything about carriers. Destroyers are my Navy.” I said,

“You’re bout to become Icnowledgazle about carriers Chum, whether

you like it or not.”

I exp’.ained to him about the set up, why he was relieving

me. He couldn’t understand why I couldn’t stay on and why he

coulc±t get his destroyer squadron.

He said, “I don’t know anything about carriers.” I said,

“You’ll learn. You’ve got a wonderful job.”
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So we went up and things started moving along slowly.

As we started in and got a little closer we had to call a

conference of the Task Group Commanders Chiefs of Staff

aboard 80 I could go over their group ordms with them, and

our orders to explain things and get things atraighteaed out.
They all caine aboard.

As they were leaving, they were flying off, Admiral Cy

Ginder’s Chief nf Staff, Ken Averill, was down in a seat down
below in a TI3F. It was catapulted, it •..just rared back, and

spun in, and that was the ed of it. They got one of the

crew out, but Averill was gone. It sank right away.

We were standing out there and the Admiral said, “Well,

you’d better go pack.” I said, “What do you mean?” He said,

“You’ve got to go over and Cy Ginder’s Chief of Staff for

this operation. He can’t operate alone. We’ve got everything

done, our orders are all written, and ,,we’ve got Burke here.”

So I said, “Fine,” and I went down and packed.

I landed aboard Admiral Ginder’s flag ship and we.t down

to his emergency to see him and told him what happened, arxi
the staff just went to pieces.

I said, “Look, we’ve got to draw up your own Op order and

get everything squared away here. Let’s get going.” He said,

“Okay, you do it.” I got t.ae operation officer and the commun
icator and the rest of them. We started wri.ing up the orders
and getting the strike 1 plans and everything. Admiral Ginder
Wouldn’t have amj part of it.
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I would take things to him and he didn’t want to see

them. He stayed in his emergency cabin the whole time. He’d

never come out.

He’d spend all his time writing these stupid d.Ly little

newspaper devils that he would get out to the task group. He

called it the “Tally—ho Ack Ack.” It was supposed to repre—

sen the tally—ho of the ariators and the ack ack of the anti—

aircraft. He would tell them, a lot of things and it would

just clutter ur all the communications and everything else.

knew Admiral Mitscher was just having a fit. I tried to get

him to give it up, but no, every day the “Ta].].y—ho Ack Ack”

would come out.

We went in and got it er and came back. On the way back

I said, “Admiral, I’m going back to the flag ship with llitscher.”

is Kitchen: Beofre you do that, are you talking about going

into Palau? Didn’t you just take over at Palau and run the

whole show?

Admiral Hedding: Yes, I ran the task group, but anyone could

have done that.

i:ii Kitchen: You were speaking of doing the planning work

for the Admiral —
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•ari1iral Hedding; We’re talking about planning — I did the

plan for Task Force 58. Once they would issue our plan they

would issue their op orders. Then the task (groups would run

their own task group.

Miss Kitchen: You were doing all this fox’ Admiral Ginder?

;dmira1 Iledding: When I went over there I had to draw up the

nians and then run the task group.

:is Kitchen: Can you tell me about the actual operation when

you truly ran it? He wasn’t even there?

1diral Hedding: He would. come up now and then, but motof the

time he wouldn’t.

I took ail the day watches. I had a communicator who was

wonderful communicator, axid he took the night watches.

In the day watches you had to make sure that the strikes

went out on time, the task groups was turned into the wind, and.

all that business — in other words tactjcal command of the task

roup.

He would come u once in awhile and ask how things were go

ing. Normally he wouldn’t even budge out of his cabin. He just

stayed down there in his skivvies all the time.

iss Kitchen: Do you understand why?
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Admiral Hedding: No, it’s written up. I don’t know whether

e was frightened, or what happened, but he just went to pieces.

When I finally ot back the Admiral said, “What in the

world is the matter with Ginder?” I said, “Admiral, I don’t

lcnow, but there’s something badly wrong with him because be doés

n’ t do anything,” and I told him my experience. And he said,

“‘iiell we’il have to get rid, of him.”

Unfortunately it had to be done, but those things do hap

pen. I don’t know just why. Maybe he was tired, maybe the

2hoCk of losing his Chief of Staff, and turning things over.

I know with the staff it took a lot of shaking to get them

together again, because they were really a sad bunch. Of course

that can happen. Ken Averill was a very competent person. May—

e he tried to run things too much, arid when he wasnt there

everything went to pieces.

I’d known Admiral Gjnder for mar,y many years, and I didn’t

think that would happen, but it did.

:Jiss Kitchen: Wüs there anything to comment on in the actual

operation at Palau?

Admiral Hedding: No. It was just a normal strike.

We went in. We sent the fighter sweeps in first to get

COmand of the air as we always did then. Then we sent the bom

bers in, and the torpedo planes with some torpedoes if there were

any ships.
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Those were air raids. Raids were primarily for one

-thing — to knock out their facilities and obtain information.

3ut it wasn’t like what we’d do to seize and occupy a place —

when you’d have to go in and stay days on end and soften it

up so t1’ Marines could move in.

;aiss Kitchen: When did you go into Hollandia?

Athniral Hedding: That came long about two months later in

April and May. That was in support of MacArthur’s move up

around New Guinea. The Japanese had some airfields in here

that we wanted to neutralize, so when they hai a landing there

they could take over the fields.

Jiss Kitchen: Had Arleigh Burke relieved you then?

Admiral Hedding: Yes, Arleigh had relieved me then.

‘ass Kitchen: But you were still abnard?

Athniral Hedding: Admiral Niticher flew back from Jiauro with

Arleigh Burke to rport to Admiral Nimitz. We had picked up a

couple of Japanese pilots out of the water, so they took them

back as kind of a sample tc give Admiral Nimitz a chance to see

the Japanese pilots. I said, “I’ll keep the home fires burning.”
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He’d hardly arrived there when I got this message to

report immediately to Pearl. I said, “I’m being detached,

I hope!” So I packed up everything, put myself on priority

two, and away I went to Pearl Harbor.

I w.nt in to see the Admiral and Baid, “Well, ‘dinira1,

here I am. Where am I going’?” He said, “You’re not going

anywhere.” I said, “That do you mean?” He said, “Yoifre going

to stay on as Deputy Chief of Staff to plan the Mariannas

operation. That’s a big operation, and we want you to stay

here to work wL.th Admiral Spruance’s staff and get the Man—

annas occupation planned.” I said, “Okay.”

I stayed there for quite awhile, and then I got back about

the time of the Hollandia operation. We went in for support.

That’s when Arleigh Burke had his airplane ride off the

carrier. We’d gotten control of the air right away and there

was no danger. I suggested to Arleigh, “How about flying in

and taking a ride around and see what’ going on in there.

That’ 11 be fun.”

So he hitched a ride in the back seat of the scout bomber

with the squadron commander. He went on a typical strike with

th-seThómbers, knit apparently he got a little lower than he

intended and fragments caine up into the wing. So when he ot

back he looked kind of funny.

I’ wrote up this dispatch fron Admiral Mitacher to the Task

orce. It said, “The Task Force Commander is pleased to report
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the safe return of his Chief of Staff, thirty—one knot Burke,

froni a harrowing flight over enemy territory. Captain Burke

announced when he landed back aboard, “I believe the airplane

is here to stay.” I don’t know what Arleigh. thought about

that, but we did a lot of kidding about it.

We tried to get some humor in al]. these things. After

every operation we would submit a de—briefing. or comments of

how things went, we would a1wars try to put some humor in it.

You needed it out there, because it was pretty serious

business. You can’t get anywhere in this life without a sense

of humor, I’ll tell you that.

I mentioned I went back to Pearl with the Fleet Staff to

plan the Mariannas • I was told then that would. be my final

job. I said, “How about getting a carrier, Admiral?” He said,

“Vell, we’ll see what we can do.”

I caine back and said, “How about my carrier?” The Admiral

said, “I’ve got news for you. You’re not going to get one.”

I said, “Vhat do you mean?” He said, “You’re going to Admiral

Nimitz’s staff. They want you on the staff. -They need some

body there on the staff who’ll help with the carrier planning.”

So after the Mariannas show was ver, I got fifteen days

leave home, and then went back and reported to Admiral Nimitz’s

staff.

.i155 Kitchen: I want you to tell me in detail about the

L;ariamias,
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Admiral Hedding: 0±’ course that’s quite a story.

iiss Kitchen: I know it’s been written up many ways, but

it’s never been written up from your viewpoint.

Admiral Hedding: It’s been written up, axid there are many

c oxnment a and many crbt icisme of Admiral Spruance.

As the thing unfolded we had made our first raids on the

;Jariannas. The Japanese were not sure if those were just another

raid or whether it was air strikes preliminary to a landing. If

it were preliminary to a landing they had a battle plan which

they would execute — come in to have a major fleet engagement.

While we were in there making our initial strikes and the

amphibious forces were moving in, and actually had made their

initial landings, the Japanese fleet was picked up on the way.
tj,,

The maj or damage done to the fleet at that time was done

by te submarines. Two of their carriers were sunk. They had

actually gotten their first strikes off at the so—called iari—

annas turkey shoot. We knew they were coming.

The night before we had gotten this intelligence locating

the Japanese fleet. It came in when Burke and I were up in flag

plot about ten or ten—thirty that night. We got these intelli —

ence messages and we assumed it was the Japanese fleet.
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What we wanted to do was to go after them. So we got

AdII1ral Mi.tscher in and went over our plans with him of what

we wanted to do — where we would be, when we’d turn west,

where we’d be at dawn the next morning to launch our attacks

on the Japanese fleet.

We prepared a message to Admiri*J. Spruance, who was in

our task group on the INDIANAPOLIS, his fJag. ship.

We did an unusual tYi.nF, which perhaps we shouldn’t have

dc2ne, in forming and writing up this dispatch. Normally you

recommend that you do something and give your reasoning. But

we phrased the dispatch referring to these intelligence re

ports — unless directed otherwise at one o’clock we would change

course west in order to initiate strikes on the Japanese fleet

at dawn the next morning1. Arleigh Burke transmitted it to Ad—

rairal Spruance’s flag ship on the TBS.

We waited around for some time. Finally we got the answer

back from Admiral Spruance saying, “In view of certain other

intelligence reports he didn’t feel it would be the proper thing’

to do that. Our primary responsibility was to protect the land

ings in Saipan, and that we would retire to the east.” So there

Went our chances of getting the Japanese fleet.

The next morning we knew that we were going to be worked

over. We had gotten a lot of other intelligence that they were

sending a lot of their shore based air up through the islands

to land on Guam.
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They had a considerable tactical advantage in that we

were between the Japanese fleet and their bases in the IIari—

annas, particularly Guiji.m. They could launch their planes from

their carriers, attack our forces, and then go on in and land.

at Guam. In other words they could run a shuttle service.

All the time they were launching, they were heading to

wards us. For us to launch we’d have to turn away from them.

So we weren’t able to close the distance and we knew we were

going to get it.

All that night the Japanese were fling plnes through

the :island chain into Guam.

The first thing the next morning we sent fighters in and

cleaned out Guam, the Orote Peninsula field, and other places.

Along about ten o’clock that morning we got our first

radar contact — the Japanese planes coming in. We had a deck

load of planes, so we took the fighters off, and flew the bom

bers and torpedo planes in over Guam to stay over there and

bomb, just to clear the decks for the fighters.

So we just stayed in the wind, and the fighters would

take off and intercept these Japanese planes coming in, knock

them down, come in and land, get more ammuniction, and take

off again. So that was the Mariannas “turkey shoot.” I don’t

remember the exact number of planes, but somewhere around 375

planes that we knocked down.
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In the meantime the Japanese fleet was having quite a

difficult time, because their carrier force was attacked by

ij’ submarines and they lost two carriers, the TAIHO was one.

To get back to the decision that Admiral Spruance made —

we were very upset about it, Admiral Mitacher particularly.

‘Ve wanted to get him to argue about it, or try again to con

vince Admiral Spruance. He said, “No, he’s made up his mind

and we’ll carry out his orders.”

Burke and I were so upset about it that we decided that

every year on the 19th of June no matter where we were we would

get together and cry in our beer. We never did. We’ve been

together on the 19th and remarked about it — what did you do

on the 19th of June this year?

I think the reason that Admiral Spruance made this de

cision was that he was not getting sound aviation advice. Art

Davis had not reported in at that time, I’m sure of that.

Admiral Spruance, although he’s not an aviator, had a

very good fe1 for what naval aviation could do. He commanded

two of our carriers at Midway in his task group. Midway was

the greatest blow the Japanese navy ever had. I won’t say

that won the war, but it certainiy hastened it because after

that their caariei aviation never recovered. So we were able

to do just about as we pleased in the Pacific.
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We got them the next day. After the Mariannas turkey

shoot we got our planes back on board and heE.ded west.

The next day, we were still going west, we sent out

search planes. Fairly late in the afternoon we got a con

tact from one of our scouts reporting the Japanese fleet

some three hundred miles, quite a long ways off.

I immediately reported to Admiral Mitecher and he said,

“Launch the deck load strikes, and prepare the second deck

load.” I showed the contact report to him and said, “You know

Admiral if we go out there now these planes aren’t going to

Let back until after dark.” He said, “I understand, but launch

the deck load strikes.”

That took a lot of guts to make that decision. No one

loved his aviators more than Admiral Mitacher. T’ere was

nothing he wouldn’t do for them, and they all knew it. We

picked up aviators all over the place, we even got them out of

the Truk lagoon. He would do anything to get a downed aviator.

That’s one of the sad things that goes tbrough our minds

now — that they don’t follow that philosophy any more and what

a rrible thing it is — a poor Navy pilot in his rubber boat

fifteen miles off Tonkin Island, and ;hey wouldn’t go get him.

We launched a strike and found the Japanese fleet late in

the afternoon. They damaged one carrier. I think they sank a

tanker and sonic destroyers. But by that time the major damage

had been done by the submarines, and the Japanese had had enough

so they beat it. And we never did get them.
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0±’ course when you look at it, in retrospect, we

achieved our objective. They didn’t stop th landings.

we knocked down an awful lot of airplanes, from which they

never recovered. We could have sunk their ships, and. that

was the thing we always tried to do.

So it’s hard to say — Admiral Spruance has been crit

icized. At the time I certainly was quite critical because

we had, them right in our hot little hands. We could have

really clobbered them.

:iiss Citchen: Was there any doubt or any hesitation on

Admiral iAitscher’s part about turning on the lights when the

planes returned?
-

Admiral liedding: No. That was another thing — when they were

coming back from that flight he was sitting in flag plot. He

didn’t even get out on the bridge, he just sat there.

I would go into the dC room. The radar screens were just

covered with emergency IF. T}ese kids were lost and trying

to find their carriers.

The first thing we did — we old them to just land on any

carrier. Then we told the carriers to lighten tfr. Normally

we didn’t .niean for them to do what they actually did, but once

the word got out they just lit up everything, iwenty—four inch

searchlights and all. Vie got most of the kids back.

Li Kitchen: What had you intended them to do?
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Admiral Hedding: The normal landing lights were usually

adequate. But the kids were all upset, so turning on all

the lights was a ‘eat thing because they were able to find

the ships. Of course they landed on axiy ship; it didn’t

make any difference. On some of them they’d take the crew

out arid push the plane over the ramp until they just couldn’t

take anymore. A lot of them went in the water, eighty some.

e recovered all but about sixteen pilots and thirty crewmen.

There were many that were in the water that night.

:ilSS Kitchen: You still kept searching the next day?

Admiral Hedding: Yes, we kept right on going. We combed the

water all through there. We sent destroyers, we had no screen

then, the destroyers were picking up aviators all over the place.

The kids would come by in their rubber boats .with the lights

flashing and blowing their whistles, and the destroyers were

Picking them up. The carriers didnrt ick them up; the de

stroyers picked them up. We just kept right on going, and used

ptrol .planes for searching the next day. We picked up almost

all of them. It was amazing that we could get so many back.

iiss Kitchen: There was no need to ask Admiral Spruance about

the lights though, Admiral Mitacher did that on his own?
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Admiral Hedding: Oh yes.

hiss Kitchen: Then how long did you stay with Admiral

Mitscher before you went to Admiral Nimitz’s staff?

Admiral Hedding: Until the Marinnns show was about over,

and it was just a question of gtaring in there to raintain

air cover.

I shiftec. over to one of the transport CVEs. They kept

bringing replacement planes and crews out for the big carriers

and so on. Then I went back to Majuro, and. from there flew

on in to Pearl Harbor.
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Vice Admiral Truman J. Hedding by Etta Belle Kitchen

Coronado, California March 14, 1971

miss Kitchen: Good morning again, Admiral.

We had finished our first interview at about the time

when you were being detached from Admiral Mitscher’s staff,

and going to Pearl, but I want to ask you to comment on one

item.
-

I had read that when Admiral Burke reported to Admiral

Liit(cher’s staff that there were long periods before Admiral

Liitscher even spoke to him to say, “Good morning,” and that

Admiral Burke would stand on the bridge with Admiral i,iitscher

and he would hardly recognize that he was there.

Do you want to comment on that?

Admiral Hedding: Yes, I’d be glad to, because it just isn’t so.

I realized that the policy implemented by Burke’s relieving

me as Admiral Liitscher’s Chief of Staff was, to say the least,

at the moment not popular either with Admiral Hit scher nor Burke.

iiowever, w4 as I think I mentioned before, we were on our first

raid on Palau and we were assembling the task force DESRON 23,

which Burke was the Commodore, joined the screen in the task

group we were in.
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Burke’s flag ship came alongside the starboard

quarter, and he caine across to the LEXINGTON by high line.

I knew he was coming so when I left the flag bridge I men

tioned to Admiral Mitscher, “Admiral, I’m going down to meet

yoir new Chief of Staff.” I don’t remember that he said any

thing, he just looked at me. So I went down.

When Burke caine across the high line with his gear I

greeted him, and be wasn’t very happy. As a matter of fact

he was quite outspoken saying, “What in hell am I doing here?

Vho is Commander Carrier Division Three? I don’t know any

thing about carriers.” I remember saying, “Just calm down

Arleigh. Let’s go to my cabin with your gear, and let’s have

a cup of coffee.”

So we went up in my cabin, sat down, and had a cup o±

coffee. I explained to Arleigh the policy which this exchange

implemented, which I’ve mentioned before. I said, “Now even

though you say you don’t know anything about carriers, you cer

tainly know a lot about the Navy, and I’m sure you’ll be a tre

mendous help to Admiral Mitecher in things affecting other than

the carriers. I also know it won’t ke you long to learn

about carriers”

He still grumbled because he said that he had been pro

mised to return to the States for a months leave, and then put

in commission a squadron of our newest and most modern destroy

ers and return to the Pacific, which was what he wanted to do.

This change of duty caine out of the clear blue sky, and he didn’t

like it.
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I assured him that I thou1he was Xtthe finest

jub that he could possibly have.

.Ve went up and they greeted each other, it certainly wasn’t

too friendly at that time.

We then went throuih the Palau operation, and Arleigh be—

gan to learn about things — how carriers were handled, the tac

tical side, also the strategic aspects of carrier operations and

tiinzs like that, Of course being the man he is it didn’tke

dim long to really catch on.

diss Kitchen: ijjd Admiral flitacher ignore him for a long period

of time?

\cimiral Hedding: i’io, Admiral Llitscher certainly did not ignore

dim. He couldn’t very well ignore him because Arleigh and I were

oust more or less as one as we made recommendations and did things.

e always went together to Admiral Mitacher.

It wasntt long, within ten days or two weeks, that the Admiral

marked to me, “\Vell Truman, it looks like this Burke’s going to

turn out to be real good.” (or worda similar to that)
‘£ Jcik’ I

There was never any rehlA animosity. Admiral 1itscher would

Ccrtain1y not be one to be small enough to do some of the things

that lie’s credited with doing, such as ignoring Burke. He never

lid then and he wouldn1t do it, because he was a very fine man

a kind man.
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:iss Kitchen: Sorae of the boo!:s do indicate this.

jcjral Heddin: Oh sure, the books love to build up these

t1iins. They’re just like the press. They like to have bad

neWS on the front page and the good news bur1ed somewhere in

column five somewhere in the back of the paper. Bad news is

:oi’e readable, or controversy is nore readable, it’s hard to say.

Anyway they’d do it, they did it in this case.

That is not so. And. I’m sure if you ever interview Admiral

3urkc or have interviewed him you vu find, that he would say the

ear. e thing that I have.

There was a strained period — neither one of them liked

the idea,. Later on it became the most wonderful personal and

professional relationship that I know of. It became not only a

professional thing, but the tual respect became a personal

2szociation. They both just worked. wonderfully together.

Any idea that there was a period when Admiral Mitacher just

inored Burke is just not so.

A 1t of naval officers I know could be awful touch and

awful hard, and some times mcmi. We called a lot of them ‘sun

downers,’ which is a good old Navy expression. But Admiral Mit—

acher was not that kind of a person.

I think I mentioned that of all the flag officers that I

worked for there are only two let’s say that I have put on a

Pedestal as heroes. One was Admiral I’Timitz and the other was

Admiral Mitacher. They both had this kinthiess in them, parti’

CUlarly Admiral Nimitz.
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Although he was awfully tough and he had a terrii load

handle he was always kind, and so was Admiral Litscher.

Only once (lid I ever see Admiral Mjtscher lose his aplomb

j get a little bit irked and mad, and. asked that drastic ac

tion be taken. I think I told you. about the communicator who

d the wrong priority on a message to kcbniral Clark.

;js Kitchen: Can you describe your detachment from Admiral

itacher’s staff?

\dmiral Hedding: First of all I think I mentioned that Admiral

itzcher flew to Pearl Harbor with Burke and one of the Japanese

‘ilots, a prisoner that we had recovered, for a conference. As

he leI’t stayed behind and I said, “Now Admiral, when you got

bacc to Pearl be sure and get command for me, if I’m being

.otaehcd.” He said, “I’ll certainly do it, if I can.”

A couple of days later I got this dispatch to report to

iearl to Commander—in—Chief Pacific. So I. packed up everything

had and away I went.

I got back there and checked in with Admiral Mitzcher.

: said, “deli Admiral, here I sin. What ship do I get?” He said,

c_i £ruinan, I’ve got bad news for you. You’re not going to

:et a ship. You’re going to stay here and be temporarily attach—

ed. to Admiral Spruance’s staff to do the carrier planning for the

- :sriaarnas operation. Then those operations are completed and. I

d.etach you, you will report to Admiral Nimitz’s staff as the car—

‘].er piamier in his plans section.” So that was that.
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I stayed in Pearl attached to Admiral Spruance’s stf

until his operation plan was drawn up. My primary responsi

bility was the aviation annex, or that part of his plan that

issued the necessary operation orders and instructions to

Admiral Mitecher as Commander Fast Carrier Task Force.

Miss Kitchen: Had you worked directly with Admiral Spruance

before?

Admiral Hedding: I had before, yes, on oth operations.

I think, as mentioned, that was one of the problems

that we had, and one of the problems that Admiral Towers was

quite concerned with — that Admiral Spruance’s staff did not

have any one that really represented modern carrier thinking.

I think, from what I’ve heard and read, that Admiral Towers

was instrumental in establishing the policy that required fleet

commanders who were not aviators to have an aviator Chief of

Staff. He only had one aviator on his whole staff and that was

3obby Morris. Captain Morris is a verr fine officer, but not

a very strong officer. On Admiral Spruance’s staff there were

very strong non—aviation officers, such as Carl Moore, his Chief

of Staff, and Savvy Forrestal, his operations officer, and others.

That’s why Admiral .Mitscber insisted that I work with

Admiral Spruance in drawing up his operation plans.

Miss Kitchen: Did you have any difficulty?
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Admiral Hedding: No, none whatsoever. There were no prob

lems at all.

I worked almost directly with Savvy Forrestal and Carl

Ioore in drawing up the carrier annex. There were never any

problems, because they more or less looked to me as repre

senting Admiral Mitscher. They were just as interested in

getting a proper set of instructions and orders as we were

to get them. So there was never any problem there.

Their plan was written, and I dashed back to Majuro

where the fleet was then. We sat down and drew up the opera

tion plan and operations orders for the east arrier4sk lorces.

When the Mariannas operation was over I was detached on

22 June 1944 and proceeded to report to the Commander—in—Chief

U. S. Pacific Fleet Admiral Nimitz for duty on his staff.

Jiss Kitchen: Would you break this down into two parts? One

being to describe your functions anã how you perfored these

functIons. And the other as we go hrmagh the operations and

the actions that occurred in the Pacific while you w’eon Ad—

ini.ral Nimitz’s staff — how much you saw him and how you saw

him react to these various things.

Admiral Hedding: On Admiral Nimitz’ a staff there was a plan

ning group which consisted of a naval aviator, a Marine, an

Army logistic officer, a Navy Captain who was a non—aviator more

or le for the service force officers, and an Air Corps officer.
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We were the planners. We worked directly under Admiral

Sherman. And I worked directly under Admiral Sherman, because

I accompanied him on many of his trips — such as going down

to Brisbane to confer with Genera]. MacArthur’s staff.

This is Admiral Forrest Sherman. He had been Chief of

Staff to Admiral Towers, and then he had moved over as number

three naval officer on Admiral Nimitz’s staff.

There was Admiral Nimitz, his Chief of Staff was Admiral

Mciiorris, and then Admiral Sherman — I think his title was

Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Operations, or something

like that.

This lanning group — we were the ones that drew up the

Commander—in—Chief’s plans. Those plans actually originated

in Washington, and Admiral Nimitz’s inetLuctions to the plan—

:2r ine fr Admiral Fing.. Admiral King, :crking as a member

of the Joint Chiefs and also a member of the Combined Chiefs,

decisions were made that the next objective for the Pacific

Pleet would be so and so. They would write a formal operation

plan. We would get it and we in turn would draw up Admiral

riimitz’s plan. Before that was issued it would be sent back

to Admiral King, and he’d lok it over and if there was any

thing to be dnne it would be discussed and decisions made.

Then that plan would go out to the Pacific Fleet. There would

be parts in there for the Fleet Command, that would conduct

the operation — such as the Fifth Fleet or the Third Fleet.
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There would be further annexes for the service forces, mi

all the necessary forces needed to carry out the operation

plan. That was actually what I did there.

The senior people on the staff actually saw Admiral
V ) 3-v&,J-/ö1-5

Niraitz every day at the briefing. If he had anything he want—

ed to ask you he would have his aide say, “Stop inr office

after the briefing.”

Normally I worked directly under Admiral Sherman and

Admiral Mc Morris.

That was a very interesting relationship between Admiral

.cEorris and Admiral Sherman. Their personalities were quite

different. Admiral Sherman. was a very brilliaxt officer. He
1/ /, J / d

had ideas just bubbling out? he was very sound. He would

et some ideas nd he would present them to Admiral Nimitz.

- I attended many of the conferences. Just about the time

we’d think we had the plan sold McMorris would say, “Aow just

a minute Forrest, let’s take another look at thi. So they

would take another look and he would probably point out some

thing that was very pertinent that should be done.

So I considered that Admiral McMorris was primarily a

balance wheel on the staff. He wasn’t the devil’s advocate,

but in a way he made sure that things were as he felt Admiral

Nimitz wanted. And he certainly knew Admiral Nimitz’s mind,

and so did Admiral Sherman..
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There has been some reports which indicated that Admiral

SheAman became increasingly more important than Admiral McMorris,

but I never saw any of that.

Each one of them had their own field of responsibility

and authority, and they worked beautifully on the staff to

gether. The whole staff did, as a matter of fact.

On the staff we had. Army officers and Air Corps officers.

It was a joint staff, and it worked very we-l.

We’d see Admiral Nirnitz all the time. He’d ask us for

breakfast, which usually you checked in beforehand and walked

two or three miles before breakfast.

Both Admiral Nimitz and Admiral Spruance were great health

advocates. They kept themselves in excellend physical coni—

tion, they exercised. Both of them were type.

Kitchen: You spoke of going to Brisbane with Admiral

Sherman —

Admiral Hedding: That was during the time I was on tJe staff.

At that oeric,i the Joint Chiefs had issued instructions to

both General MacArthur and Admiral Nimitz for the cuntinuing con

duct of their operations both in the South Pacific and the Centra

Pacific. In many of General MacArthur’s operations the Pacific

Pleet had to provide support, both in providing assault shipping,

and carrier support from the fast carriers. So it was necessary

that contact be kept and maintained to make sure that we would
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do what General acArthur felt was needed, and what we felt

we should do.

So I went to Brisbane with Admiral Sherman. At that

particular time I didn’t meet General MacArthur. At that
£t14

very time,I didn’t find out about it until we got to Brisbane,

‘eneral MacArthur had fir’nlly acceded to visit Pearl Harbor.

Actually he wouldn’t have done it if the President hadn’t

ordered him to.

That was the time that the President came out to Pearl

darbor. Both Admiral Nimitz and General MacArthur presented

their thoughts, tLleir philosophy, their strategic concepts

about how the war in the Pacific should follow.

Jiss i.tchen: That was late ‘44?

Admiral Hedding: It wa after I reported, somewhere in there.

I went with Admiral Shernan on many of these operaions.

We continued drawing up the plans. Beingt headquarters

there certainly was interesting, because you got to k.iow a eat

deal more about what was going on and how the war was conducted

by the Commander—in—Chief Pacific. ‘orking with those people

was certainly a wonderful thing, and I certainly enj oyed it.

I remember one trip that Admiral Sherman and I made to Iwo

Jima right after that operation. A good friend of mine was

General Mickey Moore, who commanded the Seventh Fighter Wing,
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wuich was set up on Iwo Jima. Phy had, as I remember, P—51s.

Their main mission was to fly with B—29s over Japan, to provide

fjhtor cover for them as they went in and out.

They had reported that Iwo Jima was secured, so Admiral

iierman and I flew up to Iw Jima. We decided that we ought to

take something up to Mickey Moore, we both liked him very much.

jo we got a case of Scotch whiskey and half a dozen watermelons

al:cl a Beauty Rest mattress, and took them up to General Moore.

dhen we got up there, we landed in about the middle of the

• orning, we founa the place in quite an uproar because at dawn

that morning the Japanese had come out from their caves down on

the west coast of Iwo Jima and gotten into Mickey Moore’s pilots

ca and slit the throats of about fifteen of his pilots. So

it was a rather tense situation. It did help ease the pain a

little bit with these presents we gave him.

•‘/e went arouxkc]. and. looked at that place, and I’d never seen

a lace like that. This was just awful, it even smelled awful.

-zide from the smell of all the dead and the sulphur it was pro—

bably the worst place we ever went into, because of the physical

acects of it. Of course it was secured.

General Erakine took over, and we took General Schmidt and

1iS staff back with us to Guam, because in the meantime we had

:oVed out to Guam.
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:jss Kitchen: Not too lor after you got there there was

the Leyte incident —

Aciniral Hedding: I’m trying to get the chronology. The Leyte

incident came in October o ‘44.

We had drawn up some plans aM Admiral Sherman wanted me

to take them down to Ulithi, because at that time we had moved

or fleet anchorae still further west, from Majuro to Ulithi.

he operation was supoooed to be reasonably over, and. Admiral

:alsey was coming back into Ulithi. Admiral Sherman sent me

iown with our latest concept of what the Third Fleet would do

after the Leyte operation.

I got down there and one of the carriers was in, the FHPJtKLII.

t :d been damaged by a bomb, it was in there for repairs.

(aptain Leslie Gehres was aboard to relieve Captain Shoemaker.

captain Shoemaker didn’t want to leave. I know there was a little

conflict there.

Usually when I went to these places the first thing I did

ws to find a carrier and report aboard. I knew that I would al—

/nys iet a good room, it was much better than living in some of
‘1

the th was on these islands.

I got there and I waited, by that time dispatches were corn—

in out, and. you could see that Admiral Halsey wasn’t coining back

for soie time. So I flew back tr Pearl Harbor.
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That was before the Leyte show that I went down there,

because I happened to be in Pearl Harbor when the Leyte

operation actually took place.

iso Kitchen: Can you describe what happened from your

recollection, as far as Admiral Nimitz was concerned and

the messages and so forth?

Admiral Hedding: Ve followed that of course quite closely,

all of that.

hiss Kitchen: Where were you? Can you describe the physical

background?

Acirairal Hedding: At the headquarters we got the daily brief

ings every morning. The operations people told us what had

happened, so we were always current in what was going on. We

also had an operations room where we could go in and see the

displays.

For this particular incident — which is referred to as

the “attle of gull ‘ a un — Admiral Kurita cane through the

San Bernardino Straits and attacked the small carriers, and

the others cane up thr Surigao and were knocked off by the

Seventh Fleet, which was under Kinkaid, actually under Olendorf.

This particular incident I think is interesting in that

it has to do with what actually happened. Early one morning
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I was down in the planning section in Admra1 Nimitz’s head

quarters underground, when the flash came from Admiral Spragiie

that he was being attacked by battleships, cruisers, et cetera.

I dashed into the operations room. Shortly after I got

there Admiral Nimit z, Admiral McMorris, and Admiral Sherman

arrived. They were looking at the board and discussing the

situation.

I don’t remember exactly whether Admiral Nimitz said,

“Ve’d better send a dispatch to Halsey and find out this or

that,” or whether Sherman suggested that. Anyway I was there

when Admiral Sherman wrote out the dispatch, “Where is Task

Force 34?”

Task Force 34, under Commander Third Fleet operation

plan, were the battleships with their screen. What we were

concerned about was why he hadn’t left the battleships to be

prepared to engage Admiral Kurita when he came through the

San Bernardino Straits.

1 was there when Admiral Sherman wrote -this dispatch.

Of course ie know the communicators 4. a1ii Li dispatch

it was a very shoz’t dispatch, “Where is Task Force 34?” —

you never sent shoz’t dispatches, you pad them until they are

a certain length. So the padding was, at the end of it, “The

whole world wants to know,” or something like that. It cer

tainly was not intended to be in there, and it was stupid to

put it in there.
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Of course you can imagine the reaction of Admiral Halsey

1i staff when they got it. They apparently didn’t realize

that it was padding.

They could have put in so many things, but £t couldn’t

have got a worse wording for padding.

They sent the dispatch off. While we were standing around

jiscussing it Admiral Nimitz turned to me and said, “Truman,

what would you have done if you’d been Commander Third Fleet?”

I looked at the Admiral and said, “Admiral, you mean me? You’re

s:in me?” He said, “Yes. I saia, “Well Admiral, I don’t know

vñict I would have done, but I know one that I wouldn’t havedone.

I would have never left San Bernardino Strait unguarded.”

Because it was easy to have left the battleships or even

ju:t one carrier task group there. That would have been adequate,

I think, to handle what was left of Admiral Kurita’s forces be—

cause he had taken a pretty severe mauling the previous day. He’d.

1ot the MUSASHI, one of the big battleships of which there were

two. And he’d lost a couple of cruisers and. destroyers by a severe

•.&wling, As a matter of fact we know that he turned west for some

ti::e and reported to his headquarters.

:Later on when I w on theomb urvey I asked Admiral Toyota,

“O at th:t time was the Commander—in—Chief of the imperial Japan—

Sc navy, about that. He said, “Yes, he had, but I sent him orders

to reverse course and carry out his orders.” So he did, after

Got himself together he did. go east again.
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The thing about it is at that time we knew it because

the INDEPENDENCE, under Captain Eddy Ewen, had a night air

group aboard. Actually they had fighter planes over that

force as they were moving east. Somehow that information

seems ‘to have been lost or something in the mess out there.

Another thing that was very difficult to understand —

why morning searches had not discovered Kurita coming through

the San Bernardino Straits.

Among other things, Admiral Nimitz asked me to look in

to that, which I did. I got all the dispatches, every one

that I could get. I did find out that the proper search had

not been inaugurated by the small carriers to cover that area.

They hadn’t covered the exits in San Bernardino Straits for

some reason.

Lise Kit-then: Whose responsibility would that have been?

Admiral Hedding: It would have been one of the CVE task group

commanders, I don’t know who it would have been. It might

have been Admiral Sprague, it might hpve been Admiral Stump,

I don’t know. Or it. may have been directed by Admiral Kinkaid.

I know he was interested because among one of the dis

patches he asked i± a ncrch had been set up to cover San

Bernardino. I know looking over these dispatches that was

one thing I came upon — where Kinkaid was concerned.
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All these things are a matter of history, and they’ve

been written up by professional historians.

Miss Kitchen: Except you know what happens Admiral — some

times somebody decides to write a book and they will look

at some one else’s book without going back to the raw data.

That’s why I’d like to have you, who were there, tell me as

much as you can recall.

Admiral Hedding: That’s about as much as I can recall about

that part of it.

Miss Kitchen: Did you ever find the message that was sent

from Eddy en?

Admiral Hdding: No, bu; they were over there, and they did

find that the night fighters were over their forces.

Another amazing thing about the whole Leyte Gulf affair

was that for some reason or other, I guess it must have been

more or less a phobia with Admiral Halsey, he was just bound

and determined that no matter what happened he was going to

sink the J&panese fleet. He was very concerneä. about their

carriers.

We all knew at that me the Japanese had very little

carrier aviation. It was practically nothing. They had never

really recovered from Midway, losing the four carriers and their

kc4r air groups, and from the Mariannas urkeyhoot.”
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By the time they’d gotten some air groups again trained

they were engaged in the battle of the Philippine Sea, in

which their carrier air groups were just decimated. There

was just nothing left of them. They also lost two of their

ig carriers to submarines.
-

They were even using these battleships that had a little

deck aft as a kind of an hermaphrodite carrier.

The carrier planes that attacked Halsey, or the carrier

type planes that had been in the operation up to the time he

headed north, were carrier types, yes, but they were operat

ing from fields in the Philippines. They were just not qual

ified, very few of them did operate from the carriers. They

had some on the SHOK.AKtJ or the ZUIKAKtJ.

In any case they had no real carrier aviation, and any

one of our carrier task groups could have overwhelmed them.

So why he dashed up north, other than that he had that fixa

tion that he was bound and determined that he would. defeat the

Japanese fleet ——

Later on, when I was on the Bombing Survey when we inter

rogated Admira]. Ozawa and looked into the plans., it was obvious,

he said that he went down as a decoy. He said, “To lure Halsey

north so Kurita could come through the San Bernardino Straits and

Nishi ‘4 the other Admiral who would come up the Surigao Gulf.”

Miss Kitchen: What was Admiral Nimitz’s demeanor during this

period of time when he was in the operations room?
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Adniral Heddin: Admiral Niraitz was always very calm. He

never ot excited. He showed very little emotion. Of course

I was not that intimate with him.

If he showed emotions he probably showed it to Admiral

McMorris and. Admiral Sherman, because they lived together. I

Imagine there was a lot of discussion that went on about things

over cocktails, and dinner time, and after dinner, while they

‘ere pitching horseshoes, and other thins. When you live close—

ly like that you develop an intimacy.

Admiral Nimitz never showed by his demeanor or in appearance

that ac was upset or that he was aggravated or mad. He would

hovi that he was very pleased in the briefings when we’d report,

when things that were done were very good for us he would smile

and say, “That’s great.” He had a few expressions he would use.

Ziss Kitchen: Do you recall Admiral Nimitz’s reactions during

the time of the tyhoon Cobra, that would have been in late Dec

ember?

dmiral Heddin: That again was one of the sad things that hap—

rened to our fleet. Actually the typhoon did more damage to our

fast task force than the Japanese did at Okinawa. Several of our

carriers were severely damaged, and I think we lo3t two or three

destroyers.

iss Kitchen: I wondered if you saw Admiral Nimitz during that

Period.
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Admiral Hedding: No, not particularly. I know that he was

very concerned about it and very upset about it, because that

is a reflection on your seamscthip. That’s something that

naval officers usually pride themselves on — being good seamen.

To take the task force right ilLtO the dangerous semi

circle of the typhoon — it was very difficult to understand.

Of course a court of inquiry was later set up under Admiral

Hoover, and attached blame to Admiral Halsey. But I think

Admiral Nixnitz as I’ve read (this is no4’peraonal kno’..’ie&ge)

apparently felt that Admiral Halsey had suffered enough in

just his own mind that he had, dane this thing that he didn’t

do amjthing more. It would have been most difficult to give

Admiral Halsey a general court martial. It was almost incon

ceivable to do it, because Ac3rniral Halsey was a national hero.

And in time of war you don’t do that.

lie was very colorful, he was a great fighter, and he was

a great naval officer. There’s just no doubts about it.

Of course he did it again. At another time he took the

task force into a typhoon. At that time Admiral Clark recoin—

mended, and I think some other of his flag officers, task group

commanders, certain changes in the fleet course to avoid the

typhoon. But apparently Admiral Halsey put his trust in his

own meteorologist and decided against the recommendations.

That was June ‘45, and. at that time there was another

court of inquiry. The blame again was placed on Admiral Halsey,

and also on Admiral Clark. They felt that he should had perhaps

left the task force, but that wouldn’t do either.
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As a result of those typhoons and the tremendous damage

that was done to the fleet Admiral Uiiaitz issued a enera1

overall letter of instructions as to what commanders should do.

1±’ he was in command of his ship an. felt his ship was bein4g

endangered hu should. protest and perhaps take the action that

ie felt was right to do, the snie with a task group commander.

That’s great, that’s fine, but you’d better be ri.t.

hat’s the whole thins in that — you’d better be right. Because

you do it ard you’re wrong and you’re more or less in defiance

.f superior’s orders you’d better be ready.

I thini: thcb covers that aspect of the typhoon busine:s.

hst ‘ias a very serious thins. I lnow Admiral imitz was most

concerned. :ifld I have heard that Admiral King oractically tore

iie avj ‘epartment anart about it.

iss Kitchen: I wondered in these various incidents th t hnppen—

whether you had personal 1ovi1ed;e of Admiral Nimiz’z reaction

id comments he made.

&niral iicdJiaj: I’m he made comments that I heard, but

don’t remembcr thorn. I just have a enera1 impression. ost

of my imnressions are general, except maybe certain specific in—

cindents do remember the specifics, the conversations, the

ords that were used. But imow it was discussed at reath lent1.
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It was discussed briefly at our morning briefings when

we got the news of what had happened, but I’m sure that there

was much more serious discussions in Admira]. Nimitz’s office

between these various people.

iss itchen: You nt to Guam, yoii said, with. Admiral Nimitz?

Admiral Hedding: I reported at Pearl Harbor in June of ‘44.

Then in January of ‘45 we moved the headquarters west to Guam.

Admiral Nimitz felt he wanted to be oser to the scene of operations

He always made it o point, no matter where his headquarters

os, thct any ships that came in he expected each Captain or each

flag officer to call on him — first to attend the conference and

then to call on the Admiral afterwards where they could sit down

and discuss ti=14,-1. This was one of his ways of trying to

keep personal touch in what was going on — the attitudes, the

reactions, the thoughts of the commanding officers and junior

flag officers. It was his one way of feeling the pulse of the

people, for it’s the people that make things work. That was one

o± nis ways of doing it.

He felt that if he got to Gaum he would be closer. If he

.‘:ere back in Pearl a lot of ths ships would ndver get bask as far

as Pearl. Then I just thin’he iented to feel that he was closer

to the scene of operations.
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I guess maybe he thouht he’d be a little closer to the

3outh Pacific theater, General MacArthur’s theater, because he

realized that the time was coming when they would have to co

ordinate their operations and cooperate more and more. There

was a continual build up of the conflict of command philosophies

in the Western Pacific, as MacArthur came up north and we went

through the Central Pacific. There was bound to be at on time,

and. it did. come eventually, a definite conflict of how the final

operations of the war would. be condiwted and who should command

\vho and what. Of course the decisions there had to go all the

.;ay back to the Joint Chiefs.

Kitchen: ‘Nhere were you quartered when you moved out to Guam?

•c1iiral Hedding: The 3eabees moved out ahead of us and set up

a camp on a hill overlooking Apra Harbor, which I think is now

and has been for marr years 1zown as CinGPac Hill.

They built these seven sets of quarters in a beuatiful lo—

eat:on tkfAfi overlooking Apra Harbor on the west coast of Guam

,juct above the village of Agana.

then we first moved out there, however, those quarters for

the senior people on the staff had not been completed. Each set
vtiLItctl

of quarters, wety were identical in their layout, were over

the harbor with a long lanai or porch and there was a living room—

Jinin room. Coming back of that there were four bedrooms and.

baths around an inner patio. Then on one side were the servants

1uarters, and the kitchen and pantry.
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The first thing in connection with our move to Guam —

Admiral Nimitz arranged for all the mess attendants and

steward that were Guamanians to be ordered to Guam so they

could see their families that they hadn’t seen for a 1-.ng

time. So we had. many Gw4mmdan servants, and of course I

always felt that they were the best.

Those were beautiful quarters. When we first got out

there they were not finished. I think Admiral Nimitz’s was

finished and. the one next door. So we lived in huge .ouble

quonsets, which were not too comfortable. And it was the

rainy season. The rainy season in a tropical island is mis

erable, the humidity is always right up to the top, it’s hot

and muggy. There was a horrible smell around the place, and

we finally found out when the Seabees had been building they’d

bulldozed. some dead Japs right close to our quonset, and it

started smelling. So they had to dig them out.

Eventually we moved up into these quarters, and they were

very nice quarters. The central one was Admiral Nimitz; he

lived there with his aide. He had two guest rooms. Then to

the right was another guest house. To the left was Admiral

LicLiorris, Admiral Sherman, and Genera]. Iie’v!3r-’ Then the rest of

us were down the way. Then there were the Brigadier Generals

and the senior Captains.

It was very nice We had lots of good food. It was clean.

It was a nice way to fight a war if you had to fight one out

there.
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bliss Kitchen: Are you a Captain by this time?

Athnira]. Hedding: Yes. I was a Captain right after I took

the ESSEX out. As soon as I made Captain I went with Ldmira]

Pownall. Then I went with ArIniiral iitscher in December of ‘43.

It was very nice, and we had this big complex up there

at headquarters.

bliss Kitchen: How many of the operations ‘id you do planning

for, all of them?

Admiral Hedding: I was in on the planning from the time I

reported to the staff until it was all over.

We made several plans because at that time we werent

sure what we were going to do. Actually the concensus of think

ing or. Admiral Nirnitz’s staff was we didn’t want to invade the

home islands. We felt at that period of time, in late ‘44 and

early ‘45, Japan€was pretty well defeated. We knw the fleet

was practically gone, and without a fleet they couldn’t bring

the resources they needed from the south. They were just slowly

dying on the vine. Itill would have been tremendously expen

sive in human lives to actually invade the home islands, and

they still had many kamikazes left.

I know about that because that was one of the things I

personally looked into when I was on the Strategic Bombing

Survey later after the war was over.
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After we got Okinawa and were able to bui’d airfields

there, we felt that the next step would be to go in the main

land of China near Chusan archipelago and build more airfields

and just bomb Japan to its knees.

Of course at that time very few on the staff, probably

not more thaii two or three or four, knew of the atomic bomb,

and its development — the Mrnihattan Project. We didn’t know

about it until it was announced at one morning briefing that

an atomic bomb had been dropped on Hiroshirn..

There were two plans for the final invasion of the home

islands. One was Olympic — that was the one where we’d go

into southern Kyushu around I<agbshima Bay. Then eventually

we would go into the Kant o Plain, which supposedly would be

the final operation. The Kauto Plain was that plain where

Toyo is. I forget the code name for that operation. Fortun

ately we didn’t have to do it.

By that time we were roaming the Pacific at will. We

were attacking what ships they had left in ICure, at their main

naval base in the inland sea. We were roaming up and down and

just doing anything we wanted. Even the battleships were going
.—‘.‘-‘ I7o_—.I_ <1 . -

in and. beg the h’ôme islands.

So it appeéS us that it would be unacceptable to go

in there and lose all the human life. Of course one of the

things that made it exceedingly difficult there were two

things — was the Potedam unconditional surrender policy.
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And second we felt unless we hurried up and ended he Pacific
c.. -

war our peoplewou1d lose their enthusiasm. There had been

V—J day. and Germany had surrendered. he Army wanted to rush

everything out to the Pacific and win that war, which was aJ—

ready won.

Early in time there was a question of whether we’d

go into Formosa. Ve didn’t want to go into Formosa; that

would have been very bloody.

Of course we did get Okinawa and we were buildinr up

fields .n there. The next plan that was approved was to go

into southern Kjushu, not into he Chinese mainland which we

wanted to do.

Later on when I was on the Bombing Survey and interrogated

the senior people, one of them was Marquis Kido, who was the

Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal. In other words he was the direct

channal from the Imperial War Council to the Emperor. We in—

terrogated him and. asked him about . The Air Corps then want

ed to try to build up the thought that the atomic bomb vim the

war. We knew that wasn’t so, because we knew at that time Japan

was actually defeated.

Miss Kitchen: ‘(vhat did you think of using the atomic bomb?

Admiral Hedding: It’s a weapon, and as long as we have weapons

we’re going to use them. Only under the circumstances where we

feel like there’s a deterrent that we will get the same thing

back.
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I don’t think it vias necessary to use the atomic bomb.

Japan was already defeated. But the President made the decision

and it probably saved a reat many lives that we would have lost

in our final assault on the home islands, because that’s what

we were going to do.

The Japanese rmy felt that they had neve’ been defeated.

The Japanese Iavy, yes, they knew it, thei Ships were tone.

2hey had Borne pilots left, and they were busy with these two—

man suborincs, and other types of kamikaze operations. They

knew they were defeated, but the Japanese.rmy — n. They’d

been defeated piecemeal, on the island hopping .

ihey’d been defeated in the Philippines, New Guinea, and other

places, but they still had a tremendous number of men under arms.

They had them both in Manchuria, the Chinese mainland, and in

the home islands. They had some 5,000 planes that were ready to

be used as kamikazes for this final home defense. As we Imow

ever ci!iia1, who could even carry a spear would have fuht.

iss Kitchen: So you feel that it was a weapon that had to be

used?

Admiral HeddinG: N3y that it had to be used, but the fact

that it was used saved a great r;lany American lives.

Lass Kitchen: Did you ever hear Admiral Nimitz connent on its use?

Adriral Heddin: No.
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When we a1:ed Marquis Kido about that — “Did the atomic

bomb win the war or what?” lie said, “No, but what i did do

it got the fence sitters off the fence.”
4A’ -v’’--’ ‘A-v’

At that stae of the war Japan was ruh by .0 Qou.ncil of

six people — the Prerni.ilr, the Foreign Minister, theChief of

Staff of the Army, the Chief of Staff of the Navy, the Secretary

of the Army, and the Secretary of the Navy. Those six people

actually made the decisions, Of course before a major decision

could be really implemented it had to be supposedly approved by

the Emperor, so that’s where it went through Marquis Kido.

This is a little ahed of myself, but since we are talking

about the atomic bomb — in our interrogation of Admiral Toyoto,

who was the last Commander—in—Chief of the Japanese Imperial

Navy, he told about this final meeting where they could not reach

a decision. The Premig.r, Tojo, the Chief of Staff of the Army,

and the Secretary of the Army voted — no, not to accept unon—

dtional surrener. The Forei Minister, the Secretary of the

Navy, the Chief of Staff of the Navy voted — yes. The Navy knew

they were defeated.

Kitchen: :,‘as that after the bomb had been used?

Admiral Hedding: Yes. They had gotten the word on what the bomb

had done, but these three die—hards — Tojo and the two army people —

held out. This was then turned over, through Marquis Kido, to the

Emperor. The Emperor said he would make the unacceptable decision,

and accct un’conditional surrender.
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Admiral Toyoto, I remember in4ce office where we were

interrog3ting him, started crying. It was quite an impressive

story of what happened.

They then decided the Emperor would issue the rescript,

go on the radio and tell the people of Japan that he had de

cided to surrender,

The story is, I don’t know how true it is, that there was

a group of very militant young army officers who tried to stop

the messenger bringing the rescript from the Imperial Palace to

the broadcasting station. They didn’t want to surrender.

There was a great amount of concern with each of the cn3o

we interrogated . When General MacArthur decided that be

would prsonally land at Atsugi and then go on in to Tokyo and.

establish his headquzrters there at the Embassy in the downtown
6;1

o.e after the surrender, they were concerned whether or not

they could really control the young militant army officers. They

were afraid that just going from Atsugi on in to Tokyo there might

be an incident where Genera1 MacArthur might be killed, and they

were concerned about it. But fortunately it didn’t happen that way.
a1

I think the inherent taught to them1through generations of

obedience to the supreme being of the Emperor was enough to con

trol them. I think if it hadn’t been an imperial rescript it

wouldn’t have worked.
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After we moved out to Guam the war kept getting riiore in

tense. We had more ships in the area; we could do a lot mrre.

Of course we had the bloody battle for Iwo Jima, then follow

ing that the move into Okinawa. That was a very tough one,

particularly tough on the Navy. We lost more ships to karni—

kazes there, except for the big ships.

Those picket destroyers on. picket stations — that was

just something. I was very interested in that part of the

operation.

When on the 3ombing Survey we wrote up our brief naval

history of the war, ,wh the naval section. We called

it THE CAI1TAIGNS OP THE PACIFIC, which was issued by the

3ombing Survey. That particular part of the war was mine to

write up — the move into Okinawa arid the final actions lead—

ing up to the final surrender. One of the outstanding elements

of the Okinawa campaign was the kamikaze attacks on the ships.

So I got into that quite throoughly, it’s all written up there.

They were well oganized. They would come down the chain

of islands to Okinawa in groups of ten or fifteen to three or

four hundred at a time. The pilots were actually vEry poorly

trained. They were able to fly the planes, but they weren’t

able to navigate very well. So they usually had a leader.

The actual navigation w.s not particularly difficult — they’d

just come down the island chain until they got to Okinawa.

The first ships they’d see would be the destroyers at the north

ern picket stations, and down they’d come.
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At those northern picket stations we had. a’ lot of ships

sunk, and we had a lot sunk around Kerarna Retto. When thej

would come they would make smoke and try to cover up the traiis—

ports and all the other shipping that we had in there and all

the damaged shipping, which there was a lot of.

The kamikaze is, you miit say, traditionally Japanese.

The warrior in Japan as always had a leading role, 41e the

Samurai warriors. That develops a military philosophy that

t1 Japanese armed forces had.

I was ver:- interested in how you can get these pilots to

take off on a kamikaze mission, knowing they were not going

to return. The instinct that we all have to keep alive is SO

strong, how did they overcome it?

I interrogated one officer, Captain Fuchida. Captain

Fuchida was better known as the commander of the air group that

attac1cd Pearl Harbor. (I think now he’s a &1.ptist minister.)

I was interested in how they got all these pilots hopped up to

put the white scarf aL’ound their he&d and get in this Betty with

a five hundred pound bomb slung on it and then go iuwn and just

dive into our ships. I asked him, “Did you give them any drugs?”

“No? “How did you do it?” He said, “It’s probably very dif

ficult for you to understand, but to us it’s ‘bushido.”

“Bushido” in Japanse means the way of the warrior. It

goes back to the Samurai tradition. A lot of these kids were

just barely able to take off — fly the planes, then dive into

cur ships.
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Lass Kitchen: Of course they were ordered, they weren’t

volunteers.

Admiral Hedding: I think most of them were volunteers at

tne beginning. Later on a squadron commrnder would volunteer

his squadron. So I don’t know how many of them actually went

down ther’ because they were ordered to, or partly because

they were ordered to, or partly because they felt that was

what th” should do.

.3ut rt’ii’1y indicative of this mental attitude — they

were able to motivate these pilots as in the fQIwing incident:

during the late stages of the war they put the operations 0±

all the kamikazes, this included the navy and army, under a

Japanese Vice Admiral. This officer was Vice Admiral Onishi.

During the interrogations I said, “I would like to see Admiral

Onishi and talk to him about this.” They said, “We’re so sorry.”

I said, “You’re so sorry? Why?” “Well, Admiral Onishi is gone.”

I said, “What do you mean — he’s gene?” They said, “About ten

o’clock in the morning of 15 August when hostilitii were to

end at noon Admiral Onishi put on his number one ui..fform, he

got in a plane and headed for Okinawa.” I said, “Is that SO?”

They said, “Yes, that’s so.”

So I looked up all our action reports to see if I could

find where we shot down a plane about that time. I never did

find ou for sure whether he’d been shot down Eut anyway that

was the end of Vice Admiral Onishi.
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I think that is illustrative of what they could do.

Here’s a Vice Admiral who gets himself up in his number one

uniform, gets in a plane, and takes off on his “bqnzai.”

It can really make you stop and think.

Miss Kitchen: It’s a different form of hari—kari.

Admiral Hedding: Yes. Of course we ran into that many times.

They did it in Guam and in Saipan. They had a lot of these

Okinawan people so hopped up they’d push them over the cliffs,

and things like that.

Miss Kitchen: We want to check on other incidents relating

to your association with Admiral Nimitz’s staff between now

and the end of the war.

Admiral Hedding: Admiral Sherman and I used to take off on

planning operations. In one of them we flew from Guam to

Okinawa. Fighting was still going on there. In fact there

were still rugged operations as they were pushing the Japanese

furi.her and further south and also up to the north. We landed

in Okinawa, Admiral Sherman and I, and stayed with the Marines

on Yontan Fie.d. I stayed as the personal guest of General Pat

Mulcahy, who had the Marine air group on Yontan Field.
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I had a brother—in—law, my wife’s brother, who was a

Captain in the Marines. He was somewh.ere down south in com

bat operations. I finally found out that he was in an tP

company. So I got a Marine and a jeep and. I headed for the

front lines down on the south end of the island. I got as

far as I could and got to the hIP camp where they had a pris

oner stockade. I finally found my brother—en—law. As usual

I gave him the traditional battle of whiskey, which is really

something when you’re in combat.

We looked all around while I was there and discussed a

lot of things, but ray main purpose there was to evss with

it1z44on the Seabee commander, who would be responsible

for building airfields we were going to build on Okinawa for

the final aerial assault. We were bringing in as many air

squadrons as we could logistically support.

When the war in Europe was over General Arnold offered

all the squadrons they used. in Europe to move out to WestPac,

and support the final assault of Japan.

Of course at that time we had. the B—29s under General

Harmon, who was later lost in a flight between Guam and Hawaii.

Then General LeMay came out and. took over the 3—29 operations.

He made some very drastic changes. I know it’s all been written

up, b-’it it’s very interesting to see what this man did.

They had been bombing Japan, supposedly strategic bombing,

and they were trying to knock out some of their airplane plants

and rmmit ion plants and manufacturing plants that supported the

war, bombing from around thirty thousand feet.
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In spite of some of the publicity, you’re not able to

hit or put a pickle in a barrel at thirty thousand feet. Fur

thermore they ran into terrific jet streams which they didn’t

know too much about. These were 150 miles an hour winds that

would just stop the planes. They weren’t hitting anything.

Genera]. LeMay was there for a time, cbnd he changed the

whole tactics of using the B—29s. He brougl’.t them in between

five and ten thousand feet at ni’t with incendiaries and just

burned the place down. He even took defensive armament off

the 3—29 to be able to carry more incendaries.

I used to go up and watch them take off in Guam. One of

my friends out there was General Tornimi- Power, who later on be—
L9L.4q If

came SAC Commander in (3euna. We’d go up and watch them take

off, and try to get up there early in the morning tosee them

come back.

There was a 3—29 incendiary raid on Tokyo in March of 1945.

I don’t know whether my figures are Tight, but they’re certainly

comparable. They got in just at the time there was a high wind

id dropped these incendaries all over Tokyo. Combined with the

h-gh wind, I think there were more civilian casualties or they

were comparable to what the atomic bomb did to Hiroshima. They

just burned the place out.

hen we went in there later on the Bombing Survey driving

up from Yokohoma you could just see mile after mile of rubble,

with the chimneys and the safes sitting up. That’s all was left.

Their houses were wooden. The only thing metal or stone in there

are the chimney and the little safe, and their little hibachi pot
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Another incident I don’t believe has been written up —

we knew that eventually the carriers would be within riking

the home islands.

I worked together with the Air Corps planner on the staff,

and we also worked with General Harmon back in Pearl before we

went west — the idea being that it would be ideal to get car—

rier support of Air Corpsoperations.

At that time they were doing horizontal bombing from high
<-‘

altitute with poor results. We said, we wiile a thousand

fighter sorties over the Tokyo area and we will clean out all

the defensive fighters, and your bombers can come in at what

ever altituif?: you want and be able to do some damage.

I remember we had this conference in Admiral Sherman’s of

fice on Guam — General LeMay, the Air Corps planner, and myself.

The two of us presented our concept of how the carriers could

provide fighter sorties over the Tokyo area or over the western

part of the inland sea or over any particular area, we could

provide at 4.east a thousand fighter sorties a day, and then the

3—29a-wtj come in.

General LeMay sat there with his cigar and finally he took

his cigar out and said, “1 don’t care how many fighter sorties

you have, all I want is good weather.” That ended the conference

real quick. I think that’s typical of General LeMay, and some

of the thinking of the Air Corps.

We had another incident — it so happened that this was hap

penstance. The timing was such that we were making a carrier

strike on Formosa about the same time that the first 3—29s were
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operating from the mainland of China. They made an attack

on Formosa at the same time as the carriers. They had no

fighter opposition, ani were able to do considerable damage.

We used that as an example of what we were talking about,

but that endedAthe discussion with General LeMazy. He was q.uite

a character, and. they needed somebody like him.

The previous commander, a General Hensel, was the first

commanding officer of the 19th bombardment group. I think

that’s what they called the B—29s when they first came to Guam.

I do know that he was a Texan, and when he first landed

at Hickam Field on his way out Admiral Nimitz went down to see

him, because he was also a Texan. All during the war that

attachment he had for Texas came out many times. He would see

people and say, “Where are you from son?” “Texas.” “Oh,” and

then he’d stop, “What part of Texas?” and so on. He might

even know somebody there, or might even know his family. He

was a very patriotic Texan, Admiral Nimitz was.

I think now I’ll try to wrap up all the last few months

of my duty with Admiral Nimitz on Guam.

In all our planning we tried to set up a three to one advan

tage of our amphibious forces over the defenders. Our intelli

gence indicated that in southern lCyu.shu there were approximately

three divisions of Japanese around ICagoshima Bay. So we set

up with Marines and Army some nine divisions with three divi

sions in reserve, which more of less carried out our three to

one philosophy which we tried to use all throughout the Pacific.
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However we found out later that instead of three di

visions in southern Kyushu the Japanese had six or aevn.

So again that p--obably would have been a pretty hard mtt to

crack and there would. have been many casualties. As I men

tioned we’d, have lost a lot of ships to knmikazes and to their

two—man submarines and a lot of other weapons they’d h&e set

up for the defense of the home islands.

The last stages, I think thf last few months of the war,

the British came in. Then the war was over in Europe they

canted to participate, so they sent a task group (under a

British Admiral) to join our task force of ‘ast carriers.

It was tactally organized very similar to the way we organ

ized our tasi groups.

However we did have a problem in logistics, because our

logistics didn’t meet their requirmenta. So one of the agree

ments was that they would also provide their own logistic sup

port for their task group. Then they were assigned missions

n our operations.

Ia the meantime I had fin&-ly talked Admiral McI1Iorris

into allowing me to be detached and go hone for a little leave

and then commac1 a carrier. I’d. been fighting for it ever since

I’d. gotten there. I kept asking him, “Well look, why can’t

I conmand a carrier? I’ve got a lot of experience, I’ve been

in carriers all my life, and my classmates are commanding car

riers.”
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.d.miral McMorris would say, “Truman, sure you’ve got
a lot of c1assmate- there and. they’re very fine Captins of

carriers, but very few of them h.ve your background of ex

perience ‘which we need here on the staff. So you just shut

up and go 4.0 and do what you’re told to do.”

I stiil kept at him, and f1rnlly in July of ‘45 I got

orders and I was to leave around the 13th or 14th of August.

A British battleship came to Guam, and they had a cere—

mony in which Admiral Nimitz was given some outstanding award

by the King, and it was presented to him by the British Admiral.

Afterwards they had a dinner party aboard the British battle

ship, I think it was the KING GEORGE.

I had the command duty and I was up in headquarters. The

communications officer ce around and said, “I’ve got an ‘eyes

only’ dispatch for the Admiral.” I said, “Well, let me see it.”

We had authority under circumstances like that that you could

take a glance at it, particularly if -Mmiral Nimitz wasn’t

physically there. So I got it and. it was a message from Aclniiral

King, ‘eyes only’ Admiral Nimitz, alerting him to a possible

surrender. I got an officer and set him out to the ship to give

thiE; to Admiral Nimitz.

Sure enough the surrender came along in a couple of days.

In the mcantime I was detached o” the 14th, and. flew into

Honolu, and was actually in Honolulu on my way home when the

surrender took place.
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The surrender ceremonies were to take plaee later on

aboard the battleship MISOtTRI with much pomp and ceremony.

When I got home I said, “Well gee the war is over, I

don’t want to command a carrier now, there’s nothing doing

out there.”

Miss Kitchen: Were your orders to go to a carrier?

Admiral Hedding: Yes, a carrier.

iJiss Kitchen: Did it say which one?

Athniral Hedding: No, it didn’t say. It said, “In connection

with the fitting out and on board when commissioned.” They

we.ce turning them out, some were mi1l ones. I hopd to get

at least a CVL.

I was home on leave and I decided, “I don’t want this

carrier now, the war’s all over.” So I got on the phone and

called my friend, Captain Johnny Heath, the detail officer in

the 3ureau of Aeronautics. That was when the detail of aviation

personnel was still in the Bureau of Aeronautics, rather than

in BuPers. I said, “Johnrty, how about changing my orders?”

He said, “What do you want to do?” I said, I don’t know. I

don’t want to command a carrier now and gc out there now. I

fitted out the ESSEX, and I don’t want any part of it. How

about a job somewhere in the good old USA?” He said, “What?”

I said, “how about heading up the ROTC Unit at the University

of San Francisco?”
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He said, “Is that really what you want?” I said, “Yes.

I’m fed up with the war. I don’t want to huve any part of

it. I’d like to go up there. I think it would be a nice

place to be.” He said, “Okay, we’ll do it.”

Two days later I got a phone call froni”him and he said,

“You’re going to the Stategic Rombizig Survey.” I said,

“Yvhat is that?” He said, “It’s a group set up by the President.

They have just completed a Survey of the Strategic Bombing of

Europe. Now they are setting up a. similar program for the

Strategic Bombing Survey of Japan. Ralph Oftsie is heading

up the Navy section anc has asked for you, so you are being

ordered.” I said, “How soon?” He said, “Right now.” I;said,

“Okay.” I packed up again and headed for Guam. I got out

there and checked in with Ralph Oftsie and he said, “Here’s

what we’re going to do.”
jVita& ‘.‘.c 4/(-rt,

The Øt( at that time consisted of me as number two,

and a classmate of mine, Captain Teller, Capt.in Jim Russell,

who later became Deputy CNO, Courtney Shands, who later became

a flag officer, and a young Cnmmander by the name of Tom Moor9’,

who now is the present Chairman of the Joint Chiefs.

Ralph said, “I want you to go up and establish our head—

quarters. t want you to be the advance man.” I said, “Okay.”

He said, “Before you go, you’ve got to go to the dispensary

and get your shots.” I said, “Well I’ve had all kinds of shots.”

He said, “I vpp’t let you go unless you do.”
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I went over there and told them where I was going. They

said, “Okay, Captain, just sit down.” P3etty soon here came

a corpsman with handsful of needles. He said, “Where do you

want them?” I said, “I don’t care.” So I took all these shots

as I was 1eaving the next daçy.
C

ThØ,c1ub, which I had been more of less president of —

one of the jobs that Admiral McMorris gave me was to get some

decent whiskey for our club. The next evening we had kind

of a happy hour up there, where all drinks were a nickel.

There was another office;, a junior Captain, Chick Hayward,

who was going up on the same plane with rae to Japan. He had

been very active in the atomic bombing development, the Jan—

hattan District. (Deke Parsons was the leading Navy one in

th.s project.) He wanted to go up and make a quick survey 0±’

Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

We had quite a party at this officers club. Then after

wards we went to Agana and got in the plane for Tokyo. There

was a mixup in these caps we wore, these little folded caps,

and somehow he had gotten Admiral Oftaie’s garrison cap. He

had these two stars on the cap and the silver leaf on his collar.

While we were standing around there I noticed everybody looking

at him, bitio±ie-’it. Finally somebody came up and

said, “Sir, we’d like to know, are you an Admiral or a Commander?
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We got up to Tokyo and we landed across the bay at

Kizerazu airport.

Miss Kitchen: Would you remember the date?

Admiral Hédding: I had reported to Guam on ZO B8oemr after

the urrender ceremonies. So this was around the 22nd of

Dcdcmbg.r.

We laflded at this Japanese field in Kizerazu, which is

directly across the bay from the naval base at Yokosuka. We

wanted to get transportation for two of us into Tokyo. They

said they ran a mail run or something in there every day in

a pick—up truck, so we got in the truck. We had our gear with

us and we were all wearing our forty—fives, because they told

us we’d better carry sidearms, because the Japanese army was

still demobilizing and the men were working their way home,

and they were afraid there might be an incident. This way it

would give us a chance to protect ourselves.
/v-L-. I

So we went in to Tokyo. This driver of this truck was
A

wild. He’d go charging down the narrow roads and took delight

in these narrow Japanese roads to just scatter people and chic

kens and everything else. So finally I stopped him. I beat

on tô of the cabin, got out, and said, “Look Churn, I’ve been

all through the war without being injured at all, now slow down,

or else.” This was an Americanlisted man, this was an Amer

ican truck, the sailor was driving.
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We finally got -o Tokro and worked our way around to

the Imperial Hotel. I reported in and we got rooms there.

Miss Kitchen To whom did you report in this job?

Admiral Hedding I reported to Oftsie.

there was a liaison set up with General

ters. The actual housekeeping, running

the Strategic 3ornhing Survey, was done

were in the Daichi 3uilding; they gave

on the seventh floor. The whole thing

When we got to Tokyo

MacArthur’ s headquar—

the headquarters of

by the Air 2orps. Vie

us a group of rooms up

was run by the Air Corps.

Kitchen: How many peop.e were on this survey?

Admiral Hedding: The total nizmber I imagine would be around

a hundred. It was under Mr. D’Ollier, who was the President

of the Prudential Life Insurance Company, but actually he never

showed up. The actual rnanageme’-rt of the 3ombing Sv’-vey was done

by ‘auJ. Nitze, who has had many jobs and I guess he still has

some important assigiment in Washington.

We got up there and I stayed at the Imperial Hotel for two

or three days, and then they moved us into another hotel where

the Bombing Survey was to be quartered. We were eating at some

kind of a mess they set up where they were trying to get the

Japanese to cook our C—rations and K—rations because the Japanese

didn’t have too much food themselves. This hotel had no heat,

and nothing but ice water, and it was awful.
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The rest of the Navy group finally came up to Tokyo.

Ralph Oftsie took one look at this thing and. said, “This

won’t do,” and he got busy.

The ANCON, an amphibious conimnd ship which had been e’i

ex—Panama Lines Steamship, was down in Yokohama, commanded by

a classmate of mine. Ralph had the ship order4d up to Tokyo

alongside a dock.

The water between Yokohama and Tokyo is not very deep,

So my class’nate was little coneerned. He pumped out a lot

o± oild came up and tied up alongside a dock in Tokyo.

We rnoved aboard an then we were back in the Ny Thi
—7

w Navy people. We also took pity on some of the Army group

and let them come aboard, anti they were most appreciative.

Then we set up a little ‘1ub off the gangway in a building on

the dock, so we had a little offioer club. It was most enjoy

able, albJiough it was rather difficult at first to get organized.

The oveEall objective of the Strategic Bom’ing Survey was

to determine the effect of strategic bombing in the campaign

against Japan. How effective really was strategic bombing?

Strategic bombing as against tactical hombing is to hit

resources rather than, let us say, airplanes or ships or troops

or supporting operations. You go in and hit their sources —

their airplane factories, their electric power — just like the

bombers did from England over Germany. The ba.llbearing factor

ies, the oil fields, all of those things — that’s strategic

bombing.
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0±’ course since this was the campaigu in which the first

atomic bom’o was used, it became a very important part of -the

survey. To get not only the strategic effects of the two bombs

dropped, but to find out as .tch as possible about the psycho

logical effects on the Japanese of the atomic bombs — what

physical damage was done as a rcsult of theye4obombs, be

cause they were two different type bombs, physiological and

psychological and the whole picture of what the bombs had done.
1

The A_r Corps g:oup ci’ coure tried to build the bombing up.

iss iitchen: ho vrot your procedures? This was a new

procedure, was it not?

Admiral Iledding: We determined our own, what thc naval sec

tion would do under Ralph Oftaie, and then we’d take it up to

Paul Nitze and say, ‘there’s what we’d like to do.”

hat we were most interested in was the a2tual naval cam—

:;c.i.1. So we decided that we would write a brief history of

the naval campaign from our point of view, and it was approved.

So we started setting up liaison to try to find out the people

to interrogate.

There was a naval intelligence officer on General MacArthur’

staff named Smith-Hutton, a Navy Captain, who had been a Japan

ese language student and I think an assistant naval attache.
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I went down to ‘see him at General MacArthur’s headquar

ters. He said, ‘They’re going to set up a liaison group so

they will make Japanese officers available for u to interro

gate.” I said, That’s fine.”

In the meantime one of the young interpreters assigned

to the Navy section had been roaming around Tokyo just seeing

what he could see. He came in to me and said, “Captain, I

think I’ve found something very interesting.” I said, “Well,

what is it?” He said, “On the outskirts of Tokyo at Hioshi

is the Japanese Naval War College. I went in there. There

were still same Japanese naval officers left there and enlist

ed personnel. I thought you might be interested in seeing

their Naval War College.” I said, “Yes, that sounds very in

teresting. Let’s go.”

So we got in a jeep and we took off for somewhere in the

outskirts of Tokyo. We drove up in front through the gates,

and there was a sentry there who saluted. We drove up in front

of the administration building, got out, and here comes a Jap

anese Navy Captain. I introducd myself and he introduced him

self as Captain T. Ohjae. He spoke quite a bit of English.

I said, “Captain, where did you learn to speak English as well

as you do?” :e said, “I at one time was in the Japanese Embassy

in Washington. Cone on up in my office and sit down and we’ll

have a cup of tea.”
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So we sat down and I said, “Who’s here CaptaLa?” He

said, “Our naval headquarters in down town Tokyo was bombed

out and we moved out here to the Naval War College and set up

our headquart’r- here. There’s about six or seven of us left

that were in the planning section of the Imperial Japanese Navy

Jadqua.ters.” I said, “How long are you going to be here?”

:ie said, “lot too much longer, we’re going to be demobilized

next week, and we’ll all go home.”

I said, “what’s most interesting.” .‘Ie started chatting

and he caid, “V’iat did you do in the war?” I said, “7eil I

was Chief of Staff to £dmiral Llit4cher.” He said, “You were?

Vell I was Chief of Stff to Admiral Ozawa.” I said, “Vie were

on the opposite sides then in several of these encounters.’1

He said, “Yes, we were.”

3e started chatting like people wiil and I learned more

about this. I said, “You people should have an awful lot of

knowledge we’d like to have.” He was a little reluctant and

I said, “One of the first things that I think should be under

stood between us and your people here is that we’re in no way

connected with any leal aspects of prosecuting anyone for war

criminals or anything like that. e’re the Navy section, and

we’re out here to find out as much as we can as to what went On

from your point of view of the war.” He said, “That would be

very fine.”
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I askcd about how they were living and everything. They

vere having a pretty tough time.

I dashed back to see Ralph Oftsie and told him whzt I’d

fo und • I said, “I think this would be a gold mine for us.t’

He said, “ I certainly agree. You go down to (eneral Willoughby’s

and get them to freeze these people.’

I went down, I didn’t see Wiilouhby, but I saw somebody

else down there. I told them what we wanted to do and. they said —

yes,they would do it. So they did, they just froze this group

of about seven naval officers ‘tho were the last of the group.

think there was a Rear Admiral, two or three Captains, and, two

or three Commanders.

They said, “They’ll stay there as long as you want,” and

I said, “That will be fine.”

azs Kitchen: Were they the last group of the navy department,

so to speak?

Admiral Hedding: The aval general &taff, the mperia eneral

staff. They were just about to be demobilized, all the ret of

thorn had gone.

I immediately went out and told them what had happened. I

also brouit wo or three cases of K—rations and C—rations for

ther. so they would have something to eat.
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Then we really started to get organized. We had a meet

ing and Admiral Oftsie said, “We’ll divide this campaign up

so and so. Truman, you’ll take the first part of it, the in

itial planning by the Japanese up to Pearl Harbor. From Purl

Harbor Courtney Shanda will take this.” Then I would take the

last months of the war frra t}’!e Okinawa campaign on. I had

the first part of it and the last part of it.

ss Kitchn: And tis was all ‘elated to the interrogation

of the people?

Admiral Hedding: Yes. This was really assigned to our area

of responsibility — interrogate the Japanese in these areas,

in these campaigns, pcr- of the campaigns, and then to write

it up later.

Miss Kitchen: I wasn’t sure as to whether the 5.nterrogation

was a separate segment from the Strategic Bombing Survey.

Admiral Hedding: When we got up there Paul Nitze got the heads

of the various groups together to outline what was to be done.

Probably a-’.. that time Admiral Oftsie said that he would like,

in addition to participating in the overall survey, to have his

section also interrogate the Japanese people with the idea of

writing a brief naval campaign o± the Pacific, which was ap

proved.
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The Bombing Survey was actually mostly civilian. The

Navy section I think was about seven or eight. I think the

Army and the Air Corps had just about the same number. But

a lot of the others were experts in their field, like medicine,

to find out the medical effects if the bombing. There were

people who were experts in fire fighting to determine how the

Japanese attempted to fight these tremendous fires which were

set by the incendiaries. Thcui there were psychologists and

there were physicists. There was quite a. broad spectrum of

people to give full coverage of the effects of strategic bomb

ing. There were economists to determine the effect on the

economy of Japan of the bombing.

In the Navy section our efforts prirn.rily centered on

the naval campaigns. However Admiral Oftsie designated me to

represent the Navy section in what was called the High Level

Interrogations. By high level they mean people like Prince

Konoye, Marquis Kido, Prince Hegashikuni — the leaders of Japan.

Admiral Nomura was interrogated, he came at the high level area.

This was in addition to the interDogation that we conducted with

the Japanese naval people that I found out about.

Certain of the Japanese worked with us; Captain Ohmae

worked with me. Since I was going to write up the initial plan

ning of the Japanese, when they embarked upon this war, I asked

him about it. He broke out the Japanese top secret plans and

used them as reference when I questioned him.
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Then we found out, as we got deeper into this, in the

various campaigns of the Pac.iJic, we were asking more and

more specific questions as to — what did you do, what was

the damage here, and so on. Of course we were very interest

ed in the raid on Pearl Harbor arid the plans leading up to

it, and the actual conduct of it. We were also interested

in their point of view of the Battle of Midway, c.. the Battle

of oral Sea. All of thecc nvaJ. campaigns we were very in

terested in — getting the information from them to se how

it compared with our own intelligence and information.

So we would ask these questions and they would say,

“It will take us about two or three days to get the answer.”

One of us said, “Why does it take two or three days?” One

of the commanders sLid, “We’ve got to go up to a cave up in

norther.i Honshu where we have all our action reports stored.”

We said, “Is that so?” “yes.”

Just before we left we sent a team up there. There were

all these action reports of every Japanese ship and everr Jap

anese air squadron, the written reports, and they were in boxes.

We put them in a couple of boxcars, said nothing to anybody,

anc. brought them down to Toicyo and put them on the ANCON.

We didn’t say anything to General MacArthur’ a staff or

General Willoughby. They would have seized them, I’m sure.

Vie took them back with us and they were all microfilmed,

and then we sent them back to the Japanese.
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Liiss Kitchen: Did you go over and get them out of the caves?

Admiral Hedding: No, I didn’t go. We sent a team up there

with one of our Japanese interpreters. They ‘brougit back two

freight cars full and loaded them on the ANCON. We brought

them back to the United States, and while they were here they

were all microfilmed.

I was interested in writing up the “banzai charge” of

the YALATO — the last attack of the Japanese fleet. That was

all they could do, because Admiral Toyoto told me later that

they didn’t have any more fuel oil. They had just enough for

the YALIATO, one light cruiser and I think it was seven destroy

ers.. They came down through the 3ungo Suido heading for 0km—

awa. Of course we discovered them right away.

This is another aside, but it’s another one of the vig

nettes. I think it’s been written up other places. Admiral

Sr1.ance and his battleships always had in the back of their

minds to hve a battleship action, where the battleships would

be shooting at each other. The only time it was ever done was

in the Suriga.o Straits, the only time old battleships were ac—

tuälly able to have action against Japanese battleships.

We had all these beautiful new battleships, the NE JSEY,

and all these tremendous battleships, and they never fired at

another ship. About all they’d ever done was some shore bom

bardment and anti—aircraft protection for the carriers.
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Ac]iniral Spruance wanted to let the YAMATO come down

an1 have a dozen or so shipi .ine up and sink it, but they

lost contact. By the time they discovered it again I think

Admiral Mitacher said, “Do you get it or do I?” He said,

“You take it,” so we took the carriers up and sank it.

That wa a rather interesting aside — the bnzai that

the YALIATO made.

To get back to our work on the Bombing Survey in Tokyo

with this group from the Japanese Imperial Headquarters plan

ning staff — we worked very closely with them.

In the meantime we would :ave these high level interro

gations of these Japanese leaders. One of them was Prince

inoye, who headed up the Japanese government just before the

surrender. We had him down to interrogate him, and brought him

aboard the ANCON. e thought that would probably be an atmos

phere more condusive to his discussing various things. He

discussed the aspects of final attempts to get a surrender and

all that. He didn’t say very much because I think you could

feel that he felt that this whole business was part of war crime

efforts on our part, although we tried to assure him that the

Bombing Survey had nothing whatever to do with it, but at the

same time he didn’t say very much. Shortly thereafter, I don’t

know how soon, he committed suicide.

Then we had this interesting interrogation at the strategic

bombing headquarters in Tokyo at the Daichi Building with Marquis

Kido. He was the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, and he was the

go—between the Emperor and the War Council actually ruling Japan

at that time.
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Japan at that time was ruled by a council of six people.

The Imperial Supreme Council, or some such name4 they had

consisted of the Premier, Foreign Minister, Navy Minister,

Army Minister, Chief of Staff of the Army, Chief of Staff of

the Navy — aix people. These were the people that actually

were running Japan at that time. Of course everything that

they did was in the name of the Emperor, and Maci3ICido was

the go—between.

Their major problem was to terminate the war. They all

realized that the war had to be trminated somehow. As we

know from history they made teitative efforts through the

Russians to see if they would intervene.

They had this thing facing them, it was determined at

Potedarn, of uncont4i.ional surrender. That was very difficult

for them to accept, particularly the Army people.

The Navy, on the other hand, knew that they were defeated.

Thpv had visible evidence, they just had no more ships at that

time. There was no doubt in their minds that they were licked.

As a matter of fact, to go back to Admiral Yamamoto, who

was their Coimnander—in—Chief at the initiation of hostilities,

the Japanese Navy was not too eager for a war against the United

States. However, the Army was ail gimg ho for it.

The Army had tremendous control over the Japanese in that

the Japanese country was organized into prefectures. Each pre

fecture was a very strong Army center, Army headquarters, and

they were pretty much around the country. They were cessful

in Manchuria and Indo—China and China and every place they’d

been, so they were all for this war.
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Yarnamoto told them and it’s been paraphrased — and I

thin: somewhat out of context. But as far as we could find

out Admiral Yainamoto said, “If you are going to embark on a

war with the United States you must be prepared to sign the

peace in the White House.”

What he really meant by that — he tried to point out to

them the tremendous problem it would be, particularly when

we got mobilized to produce the munitions of war, to turn out

the munitions of w’r, that thy had to be prepared to go all

the way. You couldn’t stop short by saying, “We’ll get just

so much of the so—called prosperity sphere in Southeast asia

so we can have all the oil, the tin, the iron, and all the

resourses we need, and just draw a perimeter and say • this

is ours, this is our citadel. That won’t work, because they

will build up and come at you, arni we’ll be defeated.” That’s

what he meant.

Getting back to these six people who were running Japan —

Tojo, the Premier, the Army Minister, and the Chief of Staff

of the Army would not accept unconditional surrender. In the

minds of the Japanese Army office’s the Japanese Army had never

been defeated, it was still theie. They had been defeated piece—

meal on various islands as we island hopped. They’d been de—

±‘eated in the Philippines, in the r&ariannas, on Okinawa, but to

their minds just piece—meal. They still had many thousands of

well trained and equipped troops, both in the home islands and ir
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Manchuria, which were available. They also had five thousand

planes, Arms and Navy, that were being organized as kamikazea.

3o these three held out.

But on the other hand the Foreign Minister, the Navy Mm-.
ister, and the Chief of Staff of the Navy realized that the war

was lost. They were all for accepting this, but they never could

agree.

Finally :fter the atomic bombs were droppe5 then they real

ized, as Marquis iido said in our interrogation, that got the

fence sitters off the fence.

So they went to the Emperor and reported their dilemma —

that they could not agree. Three said yes, and three said no.

So auparently he said, “I will make thi decision. I will suffer

the unsufferabje. I think those were the words that Admiral

Toyoto, who attended this, said. It was rather touching to hear

this tough Japanese Admiral, who sat there with tears streaming

down his cheeks. It was rather an emotional occasion.

So they said they would accept unconditional surrender, and

the Emperor would issue rescript. Some of the young mili

tant Army officers tried to intercept the messenger taking the

rescript from the Iiperial Palace to the broadcast station where

it was broadcast to his people — telling the Japanese he would

surrender.

That was one of the very interesting aspects of the Bombing
frIs- (

Survey. There wer many, int2rrogating these people was inter—

esting.
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It was also rather pathetic, I would say, the attempo

of the Air Corps officers to substantiate a lot of their claims

of victories won anl battles won by their forces in the Pacific

when the evidence was not there.

For ?nstance — in the battle of Midway the B—17s claimed

14 7 o —‘-‘-a.- -. -

that they sunk jje ships9 We found ou.t later they hadn’t hit

anything. The ships werr sunk by our dive bombers.

There wes a Genera]. named Orville Anderson, who later on

headed up the Air Force College at ?iaxwell Field and got into

a considerable amount of trouble by making a lot of fancy claims.

He had t’ied to build thcse things up.

There’s aothor incident I think is quite interesting —

along this line, whenever we interrogated a Japanese senior

naval officer we al-ays asked the Army or the Air Corps people

if they would like to listen in on our interrogation. We expect

ed the same curtesy from them, which they did.

I was askeu to participate in the interrogation of a Japan

ese Army General and I think a couple of Navy Admirals. The in

terrogation supposedly was to be conducted by Genera]- Anderson.

Vihen I got there, at that time I was wearing an Army uniform.

They issued us these Eisenhower jackets and. Army uniforms. I had

silver eagles on my shoulder, and. the only thing that indicated

that I was a naval officer was my Navy wings. So I sat in there.

The one actually conducting this interrogation was Liajor P. E

3eversky, who was quite an outspoken advocate of air power, par—

ticular]-y land based air rower, strategic air power. He was in—
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terrogating these Japanese. His idea of interrogating was

to expound his theories and philosophy of air power and turn

to the Japanese and say, “Isn’t that so?”

It’s rather amusing that in interrogating Japanese, even

though we had some very good interpreters, by the time you put

your question into Japanese and. the Japanese got it, thought

it over and then he spoke, it came back to you zite often
l,v’

wh—i--4’ad no relationship to the original question. We did

find that was one of our big problems, not only the wods but

the intent o± the question — to get that across.

This particular morning these Navy Admirals and this

General would just look at him, and they just didn’t know what

to say. He’d asked them,”Is that so?” I didn’t say a word.

Finally he asked General Anderson who was this fellow sitting

over here, and he said who I was. That just about ended the

interogation. But it was amusing.

I actually felt sorry for some of the Air Corps people out

there who tried to establish these things. And the facts of

the matter were that their claims were just not substantiated.

We know that if you believe the reports of your pilots who
kki A’

co2e back from missions as to the damage they’re1always exag

gerated. They’re all hopped up psychologically. It happms

on both sides.

The Japanese claimed, I don’t know how many times, that

they sank Admirai Mitscher’s flag ship and, at least ten of

the carriers that the—sthak. Our pilots made some clainis that

later on were not substantiated. That’s just the nature of the

game.
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Some of these interrog.tions were rather sad.

iIliss Kitchen: Do you remember how many people you interrogated?

Admiral Hedding: We have all the list of interrogations.

They’re all in the Bombing Survey reports — who interrogated

who, actually they are all questions and answers right down

the line. That’s a good source of information for you, the

3ombing Survey documents. They’re available in Washington.

Actually I’m hitting the highlights, which is probably

more important than the specific questions. There were a lot

of questions that went on there. They were certainly very

illustrative of the psycholo of the Jepanese. Many mistakes

were made on both sides.
L

In one particular Wh42i we were interrogating — I think

it was Captain Ohmae, who had been Chief of Staff of forces

from Rabaul before he went with Ozawa on the attack at Savo

Island, the battle of Savo Island, where the Japanese cruisers

caine down at night when we were landing at Guadalcanal. e

had all these transports and amphibious ships around there.

The Japanese orders were to make a sweep around Savo Island

and then return to Rabaul. As they came down there they made

the sweep, but they went right through our cruisers and they

sank about four of ive of them, and the amphibious fo.ce then

wan absolutely helpless. All they had to do was turn south

and they could have just slaughtered us. But they made this

sweep acound Savo Island and. then turned north.
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I questioned Captain Ohmae about that. I said, “Isn’t

that kind of indicative of ilure in aornrnnd? Apparently

you believe in almost blind obedience to orders. Isn’t the

local commander authorized to make tactical decisions on the

spot?” He didn’t have too much to say about that, except that

that’s exactly what they did.

Another interrogation along that line that brings this

thing out — Admiral Oftsie had just made flag rank and was to

be assigned to command a group of escort carriers, CVEs we

called them. He happened to be riding with Admiral Spruaue’s

ouffit when they were attacked by AdmiralKurita’s second ileet

-wjio came through San i3ernardino Straits. Admiral Oftsic was

most. interested, I oat in on it, but he personally conducted

the interrogation of Admiral Kurita. / 1’
5.

.e couldn’t understand The only force actually

opposing iCurita with battleships and heavy cruisers and 1iht

cruisers and destroyers were these little Kaiser carriers. He

could have come right down into LeTte Gulf; it would have really

been something.

He ‘ci been pretty badly mauled the day befoe • He ‘ci lost

the HUA31iI, another battleship, and a couple of heavy cruisers

and some destroyers. It looked like he tried to go west, and

he was told by Admiral Toyoto to go on and do what he was told

to do, so he exited from San 3ernardino Straits uat about day

break.
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They had only visual sightings because at that time they

had no air cover because we’d wiped out practically all their

air in the Philippines. He was supposed to get cover from the

Japanese land, aviation, and. they were pretty weil decimated the

day before and prior to that. So when he actually exited from

San Bernardino he had no air cover, wid he had no search. Every

time a search plane would take off he’d get shot down. The only

ones ho had were some battleship based ones, and I think they

were shot down the day before. In other words he had no air

cover or no search.

So the first thing he saw visually were two or three of

theze CVEs, and I think that he assumed that they were our big

carriers. The wind, out there at that time was from the north

east. Ho knew e4h that the carriers to launch planes had to

turn into the wind. So if he could place his force up north
,

wind. from these carriers — his battleships, cruisers, and destroy

ers — he would. really have them, because they’d have to come to

aim. That’s more or less like they use to say in the days of old

sailing ships, “The weather gauge.”

So he kept trying to ease around. Our carriers would launch

planes, and they would head south. He was trying to get up north

cast of thorn, and he kept going. Some of his ships were hit and

damaged. This thing went on until about nine o’clock, or nine—

thirty, and. by that time his forces were pretty well sca’ bored.

They hadn’t stayed together, hadn’t concentrated.
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lie had heard the clear language broadcast of Admiral

5prague asking for help, and he knew if the fast carriers

weren’t there they’d be there soon. Along about nine—thirty

he decided that he’d, had enough of this, so he got his forces

together and headed out back through the San Bernardino Straia

and got clear. In the meantime Halsey had gone up north.

Miss Kitchen: There was one task force down fueling that did

send some planes.

Admiral iiedding: Admiral LloCain had been put in charge of a

task group in preliminary training to relieve Admiral Mitacher
—

as commander of the fst arrier His task group

had been ordered back to tJlitbi to refuel and refit, because

they felt the thing was just about over. He was on his way back

to Ulithi when the thing happened that morning, then Halsey or

dered him to return. He got in rather late because he’d gone

the other way. I think he hhd to refuel some of his destroyers

and then caine back in and had one strike maybe before they got

away.

Miss Kitchen: I wondered if Admiral Kurita made any comment

about seeing that tjpe plane which came from a large carrier.
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Admiral IIeddjnG: The planes were the same. We had. fighters

on the little carriers, the same kind of fighters we had. on

the bi carriers. ie had the TBFs, which were the same kind

of bombers, but we didn’t have any scout planes on the little

carriers. All they had was tj IB3 and the fiGhters, but they

were the same type of carrier planes. So you can’t tell by the

type of plane whether they came from a bi carrier or a little

carrier.

.jas Kitchen: Jid ne indicate whether he knew that he had

tangled with the small carriers or the biG carriers?

:.dmiral Hed.din: I don’t thinh he ever realized. it, or if he

did realize it, he didn’t admit it in this interrogation.

He said, that his forces were so scattered and. that he knew

.Dince his whereabouts was known he’d soon be under heavy attack

by our fast carriers, even if they weren’t these, so he decided

to et out of there. He expected an attack at any time. He’d

been pretty badly mauled the day before, and he was quite
U4r-

, I’m sure.

Miss Kitchen: He had defeated them, and he could have cone on

into Leyte.
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Admiral Hedding: He could hav dane that. That’s the same

thinking that the Japaneseha<e to make tactical decisions

on the spot. But that’s what happened.

That wag one of the incidents that was very interesting

in our series of interrogations.

We finally completed our interrogations and departed on

the ANCON and came back to San Francisco at Christmas time ‘45.

We had leave and then reported to Washington, where we

had offices set up in the old Main Navy, across the RLection

Pool.

Miss Kitchen: I think you said that you found out that they

had in reserve a large number of planes and pilots to act as

kamikazes?

Admiral Hedding: Yes. They had been organized into a kami

kaze operation. This was the only time I think, in this cain—

paign, that the Japanese Army and the Navy entered into a joint

operation. They put all their kamikazes under this Vice Admiral

Onishi. He’s the one who committed suicide.

Miss Kitchen: I wondered if you had found out anything more.

You had said that you tried to find, out what the mental state

of men would be who would volunteer.
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Admiral Hedding: We interrogated aptain Fuchida, because

he was one of the primary organizers of the Kamikazes. It

first started in the Philippines, more or less one squadron

volu.nt e ered.

They found that the effects were. so devastating that

it was their principle weapon in Okinawa. They sank a lot

of our ships. They sank carriers, and they damaged carriers.

0±’ course the ‘oaka bomb that they developed never did

turn out to be anrthing. The baka bomb was actually dust

a flying ‘comb, it was only about twelve feet long.

We got into Yokosuka, and there was a little airfield

right up north of Yokosuka where they built these baka bombs.

It was just a flying bomb, with small elementary wings, jet—

powered.

They would put young .tanabe in there — be was terminal

guidance. They would hang them on a Betty or something, and

they would take off for Okinawa. When they’d get within range

they’d release this guy, and he’d fire up his rocket, and sup

posedly guided it into a ship.

As I remember there was only one or two instances where

they ever hit a ship, these baka bombs. Most of the so—called

mother planes were shot down with the poor baka bomb guy still

haning on underneath.
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We caine back from the Bombing Survey and went to Wash

ington in January, and wrote up the Campaigns of the Pacific.

That took almost into March.

Then I got orders to coninand the Naval Air Station at

Kahului on Maui.

Miss Kitchen: At what point in the Pacific War did you

realize that that was number two in importance to the Euro—

pean theater?

Admiral Hedding: That was early in the war. The decision

was made, and we in the Navy knew that the first thing was

to defeat Germany.

Even after Pearl Harbor, until we could build up our

naval resources, we were to try to hold the line, 0±’ course

Admiral King had a very strong voice in the Joint Chiefs.

Between he and Leahy — President Roosevelt, let us say, fav

ored the Navy a little bit. Admiral King was able to divert

a lot of the naval resources needed to prosecute the war in

the Pacific, much better than I think Admiral Nixnitz had hoped

he would get.

Miss Kitchen: Did it bother you to realize that the war you

were fighting and dying for was number two?
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Admiral Hedding: We didn’t think about it. Our whole

effort was to do what we had to do. When we first got out

there i was just to hold on. When I went out on the ESSEX

I think there were only two carriers left. So an we were

doing was trying to hold what we had.

Miss Kitchen: But it didn’t bother you to know lhat priority

number one was Europe?

Admiral lIedding: No, you were too busy doing the things you

had to do. That high level business didn’t bother you too

much out there.

There’s another incident that caine up during our 3ornbing

Survey that we didn’t know about. The Japanese built these

three hugh battleships — the YAMATO, the MUSASHI, and the

SHINANO. After Midway, when they lost four carriers, they

used the hull of the SHINAHO for a carrier. It was a big car

rier, and it was built using the att1eship hull in the navy

yard at Yokosuka.

It’s the same idea that we used. The SARATOGA and LEXINGTON

were converted battle cruisers.

In any event, being built in Yokosuka they had to get the

carrier around outside of Tokyo back into the inland sea where

the carrier would be safe. So she was we1l”along in building

when they decided to move’ her to the inlanI sea. As they were

moving her they had a great many shipyard workers aboard.
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They were ipparcntly rather careless in their water

tight integrity, and they didn’t have everhing buttoned

up tight as they dashed around to go back into the inland

sea. So when they were heading for the inland sea one of

our submarines saw this ship. They didn’t know what it was,

but it was a big one. It was hit with two torpedoes, and

that was the end of the SHINANO. Here was this tremendous

bi carrier that had never had a plane land. on it. They were

really upset about that. Of course they lost a lot of people,

a lot of navy yard workers went down with the ship.

We iidn’t know about that. We knew we’d sunk a ship.

This submarine Captain reported firing at a large ship, hear

ing explosions and breaking up sounds, and all that that they

usually reported which indicated that some big ship had beEn

torpedoed and sunk. But we didn’t know what it was.

I was detached on the 17th of March from the Bombing

Survey, and reported on Maui on the 13th of April.

The first of April they had a tremendous tidal wave that

hit the Hawaiian Islands, and the Captain’s quarters at Maui

were damaged to some extent. However the executive officer,

who had been acting as commanding officer, had gotten them

pretty well repaired before we actually arrived. When we got

there these quarters were very nice, actually they were beau

tiful quarters.

When the Navy took over this area on Mati during the

war they built an air station for the training of air groups

that were being moved forward.
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The area they b u.ght was in the cane fields, all down

to the beach. They got several beautiful homes on the beach.

One of them became the commanding officer’s quarters, and

the other became the officers club.

When the tidal wave hit on the first of April it just

moved the officers club back about two hundred yards, there

was just nothing left of it. The commanding officer’s quar—

tero were not damaged too badly, so when we got out there

it was very nice.

Of course that year on Maui, which was just what the

doctor ordered you might say, was a year in paradise. I was

there with my family and enjoyed very lovely and gracious

living in a beautiful home. We had servants. They are won

derful people in the islands, particularly on Maui. We just

enjoyed it thoroughly, it was just a wonderful year.

iiss Kitchen: What was the objective, what was the purpose

of having a year stationed there on 1aui?

Admiral Hedding: As I mentioned just previously, we had these

two air stations on :aui to use for forward training of air

groups before they deployed on the carriers out in the Western

Pacific. At the end of the war they were going to close up the

air stations. They had already closed up one, and they were

going to close up the other.
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I received orders, much to my Surprise, to report to

the President of the Navy Genera]. Board for duty on the Navy

General 3oard. I was still a Captain, a rather junior Captain.

I just couldn’t understand what they menat, because the Navy

General Board for many many years was composed of a group of

senior Admirals who just before retirement were ordered to

the General Board. They, from their background of experience

and maturity, were advisors to the Secretary df the Navy on

whatever he asked them to advise him on. Among other things

they were the principle advisors on ships characteristics —

what ships should be like and so on.

To be ordered there as a junior Captain I just couldn’t

understand. Anyway they wee my orders, and I proceeded to

Vashington and reported on the 7th of April to Admiral Towers,

the Chairman of the General Board.

Things started to fall in place. As I checked in there

I said, to the chief clerk, a Mr. Brown, “I have orders to re

port to the General Board. I don’t know, it doesn’t seem right

that I’m a member of the General Board.” He said, “Yes, Captain,

that’ what you are. I’ll show you your office.”

Ve went down the corridor. At that time the General Board

was on the second deck of the seventh wing of the old Main Navy.

He took me down to a great big office. In one corner was a

massive roll top deck, solid oak, with a big chair with a leather

back.
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I said, “LIy goodness, what is that?” “Well Captain

that’s your desk.” I said, “Oh, it can’t be.” He said,

“In case you don’t know it that was Admiral Dewey’s desk

when he was a member of the Navy General Board.” I said,

“Is that so?”

I went in to check in with Admiral Towers. I told him

that I was somewhat surprised to get orders to report to the

Navy General Board. He said, “Well, I understand. I was

about to retire when Mr. Forrestal (the Secretary of the Navy)

asked me to head up the Navy General Board with the objective

of reviewing the shore eatablishment with the idea of getting

a better balance between the shore establishment and the fleet.”

When the war was over we were busily engaged in the magic

carpet of getting everyone home, and then seccnd1y in retir—

inc. •s nany ships as we could. The funding was such that we

had to do something, so they started putting ships out o corn—

mission. It became an improper balance. In other words, the

shore establishment was way too much for the fleet and the

fleet was suffering.

henever you try to close up any of the shore establish

ments you immediately run into political implications. The

local Congressmen get all upset because you want to close a

shipyard in their district, or a naval air station or an army

depot or something.
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So Mr. Forrestal asked him to head up the Navy General

Board with this primary job — to survey and review the shore

establishment with the idea of recommending those activities

that could be d.osed out and thus keep the fleet and shore

establishment in better balance.

Admiral Towers said, “Yes, I’ll take it if you let me

select the members of the Board,” and Mr. Forrestal apparently

said, “Yes.”

So he headed up the Navy General Board. Number two was

Admiral Sock McLiorris, who I had worked with before, Admiral

Reeves, who I had worked with before (not the aviator), Admiral

Swede Mornsen, the submariner, Savvy Hoffman, a Captain. There

was also Captain Arleigh Burke and Colonel Rand Pate, and the

junior member was Cajtain Hedding.

As you know Burke became CNO, and Pate became Commandant

of Marines.

So it was quite an outfit. We had a lot of interesting

incidents and worked hard.

Miss iCitchen: Were there any old ‘ready to go out to pasture’

Admirals?

Admiral Hedding: No, they were all gone.

So I was the most junior officer who’d ever been a member

of the Navy General Board.
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I sat behind my desk there, Admiral Dewey’s desk, and
‘

I times I’d hear giggling and snicker

ing. I’d look up real quick and see a couple, of heads pull

back. My office was right next to Admiral Tower’s. He’d

have people come in to see him and he’d say, “I want to show

you something.” (I found this out later when I questioned

him.) They’d peek around the corner and he’d say, “That’s

a very junior iviator sitting behind Admiral Dewey’s desk.

I wonder what he would think about that?”

I said, ‘Admiral, you’ve had your fun. Let’s stop this

and send this desk down to the Naval Academy Museum, which we
Z

did. So Admiral Dewey’s desk is now at the Naval

Academy Museum.

We surveyed the shore establishment. Each of us was

1’:2n certain areas. I had all the naval air bases, naval

air stations, the aviation organization. We made a very

thwough study of it and made some good recommendations, but

unfort’iately they were not able to be carried out at that time

because of the political implications.

By that time Admiral Fred Boone came along and relieved

me, and I was orde’’ed to the National War College, which was

a very interesting year. They had supposedly the top people

in the Captains and Colonels rank from both the Army, Air Force,

and the Navy. It was in its secnncl year. Admiral Harry Hill

was the Commandant of the NatioxJi.] War College.
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It was a most interesting period. We had people from

the State Department. We also ha1 representatives from Canada

and Great Britain, and that was the last year they attended.

The reason was, I was told. later, that the French were upset.

They thought they should also attend, but we knew that any

thing secret or confidential that the French knew or heard

about, the Russians had it right away. So the decision was

made that we wouldn’t take the French, therefore we had to do

away with the British and the Canadians. Th”y were then all
— 4

allowed to4the Armed Forces Staff College in Nort”lk.

I will say that the British and the Canadians certainly

added a great deal to our deliberations and our discussions

at the War College, because I’m sure thzt both of these coun

tries picked out outstanding people to send. We had a Navy

Captain, an Army Brigadier, and an Air Commodore from both

Great Britain and. Canada.

It was very educational and interesting. Certainly they

had outstanding speakers there, and an outstanding faculty.

I think these joint colleges that we have ae a very fine thing,

because you learn in discussions with your opposite numbers in

the Air Force and the Army that there are other points of view.

Miss Kitchen: You associated with the best of all the services.
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Admiral Hedding: pposedly. I’ve looked over the registry

that I get of the graduates of my class — practically all of

them made Flag or General rank. It was supposed to be a

select group of officers.

Getting together and working in symposiums and groups

discussing strategic and. other problems was most educational.

I enjoyed it thoroughly.

Then I was ordered to command the VALLEY FORGE,an ESSEX

type carrier. After many years I finally got my command,

which I certainly enjoyed thoroughly.

I.thinic any naval officer, I don’t care what his special

ity is, I think if you scratch him under the skin you will

find he’s a boat Bteerer at heart. There’s really no other

job that compares to being the captain of a big ship. 3ecause

you can stand p there and say, “Right twenty degrees rudder,’

and it goes right, and you don’t have to ask anybody.

I was very fortunate to command a very find snip which

had won the Battle Efficien-y Pennant the year before. It

was called “the meatball.” The year I had it she also won it

again for the second time.

To me that was a very successful tour, one year.

Hiss fltchen: here did you operate?
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Admiral Hedding: In the Pacific. We were home ported at

Alameda. It was a very interesting year. Of course you

only had it a year, and then you were on your way.

I was then ordered to the Joint Staff, in Washington.

Miss Kitchen: Were you underwaj most of the time?

Admiral Hedding: No, not as much as ships are underway now,

though.we were underway quite a bit. You were able to be

home a lot more than the kids are today, in that we didn’t

have any eight month deployment or things like that they have

now with the Vietnam War.

It wes one of the things that you look forward to all

your career — to command a ship. I did, and I enjoyed it

thoroughly.

I was ordered to the Joint Staff, and. was assigned to
WL

the Strategic Planning Group on what e called “the Rainbow

Team,” the atomic energy teim. That team was cnncerned with

the planning at the Joint Staff level of anything having to

do with the atom bomb — the planning for the use of the atom

bomb, any policy matters connected with inter—service business

with the assignment of atomic forces, and things like that.

It was most interesting and I enjoyed it. Again it’s

part of every officer’s required duty — to one time or other

have joint duty, in addition to attending one of the joint

schools. In this way you can learn that there are other points

of view.
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I think that’ s one of the things you strive for in the

Joint Staff — to get all points of view, not only just the

iLvy, but the Army and the Air Force, the whole bag, then

you can arrive at a proper decision.

Liss Kitchen: While you were on that tour the Korean War

tarted. Did that affect any of your deliberations?

Admiral Hedding: Hot particularly. The Joint Staff was not

concerned, at least at that time the way it was organized,in

operational matters, although later on the Joint Staff was

reorganized to have an Operational Section in the Joint Staff.

But at th&t time, no.

The war was on, but we were primar:.ly concerned in the

planning that is done by the Joint staff. There were ibree

basic plans that we were always concerned in. One was the

em’rgency plan — that plan that would be implementeã in case
v1

of a,war. Then there was a strategic objectiveplan — that

was the plan which set forth the objectives we should try to

achieve over a period of five to ten years. Then there’s

a joint long range plan, which goes well pijri into the future —

where you try to determine the types of weapons you have and

the basic concepts of strategy. These are all strategic plans,

not tactical plafl.

It was most interesting, and I got to know a lot of Array

and Air Force officers.
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Miss Kitchen: Did you actually make any plans for the use
of atomic weapons? Were they always involved in —

Admiral Hedding: Atomic weapons were part of our arsenal.
There were plans to use the weapons, under whatever circumstan
ces the President would decide, because only he could make the
decision to use the atomic weapon. But the plans were there.

Basically our war plans were pointed towards Russia,
tpt was the most prospective enemy.

China was not involved, because China was not much then.
It still isn’t a great deal. Although now that it has a very
limited atomic capability, it’s more and more in our thinking.

At that time we had a tremendous advantage in our atomic
power over the Russians. We hadn’t reached the point where
apparently we are now — parity in certain areas. I imagine
we just hope that it will be a deterrent.

Before I leave the Joint Staff — one of the things I was
quite impressed with is how well the Air Force was organized
to promote the Air Force concept in thinking in the Joint Staff,
and in all the deliberati ns of the Joint Staff and the meet
ings of the Joint Chiefs. I thought that they were much better
organized, in that there was never a time that the Air Force
member didn’ t know what the party line was.

I found out later that all the Air Force people, about
once a month, would have a get together over at Andrews Air
Force ase where the operational deputies and the top people
in the Air Force would lay out the party line, so they would
know what it was.
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Everybody had a party line to a degree — it was N..vy

thinking and Army ‘thinking and Air Force thinking. There

were definite party lines, and. tl:ere was a lot of conflicts

of ideas. I didn’t really run into it too seriously until

some years later when I came in to be the Director of the

Strategic Plans croups. That’s when the going was quite tough.

There always has been a conflict of concepts between the

armed forces, the three including the Marines on the Navy side,

as to how the defense budget will be cut, and who will get what.

0±’ coi,u’se the basis of all of tht is the force levels that are

approved as part of a JCS paper. The Army will have so many

divisions and certain responzibiities, the Air Force so many

of this and that, and the Navy so many of this and. that, and

that determines how the defense money will be spent. It ac—

tua.lly gets down to a matter of dollars and cents.

After two years on the Joint Staff I was ordered to .ear1

Harbor on Admiral Radford’s staff. I reported as a Captain,

and I was put in charge of the planning sectcion of the Pacific

Fleet. Shortly thereafter I was selected for flag rank and be—

caine . Rear Admiral, so I was moved out of that job.

At that time Adrairal Radford was both Commander—in—Chief

o±’ the Pacific Fleet, and he also 4L-iat Commander—in—Chief

Pacific, a unified cormna.nd. However the latter was more of a

facade than anything else, because neither the Army or the Air

Force would participate in that command. They just wouldn’t

recognize that the Pacific Qommand was a unified joint command.
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Actually most of the officers out there, including

Admiral Radford, to a great extent felt that the most im

portant command was the U. S. Pacific Fleet.

At that time Johnny Ginrich was the Chief of Staff of

the Pacific Fleet, I had discussed this matter with him,

and we both agreed that probably the thing to do was to start

organizi a proper joint staff for the unified command. And

if we did that we should at least have two objectives — one

to highlight that there is a unified command staff, that it’s

supposed to be the overall command out there, and to prepare

the staff and people for the time when it il1y would be a

unified command and operate as such.

We went down and discussed it with Admiral Radford.

He said, “Okay. We’ll make you the Chief of the Joint Staff.

You start assembling the staff.”

So I assembled a small staff of Army, Air Force, and

Navy, arid we embarked upon a program.

Miss Kitchen: Any trouble getting personnel assign to that

staff?

Admiral Hedding: No, no trouble with the Navy, and not too

much troubie with the Army and the Air Force, but they really

didn’t go along with it at first.
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As things deve1opd the joint unified concept became

more acceptable, and just about that time that we were get—

ting well organized the Joint Chiefs reached a decision to

take away the responsibility for Taiwan, Formosa, and the

Philippines from General MacArthur and give it to Admiral

Radford. as CinCPac — Commander—in—Chief Pacific, the unified

command.

The first thing the Admiral said, “You go down and find

out what it’s all about.” I got in a plane and took off for

the Philippines. I spent considerable time there with the

Army command there and the 13th Air Force, which was the Air

Force Command at Clark Field.

I discussed the shift of responsibility with the com

manding General, who was an old friend of mine. I pointed

out to him that under the new o.ncept he should report to

Admiral Radford as CinCPac. He said, “I can’t do that. :i

orders are to report to Far East Command, General Wyland, who

works for General iacArthur.” I said, “Well, that ‘s going to

be one of the problems we’re going to have to straighten out,

because you can’t be in this area and. be part of the forces

assigned to the Pacific Command without reporting to the Corn—

mander—in--Chief as your superior.”

We finally worked it out, but there were many troubles

in getting it done. Actually we really didn’t get it solved

until General IjacArthur left.
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Then going into Eaivzan was most interesting. That’s

when I first got to know the Chinese, and I think they are

a very wonderful people. I know all of them from Generalissimo

and. i;iadame Chiang right on down the line. So I made the survey

and came back and reported to the Admiral what I’d found.

We then set up his first visit to his new command. We

went out and made the swing. We always went up to Japan,

because at that time Korea was going on. We had to touch

base with the command out there and talk to Admiral Turner

Joy, who was the naval commander. He also had the responsi

bility for negotiating with the Koreans.

o we worked with his staff quite closely because the

Pacific Command of the Pacific Fleet had to .furnish the naval

forces for that command. They actually belonged to us and we

v:ould send them out there • We :ould train them, and would

provide logistic support for them.

hen we got into Formosa, it was very interesting aspect

of the command responsibility — to work with the Chinese,because

we supported them completely in every way, economically and

militarily. And they provided a defensive bastion for us out

there right down the chain from Japan. We were in Japan, 0km—

awa, and the Philippines, a natural strategic barrit-r against

the Chinese.

Of course the Generalissimo felt all along that his ob

jective was to return to the mainland. I don’t think we saw

it qiite that way, but vie wanted to keep him there in Taiwan.
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He was a most interesting person to talk to. He under

stood English quite well, but he wouldn’t apak English ‘oe—

cause I think he was afraid he wouldn’t express himself the

way he wanted to. So we always had an interpreter when we

talked. Of course Madame Chiang was quite different; she

spoke fluent English. They were a very charming couple.

I had dinner with them many times. As a matter of fact they

kind of adopted me as one of their sons.

11155 Kitchen: Did you visit their home?

Admiral Hedding: Oh yes, many times.

One of their homes was up on a mountain outside o Taipei

and. the other one is down in the southern part of the island

near Koachiong.

When I was down there I ran into a very interesting per

son, J3ill 3ullitt. He was Ambassador Bullitt, who had benn

Ambassador to France and Russia. He was a most interesting

character.

Miss Kitchen: What was he doing over there?

Admiral Hedding: Admiral Bullitt was very anti—communist,

a very wealthy man, and. he was also anti—Semitic in many ways.

He used to have a vacton spot in Florida until it was taken

over more of less by the Jews. Then he had a villa or some

thing in Acapulco.
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Then he said he finally found a place where there would-

n’t be any of them, that was in Taiwan. He said, “They can’t

compete with the Chinese because the Chinese to a degree are

the Jews of the Orient, they’re the business men.”

Right next to the Generalissimo’s beach house Ambassador

Bullitt built his own little villa. He used native labor to

build it and everything, but the plumbing and electrical in

stallations he got from the United States. I visited with hi-rn

several times. He was a most interesting person to talk to,

very strong ideas about many things. He was violently anti—

communist. He’s dead now. He had a lovely home in Washington,

when I’d get back there I’d see him there to”

bliss Kitchen: That must have been quite an organizational

problem — to get the first idea over to the other services,

that they had to comply with —

Admiral Hedding: The idea was set up, and the battle had to

be fought primarily in Washington — the concept of the unified

command jobs. They were parceled out all over the world, and

each service had a commander for it. The Army would have it

here, the Air Force would have it here, and soebody else would

have it there. So the concept was accepted, but the actual

implementation as far as the Air Force and the Army, as far as

the Pacific Command, they just wouldn’t go about it.
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*çr finally won out. They got perhaps a little dif

ferent thinking by the Chief nf Staff and. CNOØ, and finally

worked this thing out. So the Pacific Command became estab

lished as a eeal unified command. Separate headquarters were

set t away from the Pacific Fleet Headquarters, and made that

the number one command.

That was actually accomplished when Admiral Stump was

out there. His Chief of Staff at that time was Admiral Kurtz.

When this concept was finally approved by the other forces

Admiral Stump then relinquished his as CinCPac Fleet and

Admiral Kurtz ws made CinCPac Fleet. Admiral Stump moved up

to the Aiea Hospital installation and. set up there. Air Force

and Army deputies were assigned and a large joint staff head—

quarters set up. That’s the way it operates now under Admiral

!IcCain.

iss Kitchen: That take you up to July ‘53, when you became

Commander of the Formosa Patrol Force.

Admiral Hedding: Yes.

I’ve gone through most of my time with Admiral Radford.

in setting up the Pacific Command Joint Staff and getting things

organized, so when it eventually became a true unified command

the staff was ready to take over the responsibilities.
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Miss Kitchen: Would it be too much to ask you to cover

just the next year from July ‘53 to August ‘54 as Commander

Formosa Patrol Force?

Admiral Hedding: Wben Admiral Radford. was selected as Chair

man of the Joint Chiefs and went back to Washington, he wanted

me to come back with him. I said, “Look Admiral, I’ve been

working for you practically my whole career as a flag officer.

How about going out and working at roy profession as a naval

officer again?” He said, “Well, what do you want to do?”

I said, “How about the Formosa Patrol Force?” He said, “Okay.”

bass Kitchen: Had that been in existan.cc before?

Admiral Hedding: Of yes. A friend of mine, Binny Williamson,

was commanding it.

So I got orders to command the Formosa Patrol Force. In

the meantime Admiral Stump had relieved Admiral Radford as CinC

Pac Fleet, and. I was relieved by Admiral Stoørs.

I had the Formosa Patrol Force for a year. I was based

on my flag ships. I had two flag ships, two large aviation

tenders. We stayed at sea the whole time. We were usually

at anchor in the Pescadores where we set up a seaplane base,

or Buckner Bay in Okinawa. We had patrol planes operating

from an .ir Force base on Okinasa, and down in the
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Philippines where we operated planes out of Sangley Point.

3o I would just rotate from n to the other.

It was just a routine ye.rs job as Commander Formosa

Patrol Force. At that time we were rimning reconnaissance

patrols along the China Coast. We weL:e observing all the

shipping and just things like that.

1iiss Kitchen: Any crises arrive in that period?

Admiral Hecding: No crides, everything was very routine.

I stayed t.Aiere until Admiral ivette relieved me a year

later. It was a rataer trying year in that we were away from

our families for a year. It became quite a problem some times

as far as the morale of the staff to be away from their fami

lies for such a long period. In time of war you more or less

expect it, but this was peace time.

To be away for one sulid year was not good, so when I

came back I made some strong recommendations that the policy

be changed and the Command be home ported in Okinawa, which

was done. Then the Admiral was given quarters ashore, and all

the staff. That took care of that problem.

hiss Kitchen: Did you make any new contacts or new friends

with people in the Par Esat during that period?
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Admiral Iledding: ‘To. I was in and out o± Formosa all the

time, and I saw all my frienle there.

Miss Kitchen: When was the issue of Quemoy and Matsu? That

was not during that pe.ciod?

Admiral Hedding: That was about that time. I don’t remember

whether it was when I was there or not.

Matsu was so far up north that it was very difficult for

the Chinese to dfend an support adequately. It took a gieat

amount of their efforts to provide the defense for an island

that wasn’t particularly important.

Quemoy, which is right across from the Pescadores, right

near Si,atoW, was much more important. So we supported the

Chinese in holding that, and we BtilJ. aupport them. I think

they’re well dug in, and I don’t think the counists will

ever dig them out.

But Matsu was not worth defending. It wasn’t worth the

effort to defend it.

Miss Kitchen: So then in August of ‘54 you went back to

Washington.

admiral Hedding: Yes, I went back fr my second tour on the

JointStaff.
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Vice Admiral Truman Hedding by E. B. Kitchen

Coronado, California May 2, 1971

Miss Kitchen: I believe that the last interview terminated

with your duty on Commm’uler Pleet Air Wing One, and we are

now up to August 17, 1954 when you reported as Deputy Dir

ector of the Joint Strategic Plans Group in the Joint Staff

office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington, D. C.

To begin the background for yourthty there Admiral,

would. you set the stage as to who was the Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs, and. some of the personalities in Washington

at that time?

.idmiral Hedding: I was detached as Commander Formosa Patrol

Force in July, and. reported to the Joint Staff in August of ‘54.

At that time Admiral Radford was the Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs. An Army Lieutenant General, I can’t remember

his name, w the Director of the Joint Staff. I relieved

Admiaal Cat Brown, who at that time was the Deputy Director

for the Joint Strategic Plans Group. This was my second tour

of duty on the Joint Staff, and with the Joint Strategic Plans

Group. My background, previous duty, certainly wis a help to

me in carrying out my responsibilities as the Director of the

Strategic Planning for the Joint Staff.
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At this particular time there was considerable com

petition beween the Army, Navy, and Air Force as to ‘udget

money. There was a great deal of battling back and forth

and. promoting of the “party line” in the planning business

in supporting individual aervice views.

Basically the Strategic P1iiii, (roup c1’v eloped three

plans for submission to the Joint Chiefs — the Joint Emergency

Plan which is the plan to conduct a major war with the forces

in being, the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan which is the

plan looking five to ten years ahead in which we tried to set

forth what we would like to have in the way of forces to fight

a war that might come, and then there was the Long Range Plan

wiich went well down the road to determine in general the types

of weapons we would use or would like to have or what we might

have in a broad picture of what a war in that time phase would

be.

In addition to these three war plans the Joint Strategic

Plans Group was required as directed by the Joint Chiefs to

prepare position papers on a great many probleiis faced by the

Joint Chiefs.

The only other planning group at that time on the Joint

Staff with the way it was organized was the Joint Logistics

Planning Group. Of course there was a Joint Intelligence Group.

But practically all the basic planning work was done by the

Strategic Plans Group.
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This group was composed of several teams designated by

color. Each team was comprised of three officers from each
I-’

of the services, and they were assigned specific areas of

planning responsibilities. They were given color coding names

to identify their areas of plnming respmsibility. For

example there was one team the White Team which would work

entirely on the Joint Emergency plan. Another team, say the

Red Team, would be working on another plan. And Rainbow Team

would be working on all atomic energy matters.

The officers assigned to the Joint Staff were usually

in the Captain or Colonel rank, and they certainly were a very

fine group of officers — most intelligent and capable.

I feel every service went out of their way to assign out

standing officers to the Joint Staff, because they recognized

the importance to each service of having good basic thinking
a i—

reflect ing their service and their service eerace.

However at that particular time there was a great deal

of, let’s say, in—fighting in order for each service to achieve

what they felt they would need in order to carry out their re

sponsibilities in the various strategic plane.

The thing that affected most p1nrLing was the determination

of force levels that were deemed necessary to carry out the

Emergency War Plan, and also to determine the forces requlr ed

in the Objectives Plan because that in itself would determine

what aach service thought theyou.ld get in the way of force

levels.
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The force levels approved was the basic factor in de—

terming the amount of money each service got to supprrt those

forces and to equip those forces and to operate those forces.

So there as a great deal of service rivalry that went

into the planning, It was not so much on the Joint Staff that

this occurred because my experience on both toirs of duty was

that the Joint Staff Planning Groups arrived at very objective

and reasonable solutions to plaflhlir)g problems or any problems

assigned to them.

The output of the Joint Staff, the way the rystem worked,

would be turned over for approval prior ‘o submission to the

Joint Chiefs to the Joint Strategic Plans Committee. That

Committee consisted of a Chairman, the Director of the Stra

tegic Planning Group, and the planning representative of each

of the three services, plus a Marine planner whenever any of

these subjects underconsideration was of interest to the Marine

Corps.

It was in this particular area, the delierations of the

Planning Commi,ttee, that the so—cailed party lines made it
b1 4/1.’1(’,

most difficult to arrive at reasonable solutions or reasonable
A

compromises.

It was not at the working level where the difficu.ltycazne,

where the plans were prepared by the Joint Staff; it was i:3. the

Planning Committee, which consisted of the planners of each of

the thre services. They were not members of the Joint Staff

other than beingr members of this committee. They were actually

assigned to duty as the Directors of Strategic Planning in each

of the service staffs.
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We usually met two or three times a week to consider

position papers o: plans. Once the Strategic Plans Committee

would approve a paper it would then go on up to the Chiefs

for final approval.

However with most of the cytitroversia3. subj eats we nsver

arrived at an agreed solution, they were most always split.

Some times they would be s1it three ways — there ‘d be an

Army position, a Navy position,and an Air Force position.

It was very frustrating o me to try to get the services

to reach a reasonable compromise or a reasonable solution,

rather than forwarding “split” papers on up to the Chiefs,

because I felt that they were failing to meet their responsi

bilities and obligations by merely passing a split paper on

up to the chiefs for them to decide. I felt that a great many

of these could be deciled at the committee level, rather than

sending them on up to the Joint Chiefs for solution.

Miss Kitchen: If there were three positions it seems as

though they hardly needed them.

Admiral Heckling: That was the point. In retrospect, it was

the reason why within a year or two the Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs disestablished this Committee.

I pointed out to them tine after time, “If you don’t reach

a solution on this you’re failing to meet your responsibilities.

You’re merely passing the buck on up to the Joint Chiefs.”
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LI h4

They just still would4do it. So, as I mentioned, with

in a year or two the Joint Strategic Plane Committee was dis

established, it was just thrown out. The papers, which were

usually very good papers, would go directly up to the Chiefs.

I realize that at times there were certain basic con

flicts of principles or ideas that the committee would have

to submit as a split paper to the Chiefs, but most of the time

the solutions which were joint and reflected as far as possi

ble the views and experience of ail three services in the oup

from the Joint Staff were rea2ipod papers. But they would get

into the committee and the committee would just tear them apEr-t.

I talked to each of the service planners individually

to try to get them to see if they couldn’t in moat cases reach

reasonable solutions, but it seemed to be an impossible task

at that time. Eventually this type of action resulted in dis—

establLshing this committee.

Miss Kitchen: They weren’t very useful.

Admiral Hedding: They could have been, because they could

have done a lot of the basic homework for the Joint Chies,

and. for the Operational Deputies.

I know Admiral Radford used to call me in many times and

ask what was the trouble. I would sit in when we would. brief

the Admiral on the papers that were going to appear before the
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Joint Chiefs. The team that prepared the paper would come

in the Admiral’s office and would brief him on the paper,

on the plan or whatever it was, and he would ask questions.

He was always impressed on ‘what a good solution the Joint

Staff had mêde, but by the time it got to the Chiefs when

the Committee got through with it it had no resemblance many

times to the paper that we had prepared.

So it was rather, in a way, a frustrating business.

Miss Kitchen: Was the bad feeling that had been engendered

in the previous decade still being ref!eeted among the var

ious services?

Admiral Hedding: I wouldn’t call it so niuch of a bad feeling

as it was service rivalry to obtain funds, to obtain money,

because each service I think honestly felt that they needed so

much. They needed certain forces to carry out their responsi—

bilities within the plans, and that’s where the basic rivalry

was, although it did spill over many times into just party line.

I wouldn’t point the finger at any one service as being too

much influenced by the party line; I think all of them were

in certain areas.

Miss Kitchen: Do you have an example that you can recall?
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Admiral Hedding: No, not particularly, because those things

now when you look back on them some times seem rather childish

But they were indicative of the period at that time when there

was considerable rivalry between the three services and as we

used to call it “the promoting of the party line.” A lot of

their thinking was rather parochial in that they would lose

the broad concept and the main objective in trying to promote

the party line.

Miss Kitchen: I was wondering if you could give an example

to show the type of thing you’re describing.

Admiral Hedding: I don’t think you need to have any specific

example. It’s just that the basic objective of each service

is to get as much of the defense appropriations that they felt

they needed. The Navy wanted to maintain as many carriers as

they could with the forces afloat. The Air Force want as

many air wings. The Army wanted as many divisions and all the

supporting activities.

Normally when you added up what they all said they needed

the bill was too high. There just wasn’t that kind of :iziney

available. So they’d each have to jpare down their requiEe—

menta, and that ‘a where the in—fighting oame up.

The Navy said they had to have so many ships, and the Air

Force had to carry out the job set forth intheir plans, and

so many of this and many of that.
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Any time anything that affected the force levels or

the funding for the services there was always a conflict.

Miss Kitchen; I’m sure it would have been difficult for

any one service to say, “Well, we can get along with less.”

Admiral Hedding: They cculdn’t very well, because if they

did they were just in trouble.

So it finally went up to the Joint Chiefs for them to

decide. Some times when the Chiefs themselves couldn’t de

cide the Secretary of Defense would decide it. There was

many a battle,i&s call it, or conflicts of ideas between

the Joint Chiefs themselves.

Admiral Radford. I know used to tell them, “Look, you’re

professional officers. You have to decide these things. If

you don’t decide and we send a slit paper up the Secretary

of Defense the decision is going to be made by civilians’. So

you’d better get yourselves together and make a decision that

has to be made based on military thinking and military exper

ience. Otherwise you may not like what finally comes o.t of

the secretary of Defense’s office where the decision will be

made. And it will be made by the Secretary of Defense and. his

civilian assistants.” I think they appreciated that thougit.

I was on the Joint Strategic Plans Group for just aiout

a year, until May 195, when I was relieved.
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Miss Kitchen: Before we get to that,. do you recall the need

of a split paper going to the Secretary of Defense, or were

they eventually able to be resolved at the JCS level?

Admiral Hedding: Most of them were resolved at the JC$ level,

but there were some where the splits were so basic that they

were sent up to the Secretary of Defense for decision.

Miss Kitchen: Do you recall any of those?

?Admiral Hedding: No, I don’t recall any, but most of them

had to do with the basic strategic plans and the basic force

levels. That was the keystone of all planni.ng force levels.

That was where the basic conflicts were to determine the

force levels.

Miss Kitchen: You started to say who relieved you in t.at job —

Admiral Hedd.ing: I was relieved by an Air Force Major General.

I don’t recall his name , as a matter of fact.

Then I reported as a special assistant to the Chai.ran

of the Joint Chiefs, Admiral Radford, relieving then Rear

Admiral George Anderson.

Miss Kitchen: How did your duties oh’nge?
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Admiral Hedd.ing: They changed considerably in that I was

primarily the Senior Assistant to the Chairman. The title

was Special Assistant to the Chairman. I was there for about

a year.

That was a very interesting time. I had worked for

Admiral Radford so often, and had been with him so often,

that it was very naturalS a very easy thing for me to slide

into this job, and also having had previous experience on the

Joint Staff.

I was his assistant. Everything that went to him I saw

bcfore it ot to him, except perhaps some personal things.

He had a small staff. He had two aides — a young Air Force

Lieutenant Colonel and a young Marine Lieutenant Colonel —

and some other assistants. He had one Air Force Colonel who

had been with us on the Joint Staff out in Pearl Harbor, who

more or less was in charge of everything that went on his desk.

He was in the outer office. And he also had. a Congres.onal

liaison officer. We had. an Army Colonel who was rr’d many

jobs, but bs main job was to prepare speeches for the Admiral.

Then we had a group of three officers, one from each service,

who were the Chairman’s Special Study Group. We would c5ign

them papers to be looked over and briefs to be prepared on them

for the Chairman.

He, as ChairmE’n, had many responsibilities. He saw many

people. He appeared before the Congress with the Secretary of

Defense to testify. Of course he had access with the Secretary

of Defense to the President and Vice President.
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Miss Kitchen: Did you go with him on those?

Admiral Hedding: No. Normally whtn he appeared before the

Ccngressional committees to testify with the Secretary of

Defense the Congressional. Liaison Officer, a Navy Captain,

would go along with him.

Whenever he had any caflera or appointmenti with any
c-1i- 1

foreigners or anyone other than a zrI appointment, more
. 5

oi’ less a social one, I always would be I

think he did that for two reasons — so that he could have

someone there to report on what the 1icuasions were and what

was said and to write them up. After each of these appoint

ments I would write up what was discussed and what was sãd

by both the Anira1 and whoever was calling, so that would

be a matter of record. So be could a1wars refer to when so

and so called we discussed so and so and this arid that was said.

During tI.is time the service rivalry in the party line

really became at times quite vio1eat, you might say. I think

at this time this led up to his pointlut to the Chiefs per

sonally that in a lot of these things they should take the

recommendations of the Joint Staff rather than passing the

papers up to the Secretary of Defense. I think it was during

this time that the Chairman, Admiral Radford, decided to do

away with the Joint Strategic Plans Committee because rather

than assisting the Joint Chiefs at arriving at proper solutions

they were hindering them by sending so many split papers up.
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Miss Kitchen: You pointed out the other assistants that

Admiral Radford had, what is the meaning of the title —

Special Assistant?

Admiral Hedding: I was the senior assistant, I was a flag

officer, you might say the executive officer in his office.

The Joint Staff came under the Chairman, but the day to

day workings if the Joint Staff were under the Director of

the Joint Staff, who was a three star General or ?lag Officer.

Then of course under the Director were the Joint Strategic

Plans, the Joint Logistics, and the Joint Intelligence, and

some other special groups. They a.U came under the Chairman,

because he headed up the Joint Staff.

Of course you mih say he had two hats — he was a member

of the corporate body of the Chiefs of Staff, in other words

he chaired the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and he also headed u

the Joint Staff.

It was amazing to me bow the office of the Secretary of

Defense and the Joint Staff and the whole business down in

the Defense Department grew from the oviginal concept. I

think the original consept was that the Secretary of Defense

would have a relatively m]-l staff, and by law the Joint Staff

I believe originally was limited to not over two hundred.
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It’s grown now — there’s literally thousands in the

Defense Department, and the Joint Staff has grown and expand

ed to I don’t know what size.

They later put the Joint Staff in operations of the

services that they dithi’t have when I was there. There’s now

a Joint Operations Group on the Joint Staff that is responsi

ble for the operations of the armed forces. In other words

the way it used to be the Chief of each service was respon

sible, as a member of the Joint Chiefs, for the operations of

his service, and he had his own operations groups. But now

the operations of the unified commands, which actually com

prise all those armed forces that are deployed world wide, are

run by the Joint Chiefs of Staff as a corporate group under

the Secretary of Defense and the President. There is a Joint

Operations Group on the Joint Staff, but it wasn’t there when

I was there.

Miss Kitchen: You compare your job as “special assistant”

to “executive officer.”

Admiral Heddin: Yes, that would be as good a description

as anythiig.

Miss Kitchen: You must have seen lots of important decisions

made in this year.
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Admiral Hodding: There were. I don’t remember exactly

what they were, but there were alwaya things corning up.

When you have an outfit as big as the Defense Department

there are important decisions being made all the time.

Miss Kitchen: Do you remember some cf the important prob—

lerns that developed in this year?

Admiral Hedcling: The important problems again came down to

the two joint planning documents — the Joint Strategic Emer

gency Plan and. the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan, which

would have to be decided every year as an approved plan so

that there would be a war plan that could be executed and

implemented in case we did go to war. At that particular time

the war would be a war with Russia. There were other local

plans, contingency plans, plans for things like Kor.E&

Iiiss Kitchen: Korea had wou.nd down by this time.

Were there plans that related to anything comparable

to our Vietnamese involvement?

Admiral Hedding: At that particular time decisions had to be

made as to what we would do in Southeast Asia. We entered in—

to several treaties there. The treaty with Australia and Nww

Zealand and Great Britain — we had a treaty with them. SEATO

was the Southeast Asia Treaty. We had a number of these groUps

in Southeast Asia where we set up cornxnittments.
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Miss Kitchen: And the Geneva Convention had been in 1954.

Admiral Hedding: The Geneva Convention was a convention

covering conflicts. Within the (eneva Convention are the

treatment of prisoners of war, which North Vietnam and $ou.th

Vietnam were parties to.

Miss Kitchen: I wondered if there was anything at that time,

in looking back, you could forecast —

Admiral Hedding: No, because those things were quite

a few years ago • I kept no diaries or anything, and it ‘s

hard to remember other than just an overall impression of

what went on during that period.

The major impreiion at this particular time was the

contimial trouble we were having in planning, due to the so—

called party lines and service cunflicta as to what shou.id be

or should not be done.

I was detached in June 1956 and reported as Commander

Carrier Division Three, and also deployed as Commander Task

Force Seventy—Seven, the carriers deployed in the Western Pac

ific. I reported on 13 September 1956 as Commander Carrier

Division Three. I was there for about a year, and it was a

very rouine duty at that particular time.
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I was deployed about half the time in the Western Pac—

ific, and I reported to Admiral Pride and Admiral Jock Clark,

who commanded the Seventh Fleet.

At that particular time the active part of the Korean

War was over, There has never been a treaty signed, and they

were still negotiating at Pmninjo,t. At that particular time

there was no real active combat, and it was more or less a

routine tour.

At that time I had already made up mr mind that I was

going to retire, and it was just a question of going about it.

I had made up my mind one time before and wanted to retire

before I reached the statutory age limit, bec9uae I just was

not interested in fighting xrr ‘iy up the three and four—star

ladder. I’d seen too much of the in—fighting and things that

went on, and in a way it disgtted me a little bit.
(2 Cic?

Por inzta.nc e — the three and four—star j ohs are —moy

politicl, not all of them, but most of them. There were cer—

tan senior flag officers on active duty that had considerable

influence on who was selected for the .hree and four—star as—

signinents. If you weren’t on somebody’s team supposedly your

chances were slim.

I had decided that I would retire from the Navy. When my

year out in the Pacific was through I requested and was assigned

to duty as the Bureau of Aeronautics General Representative of

the Western District. This assignment is normally made to an

aeronautical engineering duty only officer, however since I had

an aeronauticL.l engineering degree I was qualified and since I

had asked for it I got the job.
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I relieved Admiral - who was an AEDO,

retired and went with North American Aviation.

I had this job for two years. I asked for it w.Lth the

idea of making contacts in the defense industries so that when

I did retire I’d retire to a good job in the defense industry.

I wanted to do this reasonably early so that I would still

have productive years ahead of me.

I did retire in ‘59, which at that time I was fifty—seven

years old, and I would have had five more years in the Navy if

I had stayed on.

However I had made up my mind. So those last two years

I was the Bireau representative with my headquarters in Los

Angeles. The reason I selected that was because a great deal

of the defense business is located on the West Coast.

I spent those last two years going around to practically

all the defense industries in the country, not just on the .Yest

Coast. I started with Boeing and. went to everything on the Vest

Uoast. I went East and to every place that I felt I wanted to

learn something about the defense industry, and what they were

doing.

Of course in my job I had entree to any place I wanted to

go, which made it very fine. I got to meet the top poeple, and

through them their chief engineers and go through their plants

and see what they were doing and discuss what they were doing.

It was a very educational period for me. I learned a lot about

the defense industry.
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That was about the middle of 1958 when I just about

decided that now was the time. It was known in the industry

that I was going to retire, and I had, two or three very nice

offers from the defense industry.

About that time the general mrur of the Delco-Remy

division of General Motors, r. Don Boyee, came out to the

West Coast. He caine out there to learn so’nething about the

defense industry, because as I said the West Coast is one of

the major centers of the defense industry.

Through one of the Genera]. Motors local representatives

an appointment was made and he came to my office one morning

and introduced himself. He had his chief engineer and another

one of his staff with him. Tie said what he was there for.

I said, “Let’s sit dow’a and talk about it.” So we discussed

the defense industry and I asked q,uestions about what Delco—

Remy did and why they were interested in it.

I told him, “1±’ you’re interested in getting into the

det’ense business to make mney, and I understand that General

Motors likes to make money, this is no the business to be in.

But there are several sound reasons if you’re really interested

in it how you could get something out of being in the defense

business. The Department of Defense, through the three ser

vices, are engaged in many highly technical prograns and very

expensive programs that only the Defense Department could afford

to engage in. And by participating in some of these far out
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programs you might learn something that would be of interest

and provide some technical fallout in your business. That

would be really your main objective as I see it for getting

in this — to get technica]. faUout. The way you learn about

these things is not by rewiing about it, but by having your

people participate in them, becauae your knowledge is in the

brains of your people and not in your pla’-.ts or anything else.

So if you want to learn sometiin about it you have to partici

pate, you can’t get it by reading it.” He said, “That makes z

sense.”

I said, “There’s another reason — I think it’s a rather

intangible one. I feel, from my point of view, that General

Motors should participate in tra defense business because they

have a great deal to cntributo in the way of knowledge and

experience. And again I thi1c probably a third reason would

be in the event we ever face another national emergency and

General Motors would be required to stop building automobiles

and start building airplanes and tanks and military products,

you need some people in your organization who are familiar with

defense activities.” And he said, “That also .rnakes a lot of

sense.”

I said, “There’s going to be a three or four day meeting

in St. Louis at the McDonald Aircraft Company at wiich repre

sentatives from all the defense industries iii be there. There

will be papers redd, there will be symposiums, and quite an

exchange of information. I think it might be very worthwhile
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for you and. your chief engineer and anyone else of your

division to attend. If you’re interested I will arrange

it,” which I did.

About two weeks before that I got a call from Mr. Boyes

saying he had a. couple more people who would like to come to

this meet, and could I arrange for them to come. Then I saw

them n St. Louis, and spent some time with Mr. Boyes and

his boss, Mr. Skinner, discussing the problem of Delco—Remy

gett.ng into the defense business.

I suggested, “What you need on your staff, and I’m sure

you don’t have anyone perhaps as knowledgeable as they should

be, is some one really knowledgeable in the defense business

who can advise you as to what areas would be worthwhile for

you to attempt to get into and those that wouldn’t be worth

while. I think the best way to get this knowledge is to get

some retfred Navy or Air Force officer who has been in the

defense business and hire him as an assistant.” He said,

“That makes sense.”

They had several discussions and they approached inc and

said, “How about you?” I said, “Well, I hadn’t thought about

getting in General Motors. I have certainly considered and

plan to retire and get in the defense business, but we might

discuss it.” They said, 1’Suppose you fly on up to Anderson,

instead of flying directly back to Los Angeies? I have my own

plane, crew, pilot, and everything.” I said, “Sure, I think

it would be a good idea.” “Suppose you get in my plane and

we’ll fly up.”
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So we flew up and landed at Anderson. I spent a coupi?..

of days there going all through the Delco-Remy pla!s, seeing

what they were doing ai’d what they were interested in, and

their research group. I was q-J.te impressed with it. I said,

“I’ll consider it.” When I got back I wrote and said, “I’d

like to very much.”

‘)ne thing led to another and. I requested re±irement.

I retired on January the first 1959, and went to work for

Don Boyes in the Delco—Rarity division of Genera]. Motors.

They said, “Where do ye” want to make your headquarters?”

I said, “Certainly it won’t be in Anderson, because I donUt

think that Anderson is one of the centers of the defense il2dus—

try.. I think Los An’eles is probably one of the best places

where I can keep current and have knowledge of what ‘a going

on, and I have many contacts in that area. I think it would

be best fDr me to set up my shop in the Los Angeles area.”

Thy said, “I think that’s a good idea.”

I first had an office at the battery plant at Anaheim,

bu.t that was too far from where I lived, so... I suggested I get

another office. Then I got another office in Beverly Hula.

At 4e first six months was more or less a getting

acquainted period for me to learn more about Delco—Remy and

Genera]. Motors. The job that I had, being assistant to the

general manager, certainly gave me entree to everything in

General Motors. He took me up to Detroit whero I met everyone
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in the executive group of General Motors from the Presi

dent, Mr. John Gordon, who is a Naval Academy graduate class

of ‘22, who had been at the Naval Academy at the same time

I was. I had a nice visit with him, and. the senior Vice—

President Mr. Roger Keyes1 who I met when he came in as Deputy

Secretary of Defense with Mr. Wilson. Mr4 Wilson brought him

in for a year and. then he went back to Genera]. Mcroi-s, so I

hc.d known him. I met-all the top people in General Motors.

I spent some time with Larry Hafated, who was a. Vice—

President of General Motors, and. ran the General Mo+o’ Re

search in Detroit. He had been in the Navy. I got to know

him, and went through their research and what they were doing.

So at the end. of, what we call in the Nvy, the “make—

you learn” period, we started getting down to what areas would

be worthwhile for Delco—Remy.

We had a very goad group of eleotrical chemists in the
)i) L

bttery department, so we decided that we be in the

business of the silver zinc battery. The silver zinc battery

is a very exotic type of battery. The active elements in the

battery are silver and zinc with a potassium hydroxide electro

lyte. It is what is called a primary battery. You introduce

the electrolyte into the cells, and immediately it’s almost an

electrical explosion. You get a very high output. It’s used

in niissis. It was used in the atomic bomb, because within

a fraction of a second to initiate the explosion the first thing
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you do when the bomb takes off or the missile takes off,

you charge the batteries by for,ing the electrOlrte into

the cells. So you immediately have a high electrical output

that runs everything in the missile — all the guidance system.

It’s a very exotic battery, and there weren’t too many

companies in that businses • The battaries e very expensive.

They viould run somewhere ar’ound two thousand dollars a piece

for a battery, for say the Minite Man missile.

It was the Minute Man rniesi) that I got interested in,

because they vure just at the stage where North American ‘7ere

developing the guidance system and. that was quite a big problem.

So I said, “I think thr.t ‘ s where we should go • I think

we’ve something that maybe we can sell.”

I arranged to meet rith the people at North American

Electronics in Downey. We discussed it with theta. They were

interestec, like azrjbody would bet, in a General Motors divisLon,

so we worked with them.

They said, “Have you got a battery’?” I said, “No, We

haven’t got a battery. We’l]. see if we can build one that

can meet your requirements and specifications.” So they gp..ve

us the specificatons antI said, “How much will it cost?”

I talked this over with Mr. Boyes. I said, “What we would

like to do s to build twc or three batteries at our expense

to see whether we can come anywhere near meeting yourr9uire—”.

ments and specifications. Then we can sit dowL and maybe we

can do business that way.” So that’s what we did.
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We were successful arid we developed the battery. AU

the batteries in the Mimzte Man missile5are made by Delco—
P)1 V

Remy, and they’ve been v successful.

There were other areas and there were lots of things

they thought they might want to get into, so I probably did

as rm2.ch recommending not to get into this as I did to get

into it.

It was a very rewarding experienoe to me to work for

Delco—Remy at General Motors, particularly in the position

that I had.

I attanded two of their innageznent conferences down at

Greenbriar. i.bout every three years they’d get all the top

executives and go down to Greenbriar for about four days, and

we’d take over Greenbriar. We’d spend the mornings listening

to presentations by the top people in General Motors. In the

afternoons you were free and could play golf or fish or trap

shoot or what have you. Then we’d usually have a cocktail

party and a dinner party, and they’d bring a show down from

Broadway. It gives you u opportunity to meet the top people

on a social basis, which is quite important.

The first time I was down there there were about 750

executives from General Motors from all over the world, their

top people. They h2d a oup of tables and each table would

seat about twenty people. At the end of each table they had

a little placard, which would give the name of a senior execu

tive, perhaps one of the Board of Directors or the President
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or one of the Vice Presidents or general managers, who would

be at that table. So I would go in and look around and find

somebody at a table that I didn’t know that I wanted to meet,

then I would go to that table arid sit down by this person for

dinner. That way I got to meet some very interesting people.

One time I went in there arid I sat next to Mr. Alfred

P. Sloan, who was “Mr. General Motors.” He didn’t know me,

so I introduced myself and told him who I was. He was most

interesti in what I was doing, Those four days were just

wonderful. You’d get to meet people like that.

During this period I maintained my contacts with the

Defense Department, a lot of times going around to various

meetings and seeing people and being seen, which is part of

the j ob. It was very very worthwhile and I enj oyed it thor—

oughJ4r.

Miss itchen: How long did you stay with General Motors?

Admiral Hedding: I stayed with General Motors until 1965.

I got out then because my wife was ill with cancer arid I felt

that I couldn’t devote time to her and also time to my job.

So I spoke with Mr. Boyas arid told him that I thought it best

that I retire, which I did. I retired from General Motors

in 1965.
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During the period I wa there it was a most rewarding

experience. General Motors is a very large organization,

and like big organizatione they have the same problems that

a big organization like the Navy has, and General Motors is

comparable in size, They had at that time between 650 and

700,000 employees. One of the xna3or problems of course i.

in cor?imunication, as it is in the Navy.

Also another problem ‘ith an organization that bi is

to insure that they get the right man at the right spot at

the right time, the same thing as in the Nwry. In other words

we hope that the proper people wifl be selected for Captain

and flag rank, so there is a conti rnni screening of manage

ment types in big corporations to make sure that they receive

the proper training if they’re on the way up the executive

ladder. And they have in effect the same thing that we have

in the service — the fitness report system. it is very sim

ilar to the Navy’s system. They try to select and evaluate

talented executives, the younger men, and move them up and

watch them and. give them important jobs.

As a comment on that when Admiral Burke was selected as

CHO, he had two or three months before he would relieve Admiral

Carney. So during that time he thought he would go around to

the big corporations and see what he could learn from them

in what we cail career rrirnwjgement. So he went to Detroit and

spent some time with Mr. Louis Seaton, who was the Vice Presi

dent for Personnel at General Motors.
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He was questioning him about career management, and

13r. Soaton said, “Athniral, we realize that’s a very impor—

taut aspect of running a big corporation as I’m sure it is

in the Navy. We have an evaluation system. J- call it fit

ness roport the Army calJs it something else, and the Air

Force calls it something else, but it is basically a system

for evaluating your •management talent. We were interested

in how the services did it, so we sent people io interview

people in each service, and we found out that the best system

we could find was the Navy system. Now here you are trying

to find out from us.” It was a rather interesting aside.

One of the things that impressid me most about General

Iotors was the tremendous amount of management talent they

had, and how they developed it and m.r-Lared it. As an emample,

their Buick division had not been too successful for a few

years, and they decided they needed some new management. So

ty selected a man to head up the Buick division as general

manager and told him he could go out into the corporation to

pick the key people he felt he’d need to help him bring this

division back, so he did.

I know he cane to Delco—eny, and took our productIon

manager ai.J tool: him up to Buick, and made him production

manager there. Then he wont some place else for a new sales

manager, and some place else for a director of quality control,

and some place else for a new chief engineer.
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The thing that impressed me first was that there were

people available in the corporation, and secondly that when

they took them from a division they didn’t hart that division

particularly, because there was someone that the division

had already trained that could move into that position.

Another thing I didn’t find any so-called company

politics or political cliques in the corporation. I’m sure

there there were in some of the divisions, lmt I know there

wasn’t in Delco—Rainy, and I didn’t run into it.

Surely there are ambitious people in the management chain.

I think pr.ctically everyone from lower mm’agement on up hoped

that one day maybe they would be President of General Motors,

just as in the Navy every officer has a ambition some day

that he will be CNO.

It really was a very worthwhile and very rewarding ex

perience to work with a big corporation like General Motors,

and I macLe many many frieds and I see them frequently.

I think I was very fortunate, much more fortunate I think

to work for General Motors than I would have been if I had gone

to say one of the large defense companies here on the West

Coast, because there are many retired service people in the

defense industry on the West Coast, but very few in General

Motors. I think I ‘.as the only flag officer or general offi—

ocr who was employed by General Motors at that time.
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I know that there was çuite a bit of Congressional

interest in all the retired service people working in the

defenae industry. My name was in the Congressional record

as being one of the senior people working there for General

Motors, listing my salary and all this business which they did.

We were a2jL very carefg. tImt there was no conflict of

interest, bss we knew we coulthi’ t get in sales • But again,

that is a very abstract business. When you work for any out—

fit you’re selling your outfit. You sell their capabilities,

you don’t go around with an order book under your arm, but you

are selling something.

Just like I sold first the idea of gdting into the silver

zinc business, and had a major part in their contract with North

American to build the silver zinc battery for the Minute Man

missile. Y followed that up, and we got a contract with Hughes

Aircraft for the silver zinc battery for a missile they were

building for the Navy. We had quite a few contracts.

I found, something that was rather diaheaxtening in a way -

I couldn’t get too much interest from a great many of the

senior people, the migement people, in Delco—Remy to become

interested in the defense business.

After I’d been there for some time, one of the manage—

inent group said to me, “Truman, you don’t realize it but you

caine to this job with twostikes on you.” I said, “What do

you mean?”
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He said, “Basically we really don’t need or want de

fense business. We recognize that maybe there ill be some

t eclmical fallout, but we certainly also realize, and it ‘s

most important, that we’re not going to make a profit anI

get the return on the investment in the defense business as

we get in the automotive business. Wbt We are doing when

we get into the defense uinees is that the division will

not make the profits that they’d make if they used these same

talents in devdoping say a better battery for the automobile

than developing a battery for a missile.”

In General Motors,bomi.a rewards are a very bi thing.

Your bonus at General Motors is the objective that everybody

works because you get a very big bonus. Your bonus is

determined first of all by the profits or the earning that

the corporation makes, then that in turn filters down to how

well a division does in contributing to the earnings of the

corporation, then a certain amount of bonus money is assigned

to this division. The general manager determines how much key

people get in the way of a bonus. So most everything you do,

to a degree, is oriented towards your bonus. It isn’t every

thing, but it has a very strong impact on what you do.

For that reason a eat many of them were reluctant to
Wc?

engage in the defensc i-siness. Even a-they were successful

in the silver zinc battery and getting this c on.tract they still

didn’t think too much of it, because what it did — in order to

develop the silver z1nc battery to be competitive and to get
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this contract they had to take engineers away feom working

on the lead acid. battery to work with the silver zinc battery.

That rut down teclinicaj. advances because you were taking your

brains, your experience, awa rom the leak acid battery and

putting it there where you dithi’t get the profits. When you

cut down n the profits you out t1oWt on the bonus.

Actually one of the recommendations that I made to the

general manager — you restrict your defense business to not

more than five to ten percent of your total volume of business,

because when you do that ,tbe effect on your earnings wiil be
‘S

rather insignificant. The factthat you don’t make the per

centage profits or the return on investment which you make in

the automotive business.

I pointed out at that stage that the rrofits in the de

fence business after taxes were less than three percent, so

that doesn’t look very good as ompared to what they get for

building starters and batteries and ail the other things they

build.

Miss Kitchen: I don’t krw whether you are aware of it —

your enthusipam in describing your experiences with General

Motors is greater than your experiece in describing some of

your Navy duty. Now is that because it’s more recent?

Admiral Hedding: NtW 3.1áy, it’s probably because it’s

more recent.
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Looking back on my riavaJ. eperience I don’t think I had

anything any more rewarding to me personally than my exper

iences in the Navy. I was very fortunate in that I was a

professional officer, I was e r.val aviator, md I partici—
ci 1-’ t-’ ‘s

pated in some of the best aas that I could have participated

in during 7orld War II. In other words I was able to put

to use rnd do the things that I was trained to do, and I was

in positions where my knowltge could be used. I was very for

tunate in the jobs that I had in the Navy. The Navy was very

fine to me, and I worked my tail off for the Navy.

I am also very enthusiastic about General Motors. You’d

expect me to be enthusiastic about the Navy, which I am, but

I just wanted to make the comparison of what I felt was how

fortunate I was to have made the decision to go with General

Iiotors rather than some defense activity.

The defense business to me is very frustrating, it’s

feast or famine. At one time they’ve got more work to do than

they have people to do it; they get several cuntracts and they

have a feast. Then suddenly some other outfit gets a ig con

tract — there are not too many big coniracts to go around —

and they wil2 find famine and they’ll have to get rid of very

important key people.

Uiss Kitchen: Tell me what you’re doing since you retirec

from General Motors.
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Admiral Hedding: Vex little. I retired in 65 and. my wife

died in ‘67. I spent those last two years helping to take care

of hcr. Ihen she died I dithi’t 1ow what to do. I play golf,

have a lot of friends, and take life easy.

I think I’m fortunate that I had this transition perd

from my very active duty in the Navy to those six and, a half

years with General Liotors, where I was in a position as an

advisor or oonsultan rather than as an executive position.

.ll I was doing was advising instead of making deci:ions. So

tht was a good transition period, because we all reach a point

so1e time when you just stop working, most of us. Of course

some people work until they die, a lot of them work so hard

that they don’t live long.

I’m very haDy with what I’m doing now, and that’s doing

practically nothing. I read a lot, play golf, and I travel.

I have many friends that I d/iscuss things with. I play bridge.

It’s1diversion. The thing is to keep your mind working. .lhen

you have no more interests you might as well turn in your suit.

iss Kitchen: How would you describe yourself as a person?

How would .,ou describe your own personality? ihat kind of a

person do you see yourself?
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Admiral Hedding: I tLink I’m, you might say, a rather con

vivial person. I make friends easily, and I have manr frienis.

I hav a lot of interots and I keep active. I keep active

mentally and physically. I think you have to do that, with

out it what do you. have?

i1js Kitchen: 1hat do you. think has been your greatest con—

tribu.tion in your career?

Admiral Hedding: The greatest contribution ... made I think was

my knowledge of naval aviation and my background of training

and the people I was Lortunute to work with. I worked with and

under as bosses the leading leaders of naval aviation. Juzt

name them I worked for them — Admiral Towers, Admiral King, Ad

miral Sherman, Admiral Mitacher, Admiral Nimitz, Admiral kadforrd.

I worked for all of them. You can’t work. for those people with

out learning something.

Of course I had a very good background. Practically a]-]-

my career was in carriers, so I knew carriers, as carrier pilot

or on the carriers. I think that’s the major contribution I

made — from my background of training and experience. I was

verT laiowledgable in carriers.

Vher. I worked on the Joint Staff I learned to work with

the other services. I had three jobs on the Joint Staff. I

think tht was a major contribution.
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Lass Kitchen: Do you think of yourself as having any

weaknesses?

Admiral Hedding: That’ a hard to say. I gu.eas we al].. have

weaknesses.

I know I get along with people. I’ve always been able

to get along with both my seniors and my juniors. A lot of

naval officers or people in n’ gement get along fine in

that they more or less make their main objective getting a—

long with their seniors. I think it’s eqi’-]-ly important or

some timesrnore imorta.nt to get along with your juniors, so

you get people that are loyal to you who’ll work for you.

I ray be a little demming some times, maybe more than

I should of people. I ..- demand a lot of m-self. Some

timss again I may be a little too easy going. It ‘s hard to

say where you do best. There’re some people who are drivers,

and some people who are leaders. Some times you perhaps need

both. I cornider myself more of a leader than a driver.

I also feel that I have a very good mind for ma]yzing

things. I’ve always been able to analyze — get to the meat of

the matter. I think that’s probably beer one of my strengths

and has influenced the ccntributione that I have made in the

rry.

Miss Kitchen Do you have any final comments that you would

like to make to your biography?
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Admiral Hedding: Hot that I can think of. I might have

some after I’ve read it over, that would give me a better

idea perhaps.

I look back on my career in the Navy with a great des].

of pride, a great deal of satisfaction. I was very fortunate

in my career in that I was assigned to many positions as I

moved along in increased rank tiat were good positions, good

for me and hard working positions.

I think thcre are some officers who try to avoid tough

jobs, or jobs too ier.anding, or jobs where they are afraid they

will make mistakcs. I’ve 1iown çuite a few of them. I tried

never to do that, I’ve taken a lot of hard jobs and worked hard

at them. So I loot back with a great deal of satisfaction on

my career in the Navy.

I was very fortunate in the assignments that I got and the

people that I worked for — he fact that I was on the Joint Staff,

the fact that I was on the Strategic Bombing Survey where I learn

ed a lot of things, nnd things like that.

Iiss Kitchen: It’s been interesting. When you get the manu —

script back if you :ant to make any additions or deletions feel

free to do it.

Admiral Hedding: Do you think that I’ve given you everything

that I could? I’m sorry that I don’t have any papers or any

diary to refer to.
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Kiss Kitchen: I think ones biography usually reflects the

person and I think you have said and described your career

as you remember and saw it to be. The Institute thanks you.

4
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VICE ADMIRAL TRUNAN J. HEDDING
UNITED STATES NAVY, RETjRED

Truman Johnson Heddng was born on July 14, 1902, in Morris
dale, Pomsy1vana, son of Mrs. Katherine C. Hedding and the late
Dr. Benjamin E, Heddng. Ho attended East Denver High School and
Denver (Colorado) UnIversity for one year before hs appointment to
the U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, by the Honorable B. C.
Hcrnandez of Mexico in 1920. Graduated and commissioned Ensign
on June 4, 1924, he advanced to the rank of Captain, his date of
rank June 1, 191+3. His nomination to th.e rank of Rear Admiral was
confirmed by the Senate to date from July 1, 1951.

Following graduation from the Naval Academy in 1924, he served
aboard the USS MARYLAND until. January 2925, when he was ordered to
the Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida, for flight training He
was designated Naval Aviator on November 24, 1926, and remained at
the Air Station until January 27, 1927, when hewas assigned to
Fighting Squadron ONE, of Aircraft Squadrons, Battle Fleet. From
June 1929 to May 1930 he had instruction in aeronautical engineering
at the Postgraduate School, Annapolis, and continued instruction at
the Massachusetts Insti,tuto of Technology at Cambridge, from which
he received the Master of Science degree in 1931.

Between July 1931 and June 1932 he was on duty at the Naval
.ir Station, Anacostia, D. C,, after which he had a year’s service

in the USS SARATOGA, Assigned to Fighting Squadron 6—B until June

19)5, he was next ordered to Washington, D, C., to serve in the
bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, with additional duty during
1936-1937 as a Naval Aide to the White House. ‘n June 19)7 he
joined Fighting Squadron 2-B, based on the USS LEXINGTON, and in
December 19)9 assumed command of FightIng Squadron 2 aboard that
carrier, Foliowng duty from June 1940 until June 1942 at the Naval
Air Station, Pensacola, he assisted in fitting c’ut the USS ESSEX,

and from her commissioning, December 31, 1942, until July 1943, had
consecutive duty as Air Officer and Executive Officer.

in August 1943 he bebame Chief of Staff to the Commander, Car
rer Divis ion TTmEE, and for outstandIng service in that capacity
was awarded the Legion of Merit and a Letter of CommendatIon, each
wIth Combat “V. The citations follow in part:

Legion of Merit: “For exceptionally meritorious conduct.,.dur—
ing successful attacks on enemy Japanese-held territory of Tarawa,
Apamama, Makin, Jaluit, Wotje, Kwajalein, Truk the Marianne, Palau,
andHoflandla, frdm November 1943 to April 194k, and in the Naval
Battle for the Marlanas in Jun0 1944...Captain Hedding ably assIsted
the Task Force Commander in planning operatIons and in coordinating
and directing attacks against hostile aircraft, shi.pping and shore‘ pstallations...He was greatly instrumental in. forming plans which,
,hen placed in effect by the units of the Task Force, caused great
destruction on the enemy wIth litt’le damage to our forces...’
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Letter of Commendation (by Commander in Chief, Pacific
Fleet): “For meritorIous conduct...as chief of Staff to the
Task Force Commander during successful attacks on the Japanese-
held islands of Tarawa, Apamama, Makin, Mule, Jaluit, Wotje and
Kwajalein. His initiative and ability were outstanding in the
execution of attacks against Tarawa, Makin and.. Apamama on 18
September 1943. During tne period 10 to 25 November 1943, his
exceptional performance of duty throughout offensive operations
against the enemy contributed immeasurably to the destruction of
enemy aircraft, shipping and Installations at Mule, Makin and
Jaluit...”

From June 194I to March 1946, he served on the staff of the
Commander In Chief, Pacific Fleet, and for meritorious service in
the Future Plans Section, concerned with Naval and Naval Air
operations, he was awarded the Bronze Star Medal. The citation
states in part: “...Captajn Hedding ably discharged his resporisi
bility for the planning of Carrier Task Force Operations against
the Japanese Home Islands and the enemy-held positions...”

He is also entitled to the Ribbon and Stars for, and facs
imiles of the Presidential Unit Citations awarded the USS YORK
TOWN, USS LEXINGTON and USS ESSEX.

Completing a tour of duty in March 1947 at the Naval Air
Base, Fourteenth Naval District, Pearl Harbor, T. H., he re—
turned to the United States, and was assigned to the General
Board, Navy Department, Washington, D. C. In August 1947 he
re,ported for instruction at the National War College, also in
Washington, and upon graduation assumed command of the USS VALLEY
FORGE, in July 1948. Detached from that command in August 1949,
he was ordered to the Joint Staff, Office of the Joint chiefs of
Staff, Washington. In April 1951 he joined the staff of the Com
mander in Chief, Pacific Fleet, assuming the duties of Chief of
Staff, Joint Staff, in August of that year.

In July 195) he became Commander Formosa Patrol Force,
Pacific Fleet, with additional duty as Commander Fleet Air Wing
ONE, On August 17, 1954 he reported as Deputy Director, Joint
Strategic Plans Group, the Joint Staff Office, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, Washington, D. C., and on June 28, 1955 assumed the duty
of Special Assistant to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Washington. He was Commander Carrier Division THREE from Septem
ber 1956 until September 1957, and on October 14, 1957 reported
as Bureau of Aeronautics General Representative, Western District

•with headquarters In Los Angeles, California. He remained there
until relieved of all active duty pending his retirement, effec
tive January 1, 1959. Upon being transferred to the Retired List
he was a1vanced to the ranc of Vice Admiral on the basis of corn
‘eat awards.
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In addition to the Legion of Merit with Combat “V1,” the
Bronze Star Medal, Commendation Ribbon with Combat VV, I and the
Presidential Unit Citation Ribbon with three stars, Vice Admiral
Hedding has the American Defense Service Medal; the American
Campaign Medal; the Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal; World War II
Victory Medal; and National Defense Service Medal.

Vice Admiral Hedding’s usual address is 1726 Vicente Boul
evard, Santa Monica, California. He is married to the former
Miss Ysabel W. Weyse of Santa Monica.
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